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1                    P R O C E E D I N G S

2                              

3  (11.00 am)

4 CHAIRMAN:  Good morning everyone, it is 8 o'clock in

5      London.  So if everybody is here, I think,

6      Mr Temple, you've got Mr Allsop as a witness.  He

7      has appeared on the screen.

8 MR TEMPLE:  Yes, he is.

9 CHAIRMAN:  When you are ready and when Mr Allsop is

10      ready, shall we start?

11 MR TEMPLE:  Yes, sir there is just one short point that

12      Mr Allsop took yesterday and today off work on the

13      basis of schedule which hoped that he would be

14      finished by lunchtime today.  I just raise that now,

15      in the hope that cross-examination will definitely

16      finish today rather than go on into a third day.

17          I just mention that.

18 CHAIRMAN:  I am sure that is just the sort of expression

19      of hope that your opponent will welcome.  Let's get

20      on with it, shall we.  Good morning, Mr Allsop.

21      Thank you for coming to give evidence.

22 THE WITNESS:  Good morning.

23 CHAIRMAN:  What I am going to do is ask you to affirm, is

24      that all right?

25 THE WITNESS:  Of course.
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1 11.01 CHAIRMAN:  Would you like to repeat after me.  I do

2            solemnly and sincerely affirm?

3       THE WITNESS:  I do solemnly and sincerely affirm.

4       CHAIRMAN:  That the evidence I shall give.

5       THE WITNESS:  That the evidence I shall give.

6       CHAIRMAN:  Will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing

7            but the truth.

8       THE WITNESS:  The truth, the whole truth and nothing but

9            the truth.

10       CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much.  There will be some

11            questions now from Mr Temple and then from

12            Mr Sallon.

13       MR TEMPLE:  Mr Allsop, can I ask you to confirm your full

14            name?

15       A.   Nicholas John George Allsop.

16       Q.   Thank you.  On the screen you can see a first

17            witness statement from you dated 30 May 2022 and

18            there is a signature at the end of that document at

19            page 174.  When it comes up, can you confirm whether

20            it is your signature, please?

21       A.   Certainly.  Will it just scroll down?  Ah yes.  Yes

22            that's my signature.

23       Q.   Thank you.  And whilst we are on this first witness

24            statement, you have indicated to me that there's one

25            correction you want to make to paragraph 32.  Sorry
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1 11.03      I haven't got the page reference immediately.  There

2            we go, Fatima is faster than I am.  What is the

3            correction you wanted to make to that paragraph?

4       A.   Paragraph 32?  I don't believe that was one of the

5            corrections I wanted to make, paragraph 32.

6       Q.   Okay.  If you want to just re-read that paragraph to

7            confirm that it is true, then, in that case?

8       A.   On 1 June that one, yes, 32?

9       Q.   Yes, that is right?

10       A.   On 1 June 2016 --

11       Q.   You don't need to read it out loud Mr Allsop, if you

12            just read it in your head.

13       A.   Sorry.  Apologies, you are correct.  That is a point

14            I wanted to correct.  I wanted to correct where it

15            says, "One of main reasons" to "The main reason".

16       Q.   Thank you.  If we can move to the second witness

17            statement, please, Fatima.  That's from page 197.

18            It should be your second witness statement, dated 30

19            June 2022 and the signature is at page 208.  If you

20            can again just confirm that's your signature when it

21            comes up.

22       A.   Yes.

23       Q.   Is that your signature, Mr Allsop?

24       A.   Yes, it is.

25       Q.   On paragraph 36 you have indicated a correction you
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1 11.05      would like to make.

2       A.   Correct.

3       Q.   If we can go to paragraph 36 and then you can

4            explain what you would like to correct about that

5            paragraph.

6       A.   I would like to correct the paragraph by removing

7            the last sentence, replacing it with, "At the

8            meeting in his office Mr Cefaratti provided me with

9            four employment confirmation letters."

10       Q.   At paragraph 37, line 12, I think it is just over

11            the page, you also indicated a correction.  What

12            correction was that?

13       A.   Yes.  That's from line 12, remove entirely the line,

14            "both of which he signed in front of me."

15       Q.   Can you just explain to the Tribunal why you want to

16            make those corrections please?

17       A.   Yes.  I thought when I made my statement that both

18            the four employment letters were signed by

19            Mr Cefaratti in front of me, but now I accept that

20            whilst he did indeed give me four employment

21            confirmation letters, they were not signed in front

22            of me, but were rather computer generated

23            signatures.

24       Q.   And what did you read that led you to that

25            conclusion?
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1 11.06 A.   I read in his third witness statement the forensic

2            evidence that has been provided, and I accept they

3            are computer generated.

4       Q.   Thank you.  With those corrections, are the witness

5            statements true?

6       A.   Correct, yes, they are.

7       MR TEMPLE:  Thank you.  Mr Sallon will have questions for

8            you.

9       THE WITNESS:  I can't hear.

10       MR SALLON:  My apologies for being out of the room when

11            the session started.

12       A.   I am sorry I didn't catch the first part.

13       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sallon, you are not coming over very

14            clearly.

15       MR SALLON:  Can you hear me now, sir?

16       A.   That's better.

17       CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

18       MR SALLON:  Sir, may I, putting aside the witness for the

19            moment, I am addressing the Tribunal and I am just

20            apologising for the fact that I wasn't in the room

21            when you started this session.  Can I just raise one

22            matter before we begin this cross-examination.

23       CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

24       MR SALLON:  It is this.  My attention has been drawn to

25            the fact that in the course of Mr Dean's
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1 11.07      cross-examination, documents were coming up on the

2            screen which appeared to anticipate a different, and

3            indeed the next question that I was proposing to

4            ask, rather than the document that I was

5            concentrating on.  I am sure it was inadvertent, but

6            it would be very helpful to know who is in the

7            conference room, along with Fatima, and to ask you

8            to get the assurance of whoever is in that room that

9            nothing is going to be done which in any way could

10            be perceived as prompting a witness to give a

11            particular answer.  Could I ask that that enquiry is

12            made and that cautionary note is sounded, sir?

13       CHAIRMAN:  Well, yes, but that does -- I mean, I

14            appreciate that your clients will have all sorts of

15            concerns because this is, as it were, they don't do

16            this sort of thing every day.  But I think the

17            notion that somehow the documents are being

18            manipulated seems a bit fanciful.  As far as I could

19            see, the documents were coming forward pretty

20            quickly and generally pretty accurately, but if your

21            clients -- and I don't quite see why it is suggested

22            that if the wrong document comes up, or the right

23            one comes up a little late this is some attempt to

24            undermine the witness or the questions.

25       MR SALLON:  I put my concern very carefully.
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1 11.09 CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Well, can someone please -- can we

2            be told how the documents system works?  I really

3            don't want to spend too much time on this but I am

4            going to, if necessary, I will limit the time of

5            cross-examination but if you want to spend some time

6            on this, we will.

7       MR SALLON:  I simply want to know who is in the room.

8            They have heard what has been said.

9       MR TEMPLE:  I can confirm it is Fatima at home on her own

10            so no one else in the room.

11       MR SALLON:  Thank you very much indeed.

12       CHAIRMAN:  Is there anything else?

13       MR SALLON:  There's nothing else.  I am ready to

14            cross-examine, if I may.

15       CHAIRMAN:  Are we sure that it is only Fatima in her

16            room?  I don't want there to be trouble later on.

17            What is the position and please put on the record

18            how it is arranged and how the documents are

19            accessed.  Because I really don't want to find at a

20            later stage in these proceedings that some issue is

21            raised about that so I need more detail Mr Temple

22            please.

23       MR TEMPLE:  I have WhatsApp confirmation from those

24            instructing me that she is on her own at home.  In

25            terms of the system, I think she is here as a
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1 11.11      presenter here on Zoom.  I will be corrected if I am

2            wrong.  The presenter functional allows her to share

3            the screen.  She has the PDFs on her computer.  She

4            turns to the page that is referred to and we see

5            that on our screen.  I am not sure what else I can

6            say about the system.  That's as I understand it.

7       MR SALLON:  I am sure everybody is very grateful for that

8            reassurance and we entirely accept it.

9       CHAIRMAN:  I would also point out that this system has

10            operated to my knowledge over about six or seven

11            cases, all fiercely controversial, and I am not

12            aware that there has ever been any suggestion that

13            Fatima has been got at in some way and indeed what

14            has happened is I have expressed gratitude to her

15            for her assistance.  So on we go with the questions.

16       MR SALLON:  Very well.

17                      Cross-examination by MR SALLON

18       Q.   Mr Allsop, you submitted by hand an undated

19            complaint to the DFSA concerning the conduct of Zach

20            Cefaratti, Howard Leedham and Amir Anwar of Dalma

21            Capital; is that correct?

22       A.   I did submit a complaint.  I can't recall if it was

23            undated or not.

24       Q.   Could we have a look at it, please, it is B/789.  If

25            you would like to have a look at the whole of it,
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1 11.12      perhaps we can just scroll through the document to

2            remind you.

3       A.   Sure.

4       Q.   Thank you very much.

5       A.   That was my complaint, yes.

6       Q.   Do you accept that your complaint was undated?

7       A.   It was.

8       Q.   You, in some way, got that document to the DFSA;

9            correct?

10       A.   I hand delivered it to them.

11       Q.   So you personally handed it in, did you?

12       A.   Yes, I did.

13       Q.   When?  Do you have a record of the date that you

14            handed it in?

15       A.   It was April 2018, possibly the 18th.

16       Q.   Why do you say the 18th?

17       A.   I think that was the date I handed it in, but I

18            would have to clarify.

19       Q.   Sometime later, we will go into it in more detail,

20            did you receive an acknowledgment?

21       A.   I did.

22       Q.   How many days later was it that you received the

23            acknowledgment?

24       A.   I think I received the acknowledgment on the same

25            day.
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1 11.15 Q.   You think it was on the same day, do you?

2       A.   I believe so.

3       Q.   When you handed it in, who did you hand it in to?

4       A.   I can't recall the individual person I handed it in

5            to.

6       Q.   Did you just hand it in at the door of the office,

7            at the reception desk, or did you hand it in to a

8            specific person?

9       A.   I believe it was the reception.

10       Q.   And it was in an envelope, was it?

11       A.   Yes.

12       Q.   And who was it addressed to?

13       A.   DFSA.

14       Q.   Had you made any preliminary enquiry as to who the

15            complaint should go to?

16       A.   An individual person, a named person?

17       Q.   Yes.

18       A.   No.

19       Q.   All right.  The complaint itself was in various

20            parts and the first part of your complaint alleged

21            that at the beginning of April 2016, while working

22            for Sanjay Shah as head of trading, you and Mr Dean,

23            who you supervised and who reported to you, were

24            asked to start managing the assets in Dalma

25            Capital's URF, despite the fact that you were both
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1 11.16      employed elsewhere, had no formal connection to the

2            company, and you went on to add that you believed it

3            was, "Unprofessional and unethical to do so", as

4            well as being, "Probably illegal and certainly in

5            breach of numerous DFSA rules and regulations,

6            particularly those concerning client

7            confidentiality."  Right, that's what you said to

8            them?

9       A.   Yes, I did.

10       Q.   When did you become familiar with the rules relating

11            to regulatory infractions?

12       A.   I'm not particularly familiar with the rules.

13       Q.   Well, how did you know that it was possibly illegal

14            but certainly in breach of numerous DFSA rules?

15       A.   I imagine -- well, I presumed, or assumed that

16            people working for another company, but trading for

17            or taking the positions of a fund for a second

18            company that would breach at least confidentiality

19            rules.

20       Q.   Well there's one thing about contractual

21            confidentiality.  That's a different matter.  You

22            said that there were rules and regulations,

23            particularly concerning client confidentiality,

24            which were a breach of the rules and I just wonder

25            whether you were familiar with the rules at the time
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1 11.18      you wrote the complaint?

2       A.   No.

3       Q.   You weren't?

4       A.   No.

5       Q.   You must have been aware that anybody who had

6            assisted somebody to work in another company, whilst

7            employed at a different company, was equally liable

8            to face regulatory proceedings under the rules.

9       A.   What was the question there?

10       Q.   Yes that was a question.  Were you aware that to

11            assist or encourage or concern yourself in the

12            activities of another person who was working for

13            another company to trade in a different company

14            would also be contrary to the rules?

15       A.   No.

16       Q.   You weren't aware of that?

17       A.   No.

18       Q.   Were you aware of the fact that making a complaint

19            of this sort required you to be entirely honest?

20       A.   Sure.

21       Q.   And was that complaint entirely honest?

22       A.   Yes.

23       Q.   So when you said in your complaint that you had

24            refused to act in the way that you were being

25            invited to do, but that Mr Dean agreed and managed
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1 11.20      the fund from the start of April to the end of May,

2            it was true that you refused to act in this way?

3       A.   Yes.

4       Q.   And when you told the DFSA in that document that the

5            way in which Mr Leedham and Mr Cefaratti and Mr Amir

6            acted in permitting Mr Dean to trade showed, and I

7            quote, "Complete contempt for investors in the

8            fund."

9       A.   Yes.

10       Q.   Was that true?

11       A.   Yes.

12       Q.   "And predictably ended disastrously for the

13            investors, a loss of over 4 per cent in May 2020."

14            Was that true?

15       A.   Yes.

16       Q.   And yet despite the complete contempt that these

17            individuals had shown to the investors in the fund,

18            and notwithstanding the disaster that they had

19            imposed on the investors, a loss of over 4 per cent,

20            and notwithstanding the fact that the company and

21            its officers had behaved so contentiously, you

22            signed a contract of employment with Dalma as senior

23            portfolio manager on 1 June 2016.  Is that correct?

24       A.   I joined on 1 June 2016, correct.

25       Q.   So your feelings of outrage and concern were put
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1 11.21      aside to the extent that you were prepared to work

2            for this company and for these people?

3       A.   I was torn between two firms, between Dalma and

4            Elysium and I went to work for Dalma because the

5            alternative was unemployment.

6       Q.   Really?

7       A.   Yes.

8       Q.   You remained employed with Dalma until an employment

9            dispute ended your employment, resulting in your

10            leaving, at least physically, at the end of 2017.

11            Is that right?

12       A.   I handed in my resignation in December 2017.

13       Q.   Right.  And you left the company physically at that

14            point?

15       A.   My last day in the office was 21 December 2017, I

16            believe.

17       Q.   Yes.  And we know that Mr Dean was made redundant in

18            June 2016?

19       A.   From Elysium.

20       Q.   From Elysium, yes.

21       A.   Correct.

22       Q.   On 22 April 2018 you filed a claim in the small

23            claims tribunal, here in Dubai, for unfair

24            dismissal; yes?

25       A.   It was actually filed by my lawyers, but it was
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1 11.23      filed on my behalf, yes.

2       Q.   Well, I am using the word "you" in the plural.  And

3            you also put in a claim for remuneration; yes?

4       A.   I did.

5       Q.   And then shortly after that you submitted your

6            complaint to the DFSA, within days?

7       A.   The timing is coincidental.  As I said, the

8            complaint to the small claims tribunal was filed by

9            my lawyers, but I filed directly the claim to the --

10            the complaint to the DFSA.

11       Q.   I'm just asking about the timeline, that's all.  All

12            right?

13       A.   Sure.

14       Q.   Was your complaint motivated by your strong sense of

15            ethics and the compunction to bring impropriety or

16            wrongdoing to the attention of the authorities, or

17            was it for any other reason?

18       A.   I filed my compliant to the DFSA because I believed

19            misconduct had taken place by the officers at Dalma

20            Capital at Dalma, and I believed that then and I

21            believe that now.

22       Q.   So your complaint was motivated by what you

23            considered to be the larger public interest in

24            bringing wrongdoing to light and making sure the

25            authorities knew about it.  Would that be a fair way
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1 11.24      of describing it?

2       A.   I believe misconduct had taken place and I reported

3            about my concerns to the DFSA.

4       Q.   No, the question was you were motivated by a strong

5            sense of public duty in bringing to the attention of

6            the authorities this wrongdoing.  That's what the

7            driver was.  Is that correct?

8       A.   I hadn't considered it in those terms before.

9       Q.   Well, consider it now.

10       A.   I was bringing it to the attention what I believed

11            was misconduct to the DFSA.

12       Q.   Why?

13       A.   Because I believed misconduct had taken place by the

14            officers of Dalma Capital.

15       Q.   But why report it?  Why not just keep it to

16            yourself?

17       A.   Because I wanted to bring to it the attention of the

18            DFSA that it had taken place --

19       Q.   Why?

20       A.   -- and -- well, several reasons.  Firstly, I wanted

21            the investors in the fund to know the circumstances

22            of how their money had been lost.  Namely, that

23            being that the officers of Dalma provided the login

24            credentials and a free rein to trade on that fund to

25            an individual who was unqualified, unauthorised,
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1 11.26      inexperienced and never an employee of Dalma and I

2            wanted the investors to know that.

3       Q.   Right, so that was the primary objective, to bring

4            this matter to the attention of the investors, to

5            bring it out in public so that the investors were

6            alerted to what had been going on.  Is that --

7       A.   That was one reason that I made my complaint.

8       Q.   Tell us the others.

9       A.   The second reason I made that complaint is because

10            Cefaratti had lied to the DFSA.  He had lied to the

11            DFSA that all Lyle Dean's trades were sandbox dummy

12            trades and that was wholly untrue.  All those trades

13            he executed were real.

14       Q.   Any other reason?

15       A.   Yes.  I submitted my complaint because I wanted the

16            DFSA to investigate Dalma and Cefaratti.  I wanted

17            them to see for themselves exactly what sort of an

18            individual he was, how he behaved, how he acted,

19            what he did and what his character was like, and

20            when they did so for them to come to a conclusion,

21            reached themselves, if they believed he was a fit

22            and proper person to work in the DFSA -- in the

23            DIFC, excuse me.

24       Q.   And in order to do that, it was important, you must

25            have realised, for your complaint to be honestly
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1 11.27      related to them and your account in support of your

2            complaint to be unimpeachably honest.  Is that

3            right?

4       A.   Yes.

5       Q.   As a result of your complaint, you requested, or

6            were invited by the DFSA to participate in a

7            voluntary interview, which took place on 29 May.  Do

8            you remember?

9       A.   I do.

10       Q.   How did that come about?  How did you come to go to

11            the DFSA to be interviewed?

12       A.   They invited me for an interview.

13       Q.   Who did?

14       A.   Fiona Paddon, I believe.

15       Q.   How was the invitation conveyed to you?

16       A.   Email I believe.

17       Q.   Sorry?

18       A.   Email I believe.

19       Q.   Just an email?  Because in your --

20       A.   No, there was a telephone conversation as well.

21       Q.   Between you and Fiona?

22       A.   Yes.

23       Q.   How long before your interview was there a telephone

24            conversation between you and Fiona?

25       A.   A number of days, a week perhaps.
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1 11.29 Q.   And what was discussed?

2       A.   I believe it was to do with whether I wished it to

3            be known it was me making the complaint.

4       Q.   Was the expression "whistleblower" used?

5       A.   I don't recall that.

6       Q.   Was it suggested to you that you should make your

7            complaint confidentially and --

8       A.   Sorry could you repeat that?

9       Q.   Was it suggested to you or discussed that you could

10            make your complaint confidentially and that your

11            identity would not be revealed by the DFSA?

12       A.   It was made -- it was made known to me that if I

13            wished to remain anonymous, I could do and I chose

14            to at that stage.

15       Q.   You chose to remain anonymous?

16       A.   At that --

17       Q.   From your conversation with Fiona Paddon, did you

18            receive what you believed to be a reassurance that

19            your anonymity would be protected?

20       A.   Yes.

21       Q.   Now, on 11 June, after you were interviewed, your

22            case in the small claims court was heard, 11 June.

23            And on 8 July the court reissued its judgment, do

24            you remember?

25       A.   I do.
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1 11.31 Q.   Now let me turn to Mr Dean.  You became Mr Dean's

2            supervisor at Elysium when you joined in October

3            2015; is that correct?

4       A.   It is.

5       Q.   By the time he left Elysium, you had known him for

6            just over seven months?

7       A.   Eight months.

8       Q.   Did you get to know him pretty well?

9       A.   He was a work colleague.  I wouldn't call him a

10            friend.

11       Q.   Did he have, in your judgment, a good knowledge of

12            the markets?

13       A.   He had knowledge of the crude market, oil.  He

14            appeared to be quite knowledgeable about that, yes.

15       Q.   I am going to suggest that, we will look at the

16            WhatsApp messaging in due course.  I am sure you

17            have seen it because you were responsible for

18            compiling the schedule that we have, weren't you?

19            But I am going to suggest that the WhatsApp messages

20            show that he had a wide range of knowledge which

21            extended far beyond knowledge of the energy

22            industry.

23       A.   He certainly had a lot of knowledge about the oil

24            industry and crude and an interest in other markets

25            as well, yes.
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1 11.32 Q.   He had a wide knowledge, as I have put to you, of

2            the markets, which extended beyond the energy

3            market.

4       A.   No, I wouldn't say he had a wide knowledge, no.

5       Q.   He kept a close eye on political events and trends

6            and made reliable predictions, didn't he?

7       A.   Reliable predictions?

8       Q.   Mm hmm.  I mean, he would look at what was happening

9            on the world stage and he would predict movements

10            and prices based on what was happening in the world.

11       A.   No, he wouldn't.

12       Q.   Really?

13       A.   No.

14       Q.   He provided you with high quality, valuable advice

15            about the impact of different events on share values

16            and currency fluctuations.  Is that a fair way of

17            describing the value of his advice?

18       A.   No.

19       Q.   Whilst at Elysium, although technically under your

20            supervision, from at least December 2015 he also

21            traded independently, didn't he?

22       A.   For Elysium?

23       Q.   Yes, for Elysium.

24       A.   He did start towards the end of December I believe,

25            yes, with some trade notes.
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1 11.34 Q.   Independently?

2       A.   Yes, I assigned him trading notes.

3       Q.   Did you find him to be diligent, hardworking and

4            reliable?

5       A.   He was hardworking.  He didn't shirk his hours.  I

6            had no complaints in that respect regarding his work

7            ethic.

8       Q.   You appreciated his work and frequently encouraged

9            and praised him, didn't you?

10       A.   At times.

11       Q.   Well, let me ask you this.  In the eight months or

12            so that he was under your supervision, you never had

13            reason to reprimand him or to complain to anyone at

14            Elysium about the standard of his work, did you?

15       A.   I made no complaints, correct.

16       Q.   When one of you, or both of you, were out of the

17            office, you communicated by WhatsApp and by email.

18            Is that right?

19       A.   Yes, at times.

20       Q.   You had his email address?

21       A.   His Elysium email address, yes of course.

22       Q.   You had his own email address, did you not?

23       A.   I can't recall if I had his personal email address.

24       Q.   Is there any way you could check that?  You must

25            have records of email correspondence or email
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1 11.36      exchanges with Lyle.

2       A.   I don't recall a personal email address of his, no.

3       Q.   You don't recall?

4       A.   I don't recall using it, but I do recall him sending

5            me his personal email address after he was made

6            redundant from Elysium and he asked me to pass that

7            on, I believe.

8       Q.   I see.  So in June 2016 he provided you with his

9            personal email address, did he?

10       A.   I believe so.

11       Q.   Would it be fair to say that to some extent you got

12            to know him on a personal level and developed a

13            good -- I'm not going to suggest close -- but a good

14            work-based friendship with him.

15       A.   No, he was a work colleague.  He was not a friend.

16       Q.   Well, you socialised with him, didn't you?

17       A.   At Elysium events.

18       Q.   You met for drinks?

19       A.   At Elysium events.

20       Q.   You went horse racing with him?

21       A.   We were at Elysium, yes, in the Elysium box at the

22            Dubai World Cup, yes.

23       Q.   And you even placed bets for him and collected his

24            winnings?

25       A.   No, I didn't.
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1 11.38 Q.   Never?

2       A.   No.

3       Q.   You were responsible for creating the schedule of

4            exported WhatsApp messages between you and Mr Dean

5            between 3 February 2016 and 9 December 2020.  Is

6            that right?

7       A.   Yes.

8       Q.   Who asked you to do that?

9       A.   I offered that information to the DFSA.

10       Q.   When?

11       A.   June time, I believe, this June.

12       Q.   Of this year?

13       A.   Yes.

14       Q.   Why did you offer to supply your WhatsApp records?

15       A.   I thought it might assist them in this matter.

16       Q.   Who did you speak to about this?

17       A.   Fiona Paddon.

18       Q.   And did she ask you to take responsibility for

19            compiling the record?

20       A.   I compiled the record and I sent it to her, yes.

21            She gave me some assistance, she advised me on how I

22            could download, effectively, the WhatsApp messages

23            to Word and then send them to her, because I was

24            unsure how to do that.

25       Q.   And so it was you who decided to select what you
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1 11.39      thought was the appropriate period of exchanges

2            between you and Mr Dean?  You fixed the timeline, as

3            it were, or the timespan?

4       A.   I sent the first group of WhatsApp messages I sent

5            to her were, I believe, from March through till the

6            last WhatsApp message we had and then she asked --

7       Q.   March of what year, sorry?

8       A.   March of 2016, I think.  And then I sent a further

9            set of WhatsApp messages going back further, at her

10            request.

11       Q.   How much further?

12       A.   To February 2016, I believe, another month at least.

13       Q.   Right.  The WhatsApp messages that you sent, or

14            certainly that we received, had redactions.  Were

15            you responsible for making those redactions?

16       A.   Yes.

17       Q.   Do you have WhatsApp messages for your time with Mr

18            Dean at Elysium prior to February of 2016?

19       A.   Yes.

20       Q.   But you didn't supply those because you didn't think

21            they were relevant?

22       A.   I wasn't asked to supply any messages with Mr Dean

23            going back any further than February 2016.

24       Q.   The redacted passages of the schedule that you sent,

25            or the extract that you sent, concerned
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1 11.41      communications between you and Mr Dean on 30 March

2            2016, and those were the redacted entries, right?

3       A.   Yes.

4       Q.   They related to a bet, which you had placed for Mr

5            Dean, on a race which actually took place on 26

6            March, which was a Saturday.  Can you confirm that?

7       A.   I didn't place the bet for him.  It was a bet he

8            wanted to place, yes.

9       Q.   You physically placed the bet?

10       A.   No, I didn't.

11       Q.   Well, there was a race in which a horse called

12            California Chrome ran --

13       A.   Correct.

14       Q.   -- and won?

15       A.   Yes.

16       Q.   And if we look at the WhatsApp messages, which is --

17       A.   Sure.

18       Q.   -- O/113 to O/136, they are on the screen already --

19            are they on the screen?  Not yet.  Thank you.  If we

20            go to 124, please.  I would just like you to read

21            the WhatsApp messages.

22       A.   Yes, I'm familiar with it.

23       Q.   Yes.  It appears that you placed a bet, which you

24            thought accurately conveyed his instructions.

25            Namely, to put 100 dirhams on California Chrome.  Is
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1 11.43      that right?

2       A.   He initially wanted 100 dirhams on California Chrome

3            and he changed his mind to £100.

4       Q.   He said, "Why not sterling so I said 100 GBP", to

5            which you replied, "Did I?  Must have been very

6            drunk ..."

7       A.   Could you -- okay.

8       Q.   Have you got it, do you see?

9       A.   Yes I see.

10       Q.   Were you very drunk at the time?

11       A.   No, not at all.

12       Q.   Hmm?

13       A.   Not at all.

14       Q.   And he said, "Actually made 1000 DHS with the other

15            guys", and you said, "Ha ha ha I had a good day,

16            don't worry", and he said "On California Chrome, it

17            was a pretty fun day." You said, "Yeah it was

18            superb."

19       A.   It was a good day.

20       Q.   Why did you redact that?

21       A.   Because it wasn't relevant to these proceedings.

22       Q.   Would you agree it, at the very least, demonstrates

23            that you had a pretty friendly working relationship

24            which extended to, albeit corporate, social events?

25       A.   We were Elysium employees at this time, in the
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1 11.45      Elysium box at Dubai World Cup night.

2       Q.   Was it illegal to place those bets, just out of

3            interest?

4       A.   I didn't place those bets.

5       Q.   You didn't?

6       A.   No.

7       Q.   So what's this conversation about?

8       A.   He asked me before the last race Dubai World Cup, he

9            said that he strongly fancied the favourite,

10            California Chrome, to win and he would like to have

11            a bet on it and I said to Lyle, "Okay what do you

12            want?"  And he said, "I fancy 100 dirhams" and then

13            he changed his mind to £100, I said, "I can help you

14            there."  I contacted my uncle in the UK, I asked my

15            uncle to place £100 on California Chrome for me,

16            which he did.

17       Q.   That's why you redacted it because this was really

18            the fact that it wasn't really relevant because it

19            was your uncle placing the bet.  Is that right?

20       A.   It wasn't relevant to these proceedings.

21       Q.   I expect you know that after Mr Dean was made

22            redundant, he got a job with Sulla Investments.  Did

23            you know that?

24       A.   I've heard that.

25       Q.   Who did you hear that from?
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1 11.46 A.   I think I read it in one of the witness statements.

2       Q.   Did you read Mr Dean's statements?

3       A.   No, I wasn't provided with his.

4       Q.   So can we rule out the fact that you learned about

5            this from statements other than Mr Dean's, yes?

6       A.   I wasn't provided with Mr Dean's witness statements.

7       Q.   Well, did you read his interviews at all?

8       A.   No, I have not been provided with his interview

9            transcript either.

10       Q.   Has there been any discussion about his interviews

11            with you, or his statements?

12       A.   Not that I can recall.

13       Q.   We know that Mr Dean was eventually contacted and

14            interviewed by the DFSA.  Did you encourage the DFSA

15            to contact Mr Dean?

16       A.   Not at all.

17       Q.   He was the principal person, who you claimed was

18            working for Dalma at the relevant time.  Did you say

19            to the DFSA, for example, "My account can be

20            supported if you were to contact Mr Dean."

21       A.   No.

22       Q.   Did it occur to you to let Mr Dean know that you

23            were making a complaint which involved him?

24       A.   No.

25       Q.   Given that -- well, let me ask you this.  When he
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1 11.48      left Elysium and later sent you his email address,

2            would I be right in thinking that you left on -- he

3            left and he left you on reasonably good terms?

4       A.   He sent me his email address the same day, on 6

5            June.

6       Q.   For what purpose?

7       A.   To pass on for any contact regarding anything that

8            needed to be sent to him.

9       Q.   So --

10       A.   The WhatsApp messages will show it, I imagine.

11       Q.   Were you on good terms with him when he left?

12       A.   He wasn't particularly happy.

13       Q.   I know he wasn't happy.  That's not the question.

14            The question is did you leave -- or did he leave

15            Elysium with your relationship intact?  Were he and

16            you on good terms despite what had happened to him?

17       A.   Yes.

18       Q.   Given that you had, what I'm going to suggest is a

19            good relationship during your time at Elysium, and

20            given that although he was unhappy when he left, he

21            left on good terms with you, did you think that it

22            was appropriate to contact him and let him know that

23            you were going to be making a complaint, or had made

24            a complaint, concerning his trading at Elysium -- at

25            Dalma?
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1 11.50 A.   No.

2       Q.   Did you think that he might provide supporting

3            evidence of the truth of your complaint?

4       A.   I didn't think about it.

5       Q.   Were you asked at any stage how the DFSA might be

6            able to make contact with Mr Dean?

7       A.   No.

8       Q.   Do you know how they did make contact with Mr Dean?

9       A.   No.

10       Q.   Did you supply them with his email address?

11       A.   I don't recall having done so.

12       Q.   Are you saying you didn't, or are you just saying --

13       A.   I don't recall if I did.  I don't know if I did, I

14            don't know if I didn't.

15       Q.   So you may have done, but you can't -- you can't

16            rule it out but you don't remember, is that it?  Is

17            that the position?

18       A.   I don't recall if I did, but I don't think I did.

19       Q.   After he left Elysium and he provided you with his

20            email address, have you communicated with him?

21       A.   No, I have not.  The only communication was a

22            WhatsApp message he sent to me about nine months

23            later, which I didn't answer.

24       Q.   Why didn't you answer it?

25       A.   He was after a reference and I passed the message on
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1 11.52      to Sanjay Shah.

2       Q.   Would you have been prepared to give him a

3            reference?

4       A.   Yes, if he had asked me for one.

5       Q.   He was asking you for one.

6       A.   I passed it on to Sanjay Shah.

7       Q.   But why, if he was asking you, did you pass it on to

8            Sanjay Shah?

9       A.   Sanjay Shah was his boss.  He was the boss of

10            Elysium.  It was more appropriate, I thought, it

11            came from him if he was going to provide one.

12       Q.   Given that you had Dean's email address, did you

13            think it appropriate to drop Dean a line and say,

14            "Better to ask Sanjay.  I'll pass it on."

15       A.   No, I didn't reply.  I just passed the message on to

16            Sanjay.

17       Q.   Really?  Now, in your interview you made the

18            following claims, and I want to make sure that I

19            have accurately summarised them.  Firstly, that you

20            were asked by Howard Leedham to trade at Dalma; is

21            that correct?

22       A.   Yes.

23       Q.   Secondly, that you refused to do so because, "As an

24            Elysium employee, it would have been totally

25            improper" -- I quote -- "to do so and would have
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1 11.53      breached confidentiality agreements, rules and

2            regulations"; yes?

3       A.   Yes.

4       Q.   Thirdly, that you told Howard verbally why it was

5            inappropriate for you and Lyle Dean to do so and

6            explained that as employees of Dalma, it was

7            probably a potential breach of the DFSA rules?

8       A.   Howard was asking me, and me alone.  I told Howard

9            it would be inappropriate for me to trade.  Lyle

10            wasn't discussed in this.

11       Q.   So any statement by you to the DFSA in your

12            interview that you explained that it was

13            inappropriate for you and Lyle to trade is wrong, is

14            it?

15       A.   I don't recall that being in my statement.

16       Q.   Well, let's have a look, please.  It's D/039 to 042,

17            which the internal page numbers are 40 and 41, let's

18            see what you said because I want to make sure I have

19            got this right.  Bundle D, 039 to 042.  Can we just

20            go to the top of 39 and read through it, because I

21            can't remember precisely where it is.  If I have got

22            it wrong, I don't want to make a false point.  Just

23            go up a little bit more, possibly to the next page.

24            That's it.  Let's have a little look at 38 and see

25            where we come in.  Just up a bit more.  That's it.
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1 11.56      You mentioned Howard was involved at Elysium, so who

2            at him did he approach, was it you directly or was

3            it Sanjay, how did it happen?  You said:

4                "I don't know if Sanjay but as I ware of it.

5            He might or he might not, I don't know if he was or

6            he wasn't."

7                Then a little further down you say, "I am

8            sorry" -- Fiona says, "When you say you don't know

9            if Sanjay Shah was aware of it, speaking do you mean

10            aware of them wanting to move to Dalma?"

11                You said:  "No of course not, absolutely, he

12            was aware of that."

13                "(WILLIAM SAHELI) So who did Howard approach at

14            Elysium?"

15                If you carry on down, a little bit more.  We

16            have got this:

17                "(WILLIAM SAHELI):  So who did Howard approach

18            at Elysium, you directly?

19                (NICK ALLSOP):  He asked me and I refused.  He

20            then clearly asked Lyle Dean because he went to do

21            it."

22                Yes, carry on down.

23       A.   I have corrected that on my statement.

24       Q.   So that's wrong, is it?  That passage in your

25            interview is wrong?
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1 11.57 A.   I assumed that was the case but that assumption is

2            wrong.

3       Q.   So what's wrong about it?

4       A.   Because I thought at the time that he had been

5            approached by Howard Leedham, but it was Cefaratti

6            who provided me with the codes to trade.

7       Q.   That's a slightly different point?

8       A.   Howard Leedham only spoke to me and asked me.

9       Q.   Did you ever express the view to Howard that it

10            would be wrong for Lyle Dean to be asked to trade?

11       A.   No.

12       Q.   Why not?

13       A.   It wasn't mentioned.

14       Q.   Well, the next point I want to put to you is this.

15            You told the DFSA in your interview that Lyle Dean

16            came into the office one morning and announced that

17            he had been given the passwords from Dalma Capital

18            and was now managing the funds.  Do you remember

19            telling them that?

20       A.   He didn't announce that.

21       Q.   How did he -- did he -- how did he convey it?

22       A.   He told me.

23       Q.   I'm using the word "announce" meaning he told you?

24       A.   He told me.

25       Q.   Unexpectedly?
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1 11.59 A.   He told me he had been provided, as he had been

2            provided the login codes he was now trading the

3            assets, correct.

4       Q.   And what did you say?

5       A.   I thought that was wrong and I told him he should

6            wait, wait till we had moved to Dalma.

7       Q.   Did you advise him that it was potentially a breach

8            of the regulations?

9       A.   No, I didn't say that.

10       Q.   Why?

11       A.   I just told him he should wait.  That was all.

12       Q.   I wonder if we could close that document now so we

13            can get a better view of what's going on.  Thank you

14            very much.  You were his supervisor, weren't you?

15       A.   I was his line manager at Elysium, yes.

16       Q.   When he told you that he had the password, did you

17            ask what it was, or the code?

18       A.   No.

19       Q.   Were you curious to know what it was?

20       A.   No.

21       Q.   Were you curious to know who had given it to him?

22       A.   No.

23       Q.   How was it, then that in your complaint you claimed,

24            at page 843 -- I am not asking for it to come up --

25            that Howard and Zachary gave it to him?
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1 12.01 A.   I said I wasn't sure who gave it to him?

2       Q.   In your complaint you said clearly that Howard

3            Leedham and Zachary Cefaratti had given the code to

4            him?

5       A.   Yes.

6       Q.   If you didn't ask him when he told you who had given

7            it to him, how are you able to make that part of

8            your complaint?

9       A.   It would have been one or the other.

10       Q.   Well, you, in your complaint, you said it was both

11            Leedham and Cefaratti who did this.  Are you now

12            saying it was, you assume it was one or the other?

13       A.   I didn't know which one had given him the login

14            credentials.

15       Q.   All right, so why did you say that it was they, in

16            the plural, who had been responsible for it if you

17            didn't know?

18       A.   It could have been no one else.

19       Q.   I'm sorry?

20       A.   It could have been no one else.

21       Q.   But it could have been one or the other.

22       A.   Yes.

23       Q.   Is that what you are saying?

24       A.   That's right and I said it, indeed, and in my

25            interview I made clear I didn't know which one it
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1 12.02      was.

2       Q.   We are coming to your interview in a moment.  I am

3            asking you why your complaint, you said it was both

4            of them.

5       A.   I believed it probably was.

6       Q.   You believe it was, but it's not something you were

7            ever told.  Is that right?  Is that right?

8       A.   Correct -- that's correct.

9       Q.   And so when you came, in your interview, at D/044,

10            to tell the DFSA that you didn't know who it was

11            provided Dean with the code and that they would have

12            to ask Dean, was that the truth?

13       A.   Yes, I didn't know which one of them had done it.

14       Q.   Did you, as you told the DFSA, tell Dean that you

15            thought what he was doing was wrong and you actually

16            said to him, "It's really not right what you have

17            been asked to do."  Is that correct?

18       A.   No, I thought that was the case and I told him he

19            should wait until he went to Dalma.

20       Q.   I'm so sorry, did you not tell him, as you told the

21            DFSA you did that you said to him, "What you are

22            doing is wrong, you have been used.  It's not right

23            what you have been asked to do."

24       A.   That's what I thought.  That's what I thought.

25       Q.   That's what you thought?
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1 12.04 A.   That's what I thought.

2       Q.   You told the DFSA in your interview, page 054, that

3            you said to him, "It's not right what you been asked

4            to do."  And that what he was doing was wrong and

5            that he had been used.  First of all, did you -- do

6            you agree that that's what you said to the DFSA?

7       A.   I have corrected that.

8       Q.   So the truth is you didn't say it to Dean.  Is that

9            right?

10       A.   I said it was wrong and he should wait.

11       Q.   So the bit you disagree with is that you said

12            what -- you disagree that you said he was being

13            used.  Is that right?

14       A.   I think he was.

15       Q.   But you disagree that you told him that?

16       A.   I can't recall if I told him that or not, no.

17       Q.   So what you said at paragraph -- at page 054, in

18            which you told the DFSA that you told him, in the

19            words that I have described, that's correct, is it?

20       A.   I have corrected my interview.

21       Q.   But what I'm putting to you as having been said in

22            your interview isn't incorrect, is it?  In fact, you

23            did tell Dean that you thought what he was doing was

24            wrong and that he had been used and that it wasn't

25            right what he had been asked to do.  That's what you
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1 12.05      told the DFSA.  Is that what you said to Dean?

2       A.   No, that's not what I said to him.

3       Q.   Then why did you say it to the DFSA?

4       A.   That's what I thought, as opposed to I said and I

5            have corrected that.

6       Q.   Why didn't you say it to Dean if that's what you

7            thought?

8       A.   At the time I told him he should wait until he moved

9            to Dalma.

10       Q.   I repeat the question, why didn't you tell him what

11            you claim you told him to the DFSA if that's really

12            what you thought?  He was under your supervision.

13            Why not tell him that he was being used and that he

14            shouldn't do what he was being asked to do?

15       A.   He definitely shouldn't have done, that's for sure.

16       Q.   Yes, but why not tell him is the question.  Can you

17            help me?

18       A.   It was his choice to make.

19       Q.   But you didn't give him the opportunity to make a

20            choice because you never told him, did you,

21            according to you?

22       A.   He was given the opportunity to trade or not to

23            trade on the funds and he chose to do it.

24       Q.   You told the DFSA that you couldn't do much more

25            than you did since, and I quote, "These people were
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1 12.07      going to be my bosses and there's only so much more

2            that you can do" -- "only so much you can do."

3            That's what you said to them, isn't it?

4       A.   Correct.

5       Q.   You said that you didn't report it to Sanjay or

6            anyone at EGDL?

7       A.   That's correct.

8       Q.   But you imagine they knew?

9       A.   I don't know if they knew or not.

10       Q.   And you said the fact that you didn't report it to

11            anybody at EGDL had nothing to do with the fact that

12            you were going to move to Dalma; is that correct?

13       A.   No that's not correct.

14       Q.   Could you close the document, please?  Thank you.

15            Did you not tell the DFSA, in terms, that the fact

16            that you didn't report it to anybody had nothing to

17            do with the fact that you were going to move to

18            Dalma?

19       A.   I didn't report it to anyone at Elysium because of

20            the fact, if I did, I feared my move to Dalma would

21            not take place.

22       Q.   Right.  Did you tell the DFSA that aside from

23            yourself, you had no idea if Sanjay Shah or their

24            counsel, Greg Nixon, or anyone else at Elysium knew

25            about the trades that Lyle was conducting?
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1 12.08 A.   At the start I don't know if they did.

2       Q.   Did you tell the DFSA that aside from yourself, you

3            didn't know if Sanjay Shah or Greg Nixon or anyone

4            else at Elysium knew about the trades that Lyle was

5            conducting?

6       A.   Yes.

7       Q.   Did you tell the DFSA that it was like choosing or

8            asking Dean to trade was like picking a man off the

9            street like a gambler in Vegas?

10       A.   Yes.

11       Q.   Did you tell them that?

12       A.   Yes.

13       Q.   And did you tell them that you were not surprised

14            that Lyle Dean took the view that he should trade

15            because he had fancied himself as a bit of a trader,

16            who thought he knew the financial markets and

17            thought he was the best trader in the world, the

18            next Warren Buffet.  Did you tell them that?

19       A.   Yes.

20       Q.   So you were describing to them a man who was,

21            despite your advice, determined to go ahead because

22            of his overweaning self-confidence; yes?

23       A.   No.  I'm not surprised he took the opportunity he

24            did.  I would have been more surprised if he hadn't.

25       Q.   Well, you were describing somebody -- I'm not going
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1 12.10      to go into it in detail but we can look at it if you

2            want -- who was youthful, inexperienced but had a

3            very inflated idea of his own abilities and was

4            determined to trade.  That's what you were conveying

5            to the DFSA in the interviews, isn't it?

6       A.   He was very inexperienced, yes.

7       Q.   No, no, no, you are only answering part of the

8            question.  The question was you were conveying,

9            quite deliberately, to the DFSA that this was an

10            inexperienced young man who was -- had exaggerated

11            beliefs in his own ability and was determined to

12            trade.  That's the picture you were creating, isn't

13            it?

14       A.   I told the DFSA what I thought was the case.

15       Q.   And is what you thought to be the case summarised by

16            me correctly just now?

17       A.   Somewhat.

18       Q.   Sorry?

19       A.   Yes, somewhat.

20       Q.   Yes?

21       A.   Yes.

22       Q.   Even though the interview was voluntary, you

23            appreciated that it was important to give the DFSA

24            an accurate account of what occurred and to tell

25            them the truth.  You have told us that already.
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1 12.11 A.   Yes.

2       Q.   So is it true that over April and May 2016, Dean and

3            yourself were together in the office while Dean

4            managed DURF's assets and that you were, at all

5            times, at EGDL with him sitting next to you whilst

6            he did that?

7       A.   He was sitting next to me in Elysium's office when

8            we were both in the office, correct.

9       Q.   Yes, he sat next to you traditionally in the office

10            when you were both in the office.

11       A.   Yes.

12       Q.   Did you tell the DFSA that he traded for two months

13            in the office sitting next to you and that you

14            felt -- well, you expressed your views about that

15            and how inappropriate it was?

16       A.   Yes.

17       Q.   And that's true?

18       A.   Yes, he was trading whilst in Elysium's office and

19            at home and abroad.

20       Q.   So help me about this.  Did you, or was there any

21            reason for Lyle Dean to say that you were

22            responsible for telling him to start trading on

23            DURF?

24       A.   No.

25       Q.   Or that you were encouraging him to go to Dalma and
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1 12.14      that you were handling all the discussions with

2            Sanjay in relation to that?

3       A.   In relation to the contract?

4       Q.   In relation to his going to Dalma?

5       A.   I was dealing with Sanjay Shah and Howard Leedham

6            regarding both contracts, yes: myself and Lyle.

7       Q.   Was it true that if he were to say that you never,

8            ever discussed any reservations or concerns that you

9            had about his trading on DURF while being employed

10            at Elysium?  That you always wanted him to get out

11            and go to Dalma.  Was that true?

12       A.   I wanted him to get out and go to Dalma?  I don't

13            know what that means.

14       Q.   Was it true that you had password access to DURF

15            during the relevant period?

16       A.   No.

17       Q.   And so if anybody were to tell the DFSA that, that

18            would be untrue, would it?

19       A.   Correct.

20       Q.   Well, let me explore with you what you could have

21            done.  First of all, you have made it quite clear

22            that you did nothing to encourage Lyle to engage in

23            activities which you knew to be totally improper and

24            in breach of confidentiality.  Is that right?

25       A.   Lyle did his own thing.
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1 12.16 Q.   But you did nothing to encourage him to engage in

2            those activities during the relevant period.  Is

3            that your position?

4       A.   I had no wish for him to fail.

5       Q.   That you did nothing to encourage him to engage in

6            those activities in the relevant period?

7       A.   I didn't encourage him to do anything.

8       Q.   Can I suggest to you some steps that might have been

9            open to you.  As his supervisor and line manager,

10            you must have realised that he had a contract of

11            employment at Elysium.

12       A.   Yes.

13       Q.   And that, like your own, required him to devote his

14            whole time and attention to the business of Elysium.

15            That was a clause, a standard clause in the Elysium

16            contract, wasn't it?

17       A.   I couldn't tell you.

18       Q.   Well, do you want to have a look at your Elysium

19            contract?

20       A.   It's very long.

21       Q.   Hmm?

22       A.   It's very long.

23       Q.   Just help us.  Do you accept that you were

24            restricted from engaging in any other business other

25            than Elysium's or from breaching confidentiality?
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1 12.17 A.   If that was in my contract, that would be in my

2            contract.

3       Q.   Well, you must know what was in your contract?

4       A.   My Elysium contract was about 30 pages long.

5       Q.   Right, but you -- when you made your complaint you

6            were concerned about confidentiality issues;

7            correct?

8       A.   I mentioned that, yes.

9       Q.   I suggest that you were concerned about

10            confidentiality issues because you knew that to do

11            what you were doing without the consent of Elysium

12            would be in breach of your contract.  Do you agree?

13       A.   I wasn't doing anything.

14       Q.   No, no, that's not the question.  You knew that to

15            do anything other than remain a loyal employee of

16            Elysium and not work for somebody else would be a

17            breach of your contract.  You knew that, didn't you?

18       A.   Right, yes.

19       Q.   Right.  So you knew that your contract restricted

20            you in that way, as do most contracts, I suggest?

21       A.   Okay.

22       Q.   Do you agree?

23       A.   Yes.

24       Q.   And I suggest you must have realised, as his

25            supervisor, that his conduct -- as Lyle's
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1 12.19      supervisor, that his conduct was in breach of his

2            contract, because you would have known that, as his

3            supervisor, wouldn't you?

4       A.   He had a different contract to me.  I don't know

5            what was in his contract.

6       Q.   Did you ask to look at it?

7       A.   I had a copy of it, but I hadn't looked through it

8            in great detail.

9       Q.   Well, if you were concerned that what he was doing

10            was wrong, did you not look at his contract to make

11            sure that your feelings of concern were fortified by

12            a condition or term restricting him from doing what

13            he was doing?

14       A.   No, I did not look at his contract in that respect.

15       Q.   Because if his conduct was in breach of his

16            contract, should you not have written to him to

17            record your disapproval?

18       A.   I believed his actions were causing no harm or loss

19            to Elysium.

20       Q.   Ah.  So you weren't concerned that what he was doing

21            was causing any loss to Elysium?

22       A.   It wasn't.

23       Q.   Or harm to Elysium?

24       A.   It wasn't.

25       Q.   Well, we will come on to whose money it was that the
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1 12.20      fund was trading in a moment.  But if I were to

2            suggest to you that the investors in this fund were

3            investors in a bank which held Sanjay Shah's money,

4            that would have -- knowing that a young and

5            inexperienced trader was trading on that fund with

6            those monies would have, or might have been

7            prejudicial to Sanjay Shah, if not Elysium itself.

8            What do you say about that?

9       A.   If I believed he was engaging in actions that was

10            causing material loss to Elysium or Sanjay Shah, I

11            would have told Sanjay Shah, but they were not.

12       Q.   So you never told Sanjay?

13       A.   Correct.

14       Q.   As his boss you could have ordered him not to trade

15            for Dalma.  Did you think to do that?

16       A.   No.

17       Q.   If he flouted your order and was determined to go

18            ahead, you could have reported the matter to Sanjay,

19            to whom you reported.  You didn't do that, did you?

20       A.   I didn't say anything to Sanjay Shah, no.

21       Q.   Why not?

22       A.   Because if I had done, it would have scuppered my

23            move to Dalma.  Of that I have no doubt.

24       Q.   In other words, you knew that Sanjay was supportive

25            of this, do you?
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1 12.22 A.   No, I had in idea if he knew or not.

2       Q.   Well why would it scupper your employment at Dalma

3            if you -- if you were going to go to Sanjay and

4            simply say, "Look, Lyle Dean's very inexperienced.

5            He's got very much an inflated idea of his

6            abilities.  I'm very concerned about risks that he

7            runs to investors, risks that he runs to the

8            reputation of Elysium as an Elysium employee.  I

9            think you should have a word with him."  Why didn't

10            you do that?

11       A.   I didn't go to Sanjay Shah because if I had done --

12            if I had done and directly criticised Dalma, Howard

13            Leedham and Cefaratti for what was happening, they

14            would not have wanted me to go and work for them.

15            My move to Dalma would have fallen through.

16       Q.   But you didn't have to criticise them.  You could

17            have just said, "This idea isn't really a good one

18            for reasons that may affect you and may affect

19            Elysium", and certainly would affect young Mr Dean.

20            How did that -- how could that possibly have

21            affected your ultimate transfer to Dalma?

22       A.   If I had criticised Cefaratti and Leedham directly

23            to Sanjay Shah, my move to Dalma would have fallen

24            through.  Of that I have no doubt.  I was a pawn

25            between two firms.  I was not going to rock the boat
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1 12.23      and do anything to jeopardize that move.

2       Q.   Did you know or believe that in April and May that

3            investors' funds would be transferred from the

4            Varengold Bank into Dalma?

5       A.   In May 2016?

6       Q.   In April and May that investors' funds would be

7            transferred from Varengold Bank?

8       A.   There were discussions on investments, yes.

9       Q.   No, did you know that in April/May that investors'

10            funds would be, it was proposed they would be

11            transferred from Varengold Bank?  Did you know that

12            or believe it to be the case?

13       A.   I believe Varengold Bank were looking to make an

14            investment, yes.

15       Q.   So you did know that investors' funds were to be

16            transferred from Varengold to Dalma; is that

17            correct?

18       A.   That was the intention, Varengold to make an

19            investment into Dalma, yes.

20       Q.   And did you know that that was a bank owned by

21            Sanjay Shah?

22       A.   Yes.

23       Q.   Or a bank in which he had an interest, did you know

24            that?

25       A.   Yes.
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1 12.24 Q.   If, as you claimed to the DFSA, Lyle Dean was being

2            required to take every possible risk, that he was

3            maxed out and trading in a way which was contrary

4            the, I quote, "What the fund was supposed to be

5            doing, betraying and exposing investors to risk",

6            should you not have intervened to protect the

7            investors about whom you expressed such concern?

8       A.   It was the responsibility of Dalma.  It was the

9            responsibility of the officers, Cefaratti was the

10            risk officer.

11       Q.   You were this young chap's line manager and Sanjay

12            was your boss.

13       A.   I was his line manager at Elysium.  I had

14            responsibility for him at Elysium.  It was not my

15            responsibility.

16       Q.   Why not alert Sanjay to the risk faced by his

17            investors in allowing Dean to trade in this way?

18       A.   He wasn't trading for Varengold's money at that

19            time.  He was trading for what was in the DURF at

20            that time, which was not Varengold's investors.

21       Q.   I see so it was all right if it was other investors

22            but not if it was Varengold's, is that it?

23       A.   That's a question for Cefaratti.  He was the one

24            that gave him the login credentials and a free hand

25            to trade whatever he wanted.  It was the
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1 12.26      responsibility of Dalma, not me.

2       Q.   You have just told us that you didn't know whether

3            it was Cefaratti or Howard who gave him the login

4            details.  You merely assumed it was one of them.

5       A.   I didn't.  Until I read the decision notice, where

6            Lyle Dean clearly says it was Cefaratti.

7       Q.   I see, you are relying now on the decision notice,

8            are you?

9       A.   Well, it's a public document.  I presume it's

10            accurate.

11       Q.   So you never told Lyle that he was unqualified and

12            inexperienced and you never recorded your concerns

13            in an email or memo and you never talked to Sanjay

14            about this.  Let me ask you this.  If you thought

15            that the behaviour of Dalma's officers in asking

16            Dean to trade were not merely unethical, but quite

17            possibly illegal, as you said in your complaint, and

18            the results disastrous to investors, why didn't you

19            report the matter to the DFSA, even on a

20            confidential basis, in June 2016?

21       A.   At that stage I had gone to work for Dalma.

22       Q.   So you put your high morals to one side, did you?

23       A.   No.

24       Q.   Because of your own self-interest?

25       A.   No.  I didn't make a complaint to the DFSA until
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1 12.28      after I had left Dalma because I feared for my

2            personal safety if I had done.

3       Q.   Did you fear for your personal safety in June 2016?

4       A.   Mr Leedham had threatened me then so I was wary.

5       Q.   I see.  Mr Leedham had threatened you prior to your

6            being employed at Dalma, had he?

7       A.   Yes.

8       Q.   Were you prepared to work for a company whose SEO at

9            the time had threatened you in some way?

10       A.   I had no choice.

11       Q.   No choice?

12       A.   No choice.

13       Q.   What about choosing not to work for them?

14       A.   The alternative for not working for Dalma was

15            unemployment.  I was being terminated from Elysium,

16            Dalma was the only game in town to stay employed.

17       Q.   The truth is, I suggest, that by March or early

18            April you had reached an agreement in principle with

19            Sanjay and with Howard that you and Lyle would

20            transfer to Dalma to manage DURF as Dalma's

21            employees.

22       A.   No it wasn't reached by then.

23       Q.   And that Dalma, or whilst at Dalma, you would

24            continue to manage and supervise Lyle Dean; correct?

25       A.   Lyle Dean would be my -- I would have been Lyle
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1 12.30      Dean's line manager if he joined Dalma, yes.  That

2            was the plan.

3       Q.   I suggest, in truth, that in April there were

4            discussions and negotiations between you, Lyle,

5            Sanjay and Greg Nixon about your contracts, which

6            were to be based on the contracts that you had at

7            Elysium, and you were content to go ahead and

8            involve Mr Dean in those discussions.

9       A.   Mr Dean wasn't involved in the contractual

10            discussions.

11       Q.   Your contractual discussions were with Howard and

12            Sanjay and Greg.  Is that right?

13       A.   Correct.

14       Q.   So may I take it, then, that Zach played no part in

15            that at all?

16       A.   I don't recall him being involved in the contractual

17            discussions, no.

18       Q.   And so he wasn't, so far as you are aware, at any

19            meetings or privy to any email correspondence about

20            how the matter was progressing?

21       A.   He certainly wasn't at any meetings I recall.

22            Whether he saw any emails that were sent from Howard

23            Leedham I wouldn't know.

24       Q.   Certainly the emails that you were sent, and that

25            you sent, regarding your employment didn't include
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1 12.31      Zach, did they?

2       A.   They were to Howard Leedham, Greg Nixon, Sanjay

3            Shah.

4       Q.   And I'm going to suggest that in truth, save for

5            some details relating to medical insurance, visa

6            transfer and the bonus and commission structure, you

7            and Lyle believed that contracts would be formalised

8            soon and that official onboarding to Dalma was

9            imminent in late March and early April 2016?

10       A.   No, that's not the case.

11       Q.   I suggest that, unknown to Mr Cefaratti, you

12            instructed Lyle Dean to trade over this period and

13            encouraged him to trade, again sitting next to you

14            at Elysium's office?

15       A.   That's not the case.  I had no ability to give him

16            anything to trade.  I had no login credentials to

17            give that to him.

18       Q.   I suggest that you had access to DURF funds and that

19            you placed trades as well?

20       A.   Completely untrue.

21       Q.   I suggest that you knew that it would be a breach of

22            the regulations for you to trade to Dalma while you

23            were still an employee at Elysium and that you were

24            using Lyle as a front man, behind whom you could

25            hide if anything went wrong?
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1 12.33 A.   That's not true.

2       Q.   And that you were careful, or as careful as you

3            could be, not to leave your fingerprints by way of

4            incriminating mails suggesting that you were

5            actively involved in encouraging and supervising

6            Lyle and trading yourself?

7       A.   No that's not the case, I took no part in and I did

8            not interfere and I was not involved in what he was

9            doing.

10       Q.   I suggest that you expressly told Mr Cefaratti that

11            Lyle provided strategy and was a good source of

12            trading ideas.

13       A.   No, that's not true.

14       Q.   And I suggest that you, throughout the relevant

15            period, frequently boasted to Zachary about how your

16            trades was earning profit and how good they were and

17            how perceptive a trader you were?

18       A.   Not true.  They were all Lyle's trades.

19       Q.   And I suggest that you were, and had good reason to

20            be, confident, if you permitted Lyle to carry out

21            trades, that he had sufficient experience and

22            expertise to do the job?

23       A.   I didn't permit Lyle to do anything for Dalma

24            Capital for the DURF.

25       Q.   May I make it clear, I put to you that your conduct
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1 12.35      mirrored precisely the terms of the complaint that

2            you made to the DFSA in April 2018, didn't they?

3       A.   No.

4       Q.   And I suggest that following your dismissal from

5            Dalma in 2017, your complaint was motivated entirely

6            by feelings of bitterness and a desire for revenge?

7       A.   That's not true.

8       Q.   You are not the virtuous whistleblower that you

9            would like us to believe.  You are no more than a

10            dishonest and disgruntled employee.  That's not the

11            case?

12       Q.   Who knew full well that aiding and abetting or

13            counseling somebody to contravene DFSA law is an

14            offence itself?

15       A.   I didn't aid or abet in any way.  I was a passive

16            observer.

17       Q.   You helped and encouraged Lyle in your supervisory

18            capacity, placing trades yourself.

19       A.   I placed no trades at all before 1 June 2016 for

20            Dalma.

21       MR SALLON:  Sir, is that a convenient moment?  I wonder

22            if we could have a short break.

23       CHAIRMAN:  I was just about to interrupt and say it was

24            time for a break.  We will stop for five minutes and

25            then resume.
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1 12.36 MR SALLON:  Thank you very much.

2       (12.37 pm)

3                                (Break)

4       (12.42 pm)

5       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sallon, when you are ready?

6       MR SALLON:  I want to deal with joining Elysium.  You

7            were headhunted, I think, by Sanjay Shah in October

8            2015 as a senior trader.  Is that right?

9       A.   Yes, he approached me.

10       Q.   I think you knew each other through, you were

11            parents of children at the same public school?

12       A.   Our boys were at the same school here in Dubai

13            that's how I first met him.

14       Q.   By 2015, I am not going to take you through your CV

15            unless you want me to, you had over 25 years of

16            experience in the markets, most of it as a trader

17            serving as director of foreign exchange at UBD

18            trading forwards.  And as your career progressed,

19            you handled increasingly complex trades and products

20            outside the usual capabilities of mere online

21            trading, do you agree?

22       A.   Online trading hadn't even started when I began.

23       Q.   Do you agree that you handled increasingly complex

24            trade and products outside mere online trading, you

25            had historic experience of that?
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1 12.44 A.   I traded the products I traded as per my CV for

2            various institutions.

3       Q.   I am not going to download your CV, I don't want to

4            take time in that, but can we take it that

5            everything you said in your CV is correct?

6       A.   Yes.

7       Q.   And true?

8       A.   Yes.

9       Q.   So for my purposes, do you accept that when you

10            joined Elysium, you brought a wealth of experience

11            as a prop trader trading a wide range of foreign

12            exchange and interest products?

13       A.   My previous role had been a prop trader for Emirates

14            NBD, but I was not just a prop trader.

15       Q.   No, but you brought a very substantial experience to

16            the job, didn't you?

17       A.   Yes.

18       Q.   I mean between 1998 and 1999 you headed the FX

19            forwards desk at Nomura International and towards

20            the end of that period your role expanded to become

21            a member of a three-man proprietary desk there.

22            That's right, isn't it?

23       A.   Correct.

24       Q.   And you had been at one point the senior manager of

25            interest rate trading at the National Bank of Dubai,
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1 12.45      specialising in prop trading; yes?

2       A.   Correct.

3       Q.   And later you became the senior director of interest

4            rate trading at the same bank.  Is that right?

5       A.   Yes, that is correct.  Yes, that is correct.

6       Q.   Now, when you joined Elysium, Sanjay, it transpired,

7            had made a colossal amount of money with his own

8            hedge fund called Solo, yes?

9       A.   Correct.

10       Q.   And when you were headhunted by Sanjay to join

11            Elysium, you were trading money for his DIFC based

12            family office; correct?

13       A.   The intention was I would trade his own money, yes.

14       Q.   You did trade his own money, didn't you?

15       A.   Eventually.

16       Q.   And indeed, you were hired in order to trade FX and

17            interest rates in relation to his own money and

18            assets.  Is that right?

19       A.   Interest rates and FX is where I had my experience,

20            yes.

21       Q.   And the interest rate products included interest

22            rate futures, FX, equity, commodity indices, all of

23            which you were well familiar?

24       A.   Indeed.

25       Q.   You had a two-year guaranteed period of employment
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1 12.47      with Elysium whereby, if you were let go, Elysium

2            would owe you 12 months money?

3       A.   I had a two-year guaranteed period of employment,

4            that's correct, and if they let me go after one

5            year, they would owe me one year's money.

6       Q.   And it was there that you first met Lyle Dean in

7            October, who was at that time employed as an energy

8            analyst and that's when you became his line manager?

9       A.   No, I met him before then.

10       Q.   Had you met him before you were employed?

11       A.   Yes.

12       Q.   When?

13       A.   July, I believe it was.  While I was on gardening

14            leave.

15       Q.   2015?

16       A.   Yes, I believe.

17       Q.   Was that connected in any way with Elysium?

18       A.   Yes.  Sanjay Shah had mentioned Lyle Dean to me on a

19            number of occasions.

20       Q.   In what capacity, or in what context?

21       A.   That he worked with him and he needed some guidance,

22            he needed some mentoring.

23       Q.   When you arrived, it was in fact Mankash Jain who

24            had been engaged to assist Lyle to manage some of

25            Mr Shah's personal wealth, prop trading FX exchange
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1 12.49      traded funds.  That's right, isn't it?

2       A.   Mankash wasn't around when I was there.

3       Q.   But that's who had actually worked to help Mr Dean

4            and supervise or assist him in the managing of

5            Shah's personal wealth prior to your arrival?

6       A.   No, that's not the case.  I don't know exactly what

7            Mankash Jain did with him, but if he did, it wasn't

8            much.  Sanjay Shah was quite exasperated with Lyle

9            Dean and wanted me to start mentoring him as soon as

10            I could because he had generated losses.

11       Q.   I see, so when you became his line manager he would

12            report to you and you would report to Sanjay?

13       A.   That's correct.

14       Q.   And given your background, would you agree that you

15            clearly had adequate experience to undertake the

16            role of senior portfolio manager?

17       A.   I was head of trading at Elysium.

18       Q.   Sorry?

19       A.   I was head of trading at Elysium.

20       Q.   Was that an answer to my question?  I'm not quite

21            sure.  My question was given your background, you

22            clearly had adequate experience to undertake the

23            role of senior portfolio manager at Dalma?

24       A.   Yes, that is correct.

25       Q.   Is that -- that's correct?
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1 12.50 A.   Yes.

2       Q.   It would be very helpful if you would kindly just if

3            you don't understand or haven't heard the question,

4            I will repeat it, but please try to confine yourself

5            to the questions.  We will get on a lot more

6            quickly.  As we have already established --

7       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sallon, we can do without rebukes of that

8            kind.  The witness gave an answer which certainly to

9            me and my colleagues, if not direct, did appear to

10            be an answer to the question.  If you want the

11            witness to be rebuked, ask me.  Thank you.

12       MR SALLON:  Very well.  I withdraw the criticism.

13                Would you not say that while you were

14            supervising Lyle, you were impressed by his trading

15            ideas and dynamism and impressed by his ability to

16            read the market?

17       A.   No I wasn't.

18       Q.   In November 2015, on Sanjay's initiative, there had

19            been discussions between you and Mr Leedham about

20            Elysium Global setting up an investment management

21            agreement whereby Dalma would manage financial

22            investments on behalf of Elysium.  Do you recall

23            that?

24       A.   I wasn't involved in that.

25       Q.   B/108, please.  18 November 2015, an email from you
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1 12.52      to Howard?

2       A.   Yes.

3       Q.   "Good morning Howard, trust you are well.  I wish to

4            inform you that I have decided not to proceed with

5            the proposed IMA between Elysium and Dalma at this

6            time."

7       A.   Yes.

8       Q.   "I wish you and everyone well in the future."

9       A.   Yes.

10       Q.   In November 2015, on Sanjay's initiative, there had

11            been discussions between you and Howard about

12            Elysium Global setting up an investment management

13            agreement.  That's correct, isn't it?

14       A.   No, the discussions between Howard and Sanjay Shah

15            took place before I joined, about having investment.

16            At this stage after I had joined, I was brought into

17            it and it was basically handed to me by Greg Leedham

18            ^.  I had nothing to do with any discussions or it

19            being set up, but having looked at it I decided not

20            to take it forward.

21       Q.   There were discussions about you becoming involved

22            in it and you decided not to?

23       A.   I decided not to proceed with it.  I wasn't involved

24            at the start of it.

25       Q.   You must have been asked if you were interested in
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1 12.53      becoming involved in it in order to reject the

2            invitation?

3       A.   Greg Nixon brought me into the conversation because

4            I joined Elysium.

5       Q.   So there was a conversation?

6       A.   He basically handed it to me because I was from

7            banking.

8       Q.   So there was a conversation about your taking part

9            in this and you rejected it?

10       A.   I didn't want to take it forward, that's correct.

11       Q.   So there was a conversation about it?

12       A.   I met with Howard Leedham, with Greg Nixon and had

13            lunch, that's correct.

14       Q.   I'm glad to hear that.  There was a discussion about

15            it?

16       A.   Yes.

17       Q.   Involving you -- right, well that's what I asked you

18            in the first place.  The answer is yes.  And that

19            had nothing to do with the events that unfolded in

20            March, April and May 2016.  This was an entirely

21            separate thing; is that correct?

22       A.   Yes.

23       Q.   In December 2015 you were each given EUR 1 million

24            to trade Shah's money, which you traded for about

25            three or four months.  Do you agree?
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1 12.55 A.   We were given an amount in an ADS account to trade,

2            I can't recall the exact amount but that's correct.

3       Q.   You were both trading Sanjay's money in Elysium

4            Global through an ADS Securities account and trading

5            independently of one another.

6       A.   Yes, I had signed, after discussion with Sanjay

7            Shah, I had assigned Lyle Dean some trade limits,

8            correct.

9       Q.   At one time you each had a stop loss of EUR 500,000.

10            Is that right?

11       A.   I can't recall.

12       Q.   Meaning that if you lost EUR 500,000, you would have

13            to stop trading?

14       A.   I can't recall.

15       Q.   Do you agree that a stop loss in this context

16            denotes that when a loss of EUR 500,000 is reached,

17            you halt trading?

18       A.   No, not necessarily.

19       Q.   I would like you to look, please, at B/137.  It's a

20            trading limits document, do you see?  FX trading

21            limits?

22       A.   Yes.

23       Q.   And if you look at the bottom of page, please, if we

24            could go down there, you and Lyle signed what looks

25            like an agreement on 15 February 2016.
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1 12.56 A.   Yes.

2       Q.   And we can see that it's a document there which you

3            authorised Lyle to trade limited to a list of

4            specified currencies, with a limit of EUR 10

5            million.  Yes?

6       A.   Yes.

7       Q.   And it authorised him to trade on and off premises,

8            except for periods of leave.

9       A.   Yes.

10       Q.   And it authorised him to trade out of normal office

11            hours?

12       A.   Yes, that's correct.

13       Q.   And the various trades that he could conduct are set

14            out.  I won't rehearse them all, but we can see, FX

15            currencies with certain restrictions, CFD S&Ps and

16            so on and so forth.  This document related to prop

17            trading for and on behalf of Elysium.  Is that

18            right?

19       A.   Yes.

20       Q.   And the fact that you authorised Lyle, as his

21            supervisor, to trade off premises and out of hours

22            indicates that you trusted him to make independent

23            decisions subject to the risk limits which you had

24            imposed?

25       A.   Yes.
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1 12.58 Q.   So you must have thought he was a reasonably

2            competent trader or you would never have entered

3            into that agreement?

4       A.   He certainly improved, he had improved from the

5            clueless individual he was when I first joined to

6            having, I thought, enough to have these limits given

7            to him, yes.

8       Q.   On 15 February 2016, we can look at the reference if

9            you want, it's at 115, it's the WhatsApp extract.

10            At 20:02 Mr Dean informed you that he was 500k -- he

11            was up 500k at the moment, can you see that?

12       A.   I do.

13       Q.   And your response was, "Keep going fella".

14       A.   Indeed.

15       Q.   By March 2016, Lyle traded those funds and made

16            between EUR 360,000 and EUR 400,000 profit.  Is that

17            right?

18       A.   So he dropped about 150,000 by the look of it.

19       Q.   I'm going to suggest he made a profit of 360,000 to

20            400,000, whereas, you had lost about 500,000?

21       A.   Where does it say that?

22       Q.   I am putting it to you for the moment.  That is

23            true, isn't it?

24       A.   Can you please specify where you are referring to so

25            I can see that?
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1 13.00 Q.   I am putting it to you for the moment.

2       A.   Yes.

3       Q.   I am asking you to recall that in February, or March

4            2016, in relation to these trades that are

5            encapsulated in the document that we have looked at,

6            you lost about EUR 500,000.

7       A.   I can't recall.

8       Q.   Whereas, as I say, Lyle had made a EUR 360,000 to

9            400,000 profit?

10       A.   Where does it say that?

11       Q.   Well, let me suggest to you that Lyle told the DFSA

12            that that was the case and he told us that

13            yesterday.  Do you dispute it?

14       A.   I can't recall what the P&L numbers were for

15            February/March 2016.

16       Q.   Do you remember, in broad terms, losing money and

17            him gaining money but --

18       A.   I certainly recall him having a good start in

19            January and February 2016 and he was down a sizeable

20            amount of money and then proceeded to give a lot of

21            it back again.  Regarding my own performance in Q1,

22            2016, yes, quite possibly I was down, but was I

23            concerned?  Not really because I was responsible for

24            the desk and all that Sanjay Shah cared about was

25            the desk number.
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1 13.02 Q.   Well, the result was that the stop loss was reached

2            and both of you were told to stop trading.

3       A.   No, that's not the case.

4       Q.   So it transpired that Lyle, despite the picture that

5            you painted of him to us and to the DFSA, had

6            outperformed you by approximately $873,000.

7       A.   That's completely untrue.  I don't see where you are

8            referring to that.

9       Q.   And I suggest that Lyle's performance was such, so

10            as to indicate that you must have had confidence in

11            his ability as a trader in March 2016.

12       A.   Lyle had a reasonable start to 2016.  He had made

13            some decent money at the beginning, but sadly had

14            given a lot of it back.  The stop loss sheet you

15            referred to earlier was just for him.  That was his

16            stop losses.  That's not a combined --

17       Q.   Would you agree that by March Dean had proved

18            himself to be an accomplished, independent trader at

19            Elysium, who traded in substantial amounts, despite

20            the fact that he was junior to you?

21       A.   No.  No, not at all.

22       Q.   Do you agree that he outperformed you in the first

23            quarter of 2016 by --

24       A.   I can't recall.  No, absolutely not, no.

25       Q.   You can't recall?
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1 13.03 A.   I don't recall those numbers, no.

2       Q.   Certainly by March 2016 he was trading in other

3            commodities than oil and gas, wasn't he?

4       A.   Yes, he had been doing that, I believe, yes, yes.

5       Q.   I think you confirmed, or certainly indicated to the

6            DFSA in statements, that the key reason for Dalma's

7            desire to recruit you and Lyle was because DURF had

8            a disastrous start to the year, had no portfolio

9            manager and needed immediate returns because they

10            feared mass investor withdrawal.

11       A.   That's correct.

12       Q.   Do you remember telling them that?

13       A.   Yes, yes.

14       Q.   I suggest that that's untrue and that the DURF fund,

15            if that's what you are referring to, did not have a

16            disastrous, or even an unusually poor, start to

17            2016?

18       A.   Really?

19       Q.   Do you accept that that's correct?

20       A.   No, completely the opposite.  From recollection, it

21            was down over $300,000 in March.

22       Q.   The first, and one of the main, drivers for Howard

23            to recruit you and Lyle was to manage a fund which

24            was going to be called the Dalma futures fund, not

25            DURF.  Is that correct?
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1 13.05 A.   I think there's confusion about that, whether that's

2            the case or not.

3       Q.   I'm asking you to help us?

4       A.   I can't recall.  I'm not sure.

5       Q.   Well, I am going to suggest to you, and this may jog

6            your memory that the fund was intended to be of an

7            order of magnitude larger than DURF.  The figure

8            which was being discussed was an investment of USD

9            150 million from the Varengold Bank?

10       A.   Yes, I remember that was proposed -- I remember --

11            sorry.

12       Q.   Sorry?

13       A.   I do recall that 150 million discussion about

14            Varengold, but I'm not so sure that was for a

15            separate fund and it wasn't for the DURF.  I think

16            there's a lot of confusion about that.

17       Q.   As part of the deal, Elysium was going to cover your

18            and Lyle's salary, bonuses and expenses until such

19            time as the returns being generated could cover your

20            costs.

21       A.   Yes.

22       Q.   And you and Lyle worked on a strategy for this

23            futures fund while you were employed at Elysium?

24       A.   A strategy?

25       Q.   I'm sorry I didn't catch that.
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1 13.07 A.   I don't recall a strategy.

2       Q.   You don't recall Lyle and yourself working on a

3            strategy document?

4       A.   No.

5       Q.   And I suggest that the second reason why you were

6            sought as a portfolio manager was that in the

7            short-term, supervising and assisting Lyle, you

8            would manage the existing fund, namely DURF, which

9            was much smaller than the proposed futures fund.  Do

10            you agree?

11       A.   Yes, there were certainly assets in the DURF, yes.

12            There were assets there in the DURF.

13       Q.   Forgive me, you seem to be answering always the last

14            part of the question and it may be my fault for

15            asking a question that contains two questions.  But

16            do you agree that in the short-term, the reason for

17            your recruitment was to supervise and assist Lyle

18            managing DURF?

19       A.   No.  We went round there to manage an investment

20            from VG of $150 million that never materialised.

21       Q.   And the reason that you were being recruited in the

22            immediate term, to help with DURF, was because the

23            previous portfolio manager, Ryan Mahoney, had left

24            Dalma in February 2016 and there was a need to

25            replace him?
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1 13.09 A.   Yes.

2       Q.   Does that ring a bell?

3       A.   Yes.

4       Q.   And as you say, the losses suffered by DURF for the

5            financial year 2015 were, you say 360,000 but I'm

6            going to suggest less than 360,000 and were not

7            disastrous by any stretch of the imagination.

8            That's a complete exaggeration on your part, isn't

9            it?

10       A.   No, I don't believe so.

11       Q.   You said to the DFSA that there was a threat of

12            investors withdrawing en masse.  That was not true,

13            was it?

14       A.   That's what Howard Leedham had told me.  That's what

15            he feared.

16       Q.   In March 2016 you, Mr Dean and Sanjay met the

17            Varengold board of investors to discuss the

18            investment strategy which you were going to create.

19            Do you remember that?

20       A.   I remember that meeting.

21       Q.   How did it go?

22       A.   It seemed to go quite well and we found out some

23            time afterwards that they were prepared to invest

24            some money.

25       Q.   Were they impressed by the investment strategy which
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1 13.10      you were going to create?

2       A.   We talked to them about the ideas, yes, they seemed

3            to be impressed.

4       Q.   So there is no suggestion that they laughed

5            contemptuously at the paucity and brevity of the

6            proposals contained in any strategy that you were

7            presenting?

8       A.   No.

9       Q.   Were Lyle's recent trading successes at Elysium

10            mentioned at that meeting?

11       A.   At that meeting?

12       Q.   Was he being paraded or put before the investors as

13            a successful trader?

14       A.   No.

15       Q.   Were your trading losses mentioned?

16       A.   No.

17       Q.   Was the loan under discussion intended for the

18            proposed fund or for DURF?

19       A.   Sorry, could you repeat the question?

20       Q.   Was the loan, this $150 million investment loan,

21            intended for the new proposed fund or for DURF?

22       A.   That's not clear.

23       Q.   Would you agree that as things turned out, Varengold

24            invested about $3 million into DURF?

25       A.   Yes, they did.
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1 13.12 Q.   And by 8 March, you were negotiating contracts for

2            yourself and on behalf of Lyle, using current

3            Elysium contracts as a template, for your transfer

4            for Dalma?

5       A.   The 3 million investment arrived in August and

6            September and we were in March still talking about

7            contracts between Dalma and myself and Lyle, yes.

8       Q.   Had --

9       A.   Hadn't reached any conclusions at that stage.

10            Ongoing.

11       Q.   They were to be based on your current Elysium

12            contracts as a template, with a few changes?

13       A.   Similar, yes.

14       Q.   We have already established that you had a two-year

15            contract with EGDL, which only had lasted for 8

16            months at this time?

17       A.   Yes.

18       Q.   Your transfer to Dalma was, as things were

19            discussed, deemed to be a continuation of that

20            contract, for which Elysium would continue to pay

21            you instead of paying you severance.

22       A.   That's correct.

23       Q.   By March, you, Lyle and Howard were in serious

24            discussions about the contracts, whereby, you

25            assisted by Lyle, would transfer to Dalma to manage
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1 13.13      DURF --

2       A.   No.

3       Q.   As portfolio --

4       A.   No, they weren't serious discussions.  They were

5            tentative discussions at this stage.  Serious

6            discussions didn't begin till later.

7       Q.   On 13 March Howard was writing to you and Lyle to

8            indicate the basics of your remuneration and stating

9            that he was happy for Dalma to accept your current

10            employee agreements as an addendum to the template.

11            Do you remember that?

12       A.   I remember that email, yes.

13       Q.   Discussions, I suggest, were sufficiently advanced

14            by 13 March that you and Lyle were discussing with

15            Howard temporary and permanent email addresses at

16            Dalma?

17       A.   No, they weren't advanced at all at that stage.

18       Q.   They were sufficiently advanced for you to be

19            discussing temporary and permanent email addresses

20            at Dalma?

21       A.   No.  They weren't sufficiently advanced at that

22            stage, but Dalma did come up with some potential

23            email addresses far too far ahead of themselves.

24       Q.   So you accept that by 13 March temporary and

25            permanent email addresses were on the table?
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1 13.15 A.   No, I don't accept it was by that date.  I do recall

2            that Dalma had some suggestions for email addresses

3            for us, but I made sure they weren't used until I

4            joined.  They got far too far ahead of themselves.

5       Q.   I suggest that on 13 March Howard emailed you and

6            Lyle -- and if we want to see this it's at 140 to

7            141 -- to inform you that Dalma is regulated and

8            needed to lock in employment exchange agreements so

9            that you were onboarded as Dalma employees.  Do you

10            remember that?

11       A.   I remember the email.  Nothing like that ever took

12            place.

13       Q.   And salaries were being proposed and your current

14            employee templates, as I say, were going to be

15            attached and Varengold were going to sign a fund

16            term agreement which would lock in, it was a

17            contemporaneous document.  Do you remember that?

18       A.   Varengold's term sheet had nothing to do with our

19            contracts.

20       Q.   On 14 March, I suggest, you met with Greg Nixon to

21            discuss the terms of the contract with Dalma,

22            including remuneration, and Greg told you that he

23            was ready to crack on.  Do you remember that?  It's

24            B/145 if you want to look at it?

25       A.   Yes, please, could you bring it up?
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1 13.16 Q.   Yes, by all means.  Let's have a look at it.  145?

2       A.   Can you scroll down a bit?

3       Q.   Sorry so this is from you to Howard:

4                "Howard had now met with Greg.  He will now

5            crack on with our new contracts.  I have a few

6            points to run through with you in the meantime.  Are

7            you free tomorrow around midday for a meet?"

8                That's you writing to Howard on that date.

9       A.   Right.

10       Q.   Right, so is it correct that you met with Greg to

11            discuss the terms of new contracts with Dalma,

12            including remuneration, and Greg indicated that he

13            was ready to crack on?  Is that right?

14       A.   I would just like to read it just one moment, if I

15            may.

16       Q.   Yes.

17       A.   This looks like the beginning of discussions for new

18            contracts at Dalma -- the beginning of discussions.

19       Q.   I'm going to suggest that around this time, 14

20            March, that the contract signing was imminent and

21            Zach wanted to discuss the practical side of things?

22       A.   It was not imminent in any way, shape or form.

23       Q.   Do you remember that you had spoken to a broker at

24            MNI about providing health insurance?

25       A.   MNI is not a health insurance broker, MNI is Market
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1 13.18      News International and is a provider of financial

2            news.

3       Q.   I see.  So perhaps we could just turn up this email

4            at 122.  If we look at an entry for 18:41:52 on 14

5            March.  Thank you?

6       A.   Yes.

7       Q.   Got it?  Let me see if I can get it:

8                "Spoke with Min, I told him we won't be signing

9            any agreements at this time due to the unforeseen

10            circumstances."

11                Yes?

12       A.   Yes, I see that.

13       Q.   Above it, it's:

14                "So just to confirm Lyle don't return anything

15            to MNI because before we discuss tomorrow."

16                So what was that all about?

17       A.   MNI is a company called Market News International,

18            they are provider of financial news services and I

19            believe they wanted to have a trial or some sort of

20            service to us.  And I basically didn't want to deal

21            with it.

22       Q.   What were the unforeseen circumstances?

23       A.   I can't recall.

24       Q.   I'm going to suggest that the issue to be resolved

25            at this stage, between you, so far as contracts of
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1 13.20      employment were concerned, related to visa, transfer

2            and health and insurance arrangements, plus the

3            structure of commission payments.  Do you agree

4            that?

5       A.   No, not at all.  Health was the one thing that was

6            never under discussion.  It was never a

7            disagreement.  It was clear from the start what

8            health was going to be.

9       Q.   Was Howard keen for you to get the contract signed

10            as quickly as possible?

11       A.   I'm sure he wanted us both to start trading as soon

12            as possible, for the reasons I already described.

13       Q.   To get the contracts signed as soon as possible?

14       A.   I'm sure he did.

15       Q.   And did you meet him on 31 March?

16       A.   I would have to check.  I can't recall.

17       Q.   Well, if you look at 124?

18       A.   Mm hmm.

19       Q.   There's a WhatsApp between you and Lyle on 30 March.

20            I'm afraid I don't have the time reference

21            immediately to hand, but Lyle is in Abu Dhabi

22            attending a conference?

23       A.   Yes.

24       Q.   He meets Howard and he WhatsApps you to say he wants

25            to get the contract signed as soon as possible.  And
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1 13.21      you write:

2                "Understood.  I will be meeting with him on

3            Monday as I will when I get back from Abu Dhabi.  I

4            expect you will want " -- and then you say, "I

5            expect you will want your gratuity cash ASAP too."

6                Have you got that?

7       A.   Yes.

8       Q.   So were you in Abu Dhabi at that time?

9       A.   No, I don't believe so.

10       Q.   What did you mean by gratuity cash?  What gratuity

11            cash was Lyle expecting?

12       A.   From Elysium.

13       Q.   From Elysium, and the gratuity was what?

14       A.   The amount?  The amount of it?

15       Q.   Do you accept that Elysium's lawyer (Greg Nixon) was

16            tasked to draw up a simple agreement between you and

17            Lyle and Dalma at that point, in March?

18       A.   I think Howard might have wanted that to happen but

19            it never did.

20       Q.   And it was, as I have already already put to you

21            based on your current contracts?

22       A.   There was nothing like that ever drawn up.

23       Q.   I'm going to suggest that by late March all the

24            parties involved in these negotiations were under --

25            including you -- were under the impression that
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1 13.23      contract signing was imminent.  So let me put the

2            case to you, that although you and Lyle Dean had

3            started working for Dalma during the relevant

4            period, what was really holding you back from

5            signing a contract was your UAE employee visas?

6       A.   Not true.

7       Q.   Which were to be linked to a health insurance policy

8            and your existing visas couldn't be transferred and

9            final and formal contracts couldn't be in place

10            until that insurance policy was in place.

11       A.   Completely untrue.

12       Q.   Do you agree?

13       A.   Completely untrue.

14       Q.   I wonder if we could come back to this gratuity that

15            you say Mr Dean was entitled to.  Could you just

16            explain that to us, what do you mean by "gratuity"?

17       A.   Gratuity is an amount that is due to an employee

18            when he leaves a company.

19       Q.   So you were -- well, writing in approving terms that

20            his departure to Dalma entitled him to a gratuity?

21       A.   If he had been there over a year it would have done,

22            but then he left.

23       Q.   That's what you meant, that he was entitled to a

24            gratuity?

25       A.   If he had left over a year's employ, which he would
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1 13.25      have done, he would have been entitled to a

2            gratuity.

3       Q.   "I expect you want your gratuity cash as soon as

4            possible", you were writing, back in March of 2016.

5            That doesn't relate to some future date.  It relates

6            to that date, doesn't it?

7       A.   No, it's relating to whenever the move to Dalma went

8            through and he wanted cash then as soon as possible.

9       Q.   Could you please turn now to document B/453, it's a

10            document headed "Mention in Dispatches".

11       A.   Yes.

12       Q.   Lyle Dean, it appears, sent you profit and loss in

13            relation to the fund, the Dalma fund, for April

14            2016.  Is that correct?

15       A.   Yes.

16       Q.   And you sent an email to Sanjay and Howard, which is

17            headed as it is "P&L for April -- Mention in

18            Dispatches", in which you brought to Howard and

19            Sanjay's attention the fine trading performance by

20            Lyle in April, "Who made over $100,000 gross in just

21            two weeks, a 3% return", you added, "in one month is

22            a very impressive showing."  Yes?

23       A.   Yes.

24       Q.   When you were interviewed about that by the DFSA,

25            you told them that the figure of 100,000 was likely
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1 13.27      to be accurate because Lyle would have seen the NAV

2            report?

3       A.   I believe so, yes.

4       Q.   Do you agree that this email proves unequivocally

5            that both Sanjay and Howard were being clearly

6            informed by you that Lyle was live trading in April

7            2016?

8       A.   Yes, I was informing Sanjay Shah and Howard Leedham

9            of Lyle Dean's performance in April.  They had asked

10            me to let them now how he had done and this was me

11            letting them now.

12       Q.   Yet you told the DFSA in your interview that not

13            only had you no recollection of discussing Lyle

14            Dean's determination to trade for Dalma with Sanjay

15            Shah, but having sent this email, you had no

16            recollection of his ever asking you, "What's going

17            on here?"

18       A.   He didn't.  He didn't reply to the email and he

19            didn't speak to me about it and neither did Howard,

20            he neither spoke to me about it and he neither

21            replied to the email.  Neither of them did?

22       Q.   We note, do we not, that Zachary was not copied in

23            to this email?

24       A.   Yes, that's correct.

25       Q.   Was that a deliberate decision on your part?
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1 13.29 A.   No, Lyle asked me to inform Sanjay and Howard and I

2            did.

3       Q.   Do you agree that following Lyle's trading successes

4            at Elysium in February is a concrete example of

5            Lyle's trading success and ability?

6       A.   No.  He got lucky.  He had got lucky in two weeks

7            and made $100,000 in two weeks.

8       Q.   In fact --

9       A.   Anyone can get lucky at the start.

10       Q.   Sorry, I'm sorry -- I'm being asked a question from

11            my left.  Would you mind if I mute for a moment?

12       CHAIRMAN:  Fine.  Take your time Mr Sallon.

13       MR SALLON:  Despite telling the DFSA earlier about how

14            much you disapproved of Mr Dean's activities and

15            told him so, and despite the fact that you presented

16            him to the DFSA as akin to a punter or a gambler,

17            but not a portfolio manager or trader, who would

18            prove to be a disaster for investors, you decided,

19            on 2 May, to lavish praise on him, didn't you?

20       A.   He was very happy with his performance.  He had done

21            well and he had made good money.

22       Q.   He was happy?

23       A.   Yes he was.

24       Q.   But given that you compared him to a punter or a

25            gambler, neither a portfolio manager nor a trader,
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1 13.31      were you happy with his performance?

2       A.   He was a punter.  He was gambling.  You only had to

3            look at his P&L to see that.

4       Q.   So were you happy with his performance?

5       A.   He was happy with his performance and I was relaying

6            how he felt to Sanjay and Howard.

7       Q.   No you weren't.  You were relaying how you felt?

8       A.   It was an impressive performance, yes, it was worthy

9            of a mention in dispatches, yes.

10       Q.   So here was this man who you had characterised as a

11            gambler and somebody who could have been easily

12            replaced by a man in the street, earning your

13            personal praise in May.  Perhaps you could explain

14            to the Tribunal how that actually came about?

15       A.   In what sense?

16       Q.   Well, you were complaining to the DFSA that this man

17            was let loose in managing a hedge fund who had

18            absolutely zero experience and who posed a risk to

19            investors.

20       A.   He did.  He was given --

21       Q.   He -- sorry.  Here you are praising him to the

22            nines?

23       A.   Lyle Dean was given a completely free hand by

24            Cefaratti to trade whatever he wanted, with no

25            control whatsoever, and he did.  And at first it
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1 13.33      went well, then it all went sour because there was

2            no control and Cefaratti was responsible for risk,

3            but there was no control over what Lyle Dean was

4            doing.  Now, at the beginning in May -- sorry in

5            April, he had made some money, $100,000 on quite

6            small positions and that ballooned very, very

7            quickly into massive risk-taking generating at first

8            massive profits and then massive losses.

9       Q.   But did you think that the profits that he generated

10            in April, which were the subject matter of your

11            email in May, was just pure chance but no skill?  Is

12            that what you thought?

13       A.   It was an impressive return in two weeks.

14       Q.   Did you think to yourself, "Gosh, given his

15            inability to trade, he got lucky."  Did you think

16            that?

17       A.   I didn't think he would maintain it, that's for

18            sure.

19       Q.   Did you think that this was a freak trade which was

20            the result of chance or luck, like any gambler might

21            have at the roulette wheel, or did you think this

22            was worthy of pointing out his ability as a trader

23            which was it?

24       A.   He had some success in April, he had made $97,000,

25            he was very pleased with himself and I was passing
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1 13.34      on to Howard and Sanjay how he had done.

2       Q.   Why?

3       A.   Because he asked me to.

4       Q.   He asked you to?

5       A.   Yes.

6       Q.   And you didn't say, "I'm not going to do that, this

7            is pure chance my friend, you are completely out of

8            your depth."

9       A.   I hoped it went well going forward.  It did bode

10            well, but it didn't end up that why because like a

11            gambler when you keep chasing your losses when they

12            stop, it ends in disaster and that's what it did.

13       Q.   But weren't you concerned about the risks that were

14            being run to the investors?

15       A.   People responsible for the risk were the officers at

16            Dalma, Cefaratti and Leedham.  Cefaratti was the

17            risk officer at Dalma.  It was his responsibility to

18            know all about the risk it was running.  Not me, I

19            was an Elysium employee and I had no responsibility

20            for what he was doing, whatsoever.  It was all the

21            responsibility of Dalma.

22       Q.   But he was working contrary to the terms of his

23            agreement with Elysium, so far as you were aware?

24       A.   If Dalma were happy, and it was clear that they

25            were, to provide him the login credentials and a
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1 13.35      free hand to trade the funds accessed that was their

2            beef.  That was within their power to do so, but it

3            was no responsibility of mine.

4       Q.   In your second statement, dated 30 June of this

5            year, you say that although you disapproved of

6            Lyle's actions at this time, you were merely

7            condoning them by keeping silent.  The reference is

8            at C/201.  That is a complete lie, isn't it?

9       A.   I didn't report him to Sanjay Shah.  I was a passive

10            observer.  I didn't take part in what he did.  I

11            didn't interfere, I didn't get involved.  It was all

12            Lyle's work.

13       Q.   You did interfere.  You, far from keeping silent,

14            you unequivocally expressed your approval of his

15            trading activities to Shah.  That's what you were

16            doing?

17       A.   I passed on the information he wanted me to send.

18            How well he had done.

19       Q.   On 4 May, if we turn up B/520, you sent an email to

20            Howard, "FYG", what does that stand for?

21       A.   "For your guide".

22       Q.   "Profits made since we" -- I emphasise the pronoun

23            --

24       A.   Yes.

25       Q.   -- "started to take the position for the fund now
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1 13.37      $340,000.  This figure wipes out the losses made

2            earlier in the year.  Hence the fund is now back to

3            flat for the calendar year."

4                Yes, you wrote that, did you?

5       A.   I recall that email, yes.

6       Q.   Who is the "we" in, "We started to take positions"?

7       A.   Lyle.

8       Q.   Why do you use the express "we"?

9       A.   Sure, I sent this email on 2 May, two days after the

10            mention in dispatches email, where I highlighted

11            Lyle's performance in April.  Lyle had informed me,

12            and I think there's a WhatsApp confirmation of this,

13            on 4 May that since he had started trading, he had

14            made $340,000 on his trading.  It was all his

15            trading.  None of it was mine and none of it was

16            Cefaratti's.  It was all his.  However, I was

17            getting ahead of myself and I was looking forward to

18            potentially if, when we joined Dalma, and if he

19            carried on making profits, and if I was his line

20            manager at that time, then his profits could

21            potentially generate a bonus for me.  I should have

22            put "he" but I put "we".

23       Q.   The difficulty with that explanation, if I may

24            suggest it to you, is that that is not what the

25            email says at all.  It doesn't refer to the future.
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1 13.39      It refers to the April trading and by using the term

2            "we", you are including yourself in placing that

3            trading.  That, I suggest, is a plain and literal

4            meaning of an email.  Are we not to take that email

5            at face value?

6       A.   It was he, it was him.  It was not me.  It's badly

7            written.  I was getting ahead of myself and thinking

8            of the future.  It was all his trading.  None of it

9            was Cefaratti.  None of it was mine, and I should

10            have said "he", not "we".

11       Q.   So this email doesn't actually speak for itself

12            because it unfortunately includes the use of wholly

13            inaccurate language.  Is that the position?

14       A.   It should have said "he".  It said "we".  If we had

15            gone to Dalma, if we had moved to Dalma and if he

16            made profits and if I had been his line manager,

17            then I would have looked to have got some profit,

18            some bonus, on the back of his profits.  But I was

19            getting ahead of myself and I should have put "he",

20            not "we".  All these trades were his, none of them

21            were mine and non-of them were Cefaratti's.  100 per

22            cent were his.

23       Q.   I suggest this was a rare slip-up by you.

24            Previously you had used Lyle's trading activities as

25            a partial cover story to mask your own, an alibi in
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1 13.40      case anyone should later think that you were

2            conducting yourself in any improper fashion.  What

3            do you say about that?

4       A.   What do you mean by that?

5       Q.   I mean that the conduct in which you -- the email

6            suggests that you were engaging, including Lyle, was

7            conduct of precisely the kind you complained about

8            to the DFSA.

9       A.   Lyle traded 100 per cent of the trades on Exante on

10            the DURF through April and May till June 2016.  They

11            were all Lyle's.  None were mine and none were

12            Cefaratti's.  I should have put "he" but I put "we".

13       Q.   By claiming that Howard, as you did, would want to

14            know about the profits generated by Lyle, you

15            referred to the losses that had been incurred over

16            the previous year.  Does that confirm that the

17            £340,000 profit extinguished the loss that had been

18            incurred by Dalma earlier in the year?

19       A.   Lyle Dean told me that these profits of $340,000 had

20            effectively erased the losses for the calendar year,

21            not some other year, the calendar year 2016, that

22            the DURF had had, when he started trading.

23       Q.   Were those the disastrous losses that you were

24            describing --

25       A.   Yes, they would be about 10 per cent of the fund,
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1 13.42      yes.  The profits, if I may, I think that the

2            profits and losses that Lyle Dean generated are

3            evidence themselves of the large uncontrolled risk

4            he was taking.

5       Q.   I suggest that the second reason for your email,

6            apart from conveying your approval of what you claim

7            to be Lyle's activity but is expressed as your joint

8            activity, is that you wanted to associate yourself

9            with the profits and benefits from any bonus that

10            they might generate.

11       A.   Yes, as I said.  If we were to move to Dalma and if

12            Lyle was to make the profits there and if I was to

13            be his line manager at Dalma, yes, I would look to

14            benefit from his profits by way of a bonus.

15       Q.   From these profits?

16       A.   I don't see anything unusual about that.

17       Q.   From these profits?

18       A.   Whatever profits there were at Dalma.

19       Q.   Yes, but from these profits earned at this time?

20       A.   No, whatever profits there were at Dalma, not

21            specifically anything.

22       Q.   You wanted to associate yourself with these profits

23            because you had understood in your discussions of a

24            contractual nature that you would get a cut of the

25            profits generated on the DURF fund in the interim
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1 13.44      period.  That's what that's all about, isn't it?

2       A.   No, there was no discussions in any way about that

3            at all.

4       Q.   But in claiming that you were associated with Lyle's

5            activities, you created the impression that you were

6            entitled to benefit from his activities.  Is that

7            right?

8       A.   No.  No, it was his trading and his alone, it was

9            not mine and it was not Cefaratti's.  I was talking

10            about potential profits if we were to join Dalma,

11            which didn't happen.

12       Q.   So you weren't associated with his profits on this

13            occasion and you were anxious to distance yourself

14            from any involvement in his trading activities at

15            this time.  Is that correct?

16       A.   Sorry, could you repeat that question?

17       Q.   You were anxious -- you didn't want to associate

18            yourself with his profits at this time and you were

19            anxious to distance yourself from any involvement in

20            his trading activities at this time.  Is that right?

21       A.   The trading activities were him, not me.  I did put

22            "we" and for the reason I have already stated, if we

23            were to join Dalma and if he was to make profits and

24            if I was his line manager, I would be looking to get

25            a bonus on the back of any trading profits that were
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1 13.45      generated at Dalma.

2       Q.   But why would you have been entitled to bonus which

3            may have been due to Lyle?

4       A.   If I was his line manager at Dalma and if he was to

5            generate profits there, in the same way that trading

6            desks around the world work.  I will give you an

7            example --

8       Q.   Were you just, did greed get the better of you?

9       A.   No.

10       Q.   And were you just trying to muscle in on his success

11            to see if you could register a claim to a proportion

12            of those profits by way of a bonus as soon as the

13            contract was signed?

14       A.   No.  The contract wasn't signed till June, as we

15            said, and he didn't actually sign the contract.

16       Q.   I know that, but that was not in your mind at the

17            time I suggest?

18       A.   No, what I am referring to is what happens around

19            the trading floors around the world.  If you've got

20            four or five traders making profits, those traders

21            will get a bonus on the back of their trading

22            profits, but whoever they report to will get a

23            bigger bonus.  He is not taking any of the risk.  He

24            has not done any of the trading, but he will get a

25            bigger bonus than the traders.
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1 13.46 Q.   I suggest that this email was pursuant to an

2            informal, but as yet unwritten agreement between

3            you, Sanjay and Howard in which you -- and I mean

4            "you" in the singular -- would place trades yourself

5            in addition to your salary, and you, in the

6            singular, would take a cut from your top trading

7            during the relevant period.  That was what --

8       A.   Completely untrue.  Completely untrue.  I never

9            placed any trades during this period whatsoever.

10            There was no agreement between Sanjay and Howard and

11            me to this effect whatsoever.  It's completely

12            untrue.

13       Q.   Was there a period of orientation in April 2016 in

14            which you and Lyle were trained to use Eze, or Eze?

15       A.   I believe Lyle had some training on that system.  I

16            recall it, but my recollection was after 1 June.

17       Q.   So you think it was after 1 June?

18       A.   My recollection when I first saw it was after 1

19            June.  It is possible -- possible -- Lyle went

20            around and was shown that system beforehand, but the

21            training in more detail I believe was after 1 June.

22       Q.   So would it, in your view, have been improper for

23            you to go round and start training on the Eze

24            platform, which was in fact a sandbox platform,

25            prior to 1 June?  Is that what you are saying?
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1 13.48 A.   No I'm not saying that at all.

2       Q.   So do you exclude --

3       A.   Eze was a software which was to be associated with

4            the Soc Gen account which hadn't even been set up at

5            that stage.  There was no sandbox, there was no

6            sandbox dummy account trading at any stage.  It was

7            all live, all of it.

8       Q.   I am going to turn to another topic now and that is

9            the circumstances of Lyle's departure.  Sanjay had

10            promised in the past that assets to the tune of $150

11            million would be placed into a fund run by Dalma

12            Capital, do you agree?

13       A.   Sanjay didn't promise that.  Sanjay -- we looked for

14            Varengold to invest 150 million but it didn't

15            materialise.

16       Q.   As things turned out, a mere 2 to 3 million was

17            transferred into the DURF account; yes?

18       A.   That's how it transpired, yes.

19       Q.   During the course of May, trading on the DURF fund,

20            based I suggest on trading strategy on which you and

21            Lyle had collaborated, led to a loss of $104,908.

22            Do you agree?

23       A.   I don't recognise the number you have just

24            described, but I recall that Lyle went from being

25            $340,000 up on about 4 May, in two weeks, and in the
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1 13.50      next month dropped all that plus another 33,000, so

2            he had lost $373,000 in approximately a month.

3       Q.   I suggest that as a result of that loss, the loss

4            that I just put to you, the fund was 4 per cent

5            down?

6       A.   Yes, it was 4 per cent down in May, that's correct.

7       Q.   And I suggest that losses of 4 per cent in some

8            months is not unusual and certainly not disastrous

9            for a fund like the DURF fund?

10       A.   Lyle's trading, he was given a completely free hand

11            with no control over any risk by Cefaratti, who was

12            the risk officer.  Just look at his return, right?

13            He made, as he mentioned in his WhatsApp messages,

14            9.1 per cent in two weeks.  In two weeks.  But the

15            target return, the target return the hurdle rate for

16            that fund was 5 per cent per annum and he had made 9

17            be per cent in two weeks.  And then over the next

18            month gave it all back and more because there was no

19            oversight and no control by any stretch -- no

20            control whatsoever.  He was gambling and he was

21            punting and when it started to go wrong in May, he

22            started chasing losses and that's how he ended up

23            losing for that month.

24       Q.   Gambling and punting while sitting next to you in

25            the office at Elysium?
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1 13.52 A.   Yes, he was sitting next to me and he was doing it

2            from home and he was doing it from abroad.

3       Q.   Sitting next to his supervisor.

4       A.   I was responsible for him for Elysium.  The only

5            responsibility for his trading was down to Dalma.

6            Cefaratti provided him with a login credentials and

7            cart blanche to trade that fund as he saw fit, and

8            he did -- and he did.

9       Q.   Now, you signed your contract on 1 June.  Is that

10            right?

11       A.   No, I joined on 1 June but I didn't sign it till

12            later.

13       Q.   Well, it's dated 1 June?

14       A.   It is dated 1 June, correct.

15       Q.   Your salary, I think, was fixed at £120,000 a

16            month -- 120,000 dirhams I should say a month

17            against fees earned.  Is that right?

18       A.   It was 120,000 dirhams per month, correct.

19       Q.   What is that in sterling, about £27,000?

20       A.   Yes, approximately.

21       Q.   A month?

22       A.   Yes.

23       Q.   For your expertise as an experienced portfolio

24            manager.  Is that right?

25       A.   That's what I was paid, yes, that's correct.
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1 13.53 Q.   Plus 50 per cent of the net performance fee

2            generated by funds under your direct management;

3            correct?

4       A.   I can't recall what was ever arranged.  There were

5            so many different discussions about the performance

6            fee and the management fee, backwards and forwards

7            endlessly.

8       Q.   I am going to suggest that that was actually set out

9            in your contract, and I am going to suggest that on

10            1 June you were welcomed by various individuals at

11            Dalma, including Zach, and there was discussion

12            between you and him and Lyle about what needed to be

13            done to ensure that their onboarding was smooth.  Do

14            you remember that?

15       A.   I remember Cefaratti sending out an email at 5

16            minutes past midnight on 1 June with a whole list of

17            things he wanted to do.

18       Q.   Well, at B/634, if we go to it, is that the email

19            you are referring to?

20       A.   Yes.

21       Q.   Sorry, have I got the right page?  Have I got the

22            right page?  What's your -- what do you respond to

23            that?  He writes:

24                "Hope you are settling in well", and then

25            there's a that list as you describe, and what's your
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1 13.55      response:

2                "Many thanks for this Zachary, most useful and

3            informative, let's sit down and start working

4            through this.  Nick.  NB delighted to be here as

5            well."

6       A.   Yes.

7       Q.   You didn't sound very put out by receiving that

8            email?

9       A.   Put out?  No.  It was an informative email stating

10            straightforwardly the facts, who was responsible for

11            this/that, risk, et cetera, et cetera.

12       Q.   Were you responsible for firing Lyle Dean?

13       A.   No.

14       Q.   You later told Mr Anwar that you had fired him, but

15            in fact, I am going to suggest, Elysium simply

16            informed him that he was being made redundant.

17       A.   I didn't fire him and I didn't tell Amir Anwar I

18            fired him.

19       Q.   Were you aware that Elysium claimed to be winding

20            down its operations, meaning that he was no longer

21            needed for the role that he played?

22       A.   I knew they were downsizing, they were changing, and

23            that's partly why I was moving over to Dalma.

24       Q.   I mean there's no truth in any suggestion that he

25            was sacked as a result of his disastrous trading
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1 13.57      performance.  That's right, isn't it?

2       A.   His move to Dalma did not go through and the main

3            reason being the trading losses in May.  That is the

4            main reason.

5       Q.   Was there a fear, possibly, that his losses would

6            deter Varengold to invest more fully in the Dalma

7            futures fund?

8       A.   Varengold investment we were still waiting for that

9            to come at this stage.  It wasn't till later on, in

10            June/July that the final realisation that the 150

11            million was never showing up.

12       Q.   After you had been onboarded in June, did you become

13            aware that Howard was to leave and Zach was soon to

14            become Dalma's SEO?

15       A.   I'm not sure if I was specifically aware of that

16            then.  I might have had, or Howard might have told

17            me at some stage preceding this, that he was looking

18            to move upstairs, as it were.

19       MR SALLON:  Sir, may I just deal with this topic?  We are

20            nearing the end but before lunch can I just complete

21            this topic?  I see the time.

22       CHAIRMAN:  Yes, by all means.

23       MR SALLON:  Thank you very much.

24                Did you become aware that during this period

25            after you had been onboarded, in July that Zach
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1 13.58      initiated a series of compliance checks on EGDL and

2            had uncovered various red flags?

3       A.   No.

4       Q.   Are you able to confirm that Zach halted the

5            onboarding of Elysium, as a Dalma client, and

6            prevented it from providing any financial services?

7       A.   That's completely untrue and the opposite is the

8            case.  Cefaratti in 2017 built and expanded on

9            Dalma's relationship with Elysium to the extent that

10            he was integral in helping to sell Sanjay Shah's

11            apartments in Limestone House.  He also went to the

12            UK and appeared in front of a High Court judge

13            looking for permission to manage Sanjay Shah's

14            assets, which was actually finally given by the CPS.

15            He increased their dealings with Elysium, not the

16            other way around.

17       Q.   Can you confirm that in October 2016 Zach hired a

18            firm called Capital Advantage to review Dalma's

19            compliance regime, which led to the appointment, in

20            January 2016, of somebody called Arzu Williams to

21            head a new compliance team?  Were you aware of that?

22       A.   I can't confirm that or not.  I'm not aware.

23       Q.   In the spring of 2017, were you continuing to work

24            for Dalma as a portfolio manager?

25       A.   April 2017, yes I was still there.
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1 14.00 Q.   Can you confirm or shed any light on this, that

2            Zachary at about this time in the spring of 2017,

3            instructed Ms Williams to register a potential

4            breach of the DFSA regulations concerning an

5            investment management agreement between Elysium and

6            Dalma, which had been signed by Howard Leedham

7            before he left?

8       A.   I'm not aware of that.

9       Q.   I suggest that you must have been aware that on 7

10            May 2017, Dalma's Compliance Officer made a breach

11            notification to the DFSA concerning previous

12            transactions that Dalma had carried out with EGDL;

13            yes?

14       A.   No, I was not aware of that and I would just like to

15            add that through 2017 Cefaratti increased Dalma's

16            dealings with Elysium, not decreased.

17       MR SALLON:  Sir, I wonder if that would be a convenient

18            moment?  You're on mute, sir.

19       CHAIRMAN:  I am so sorry.  We will stop now and start

20            again in theory at least at 2 minutes past 12 UK

21            time.  Thank you very much and my colleagues and I

22            will now have a discussion.

23       (2.02 pm)

24                            (Break for lunch)

25       (3.01 pm)
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1 15.01 CHAIRMAN:  We will begin once Mr Sallon is with us and

2            ready to go.

3       MR SALLON:  Thank you very much, sir.  Can you hear me

4            all right, Mr Allsop?

5       A.   I can.

6       Q.   Good.  Before the lunch break, do you remember me

7            asking you some questions about a trading limit

8            document, which we saw at B/137?

9       A.   Yes.

10       Q.   Which related to an agreement between you and Lyle

11            about trading limits?

12       A.   Yes.

13       Q.   And was signed in February.  I suggested to you that

14            you incurred a loss of approximately EUR 500,000 and

15            that Lyle Dean made a profit during that period of

16            EUR 362,000.  Do you remember my suggestion?

17       A.   I do.

18       Q.   And you said it wasn't true that you lost such a sum

19            and it wasn't true that Lyle Dean had outperformed

20            you?

21       A.   No, I don't recall saying that.

22       Q.   You don't recall saying that?

23       A.   No, I don't.

24       Q.   What did you say?

25       A.   I don't recall.  I said I didn't recall my losses
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1 15.03      that you described.  I might have been down at that

2            period but I don't recall those numbers.  I don't

3            recognise those numbers.

4       Q.   Very well.  By way of confirmation, I would like you

5            please to look at B/675.  This is a letter from

6            Elysium which you signed on your termination from

7            the company, on 20 June 2016.  Do you recognise it?

8       A.   I signed this, yes.

9       Q.   And there's a schedule that was attached to the

10            letter, which recorded your trading and Lyle's

11            trading from 1 October 2015 to 31 May 2016.  Yes?

12       A.   I recognise the schedule, but I'm surprised it says

13            from 1 October because no trading began on that

14            date.

15       Q.   It demonstrates, I suggest, if we go to the first

16            line of the schedule after your names appear?

17       A.   Yes.

18       Q.   That you incurred a loss of EUR 511,187.58, I

19            suggest and it confirms that Lyle made a gross

20            profit of EUR 362,124.68.  Do you see that?

21       A.   I do see that.

22       Q.   That's accurate, isn't it?

23       A.   No, it's not.  It's misleading.

24       Q.   It's misleading?

25       A.   Yes.
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1 15.05 Q.   That's not accurate?  It's attached to a letter from

2            Elysium that you signed?

3       A.   Can I explain?

4       Q.   Yes.

5       A.   Yes, on a number of occasions when Lyle was trading

6            he was making some profits.  He wouldn't,

7            unfortunately, often lock in his P&L, he wouldn't

8            realise his P&L, he wouldn't crystallize it.  So on

9            a number of occasions, to make sure the desk -- and

10            that's all I was concerned about was the desk had

11            P&L, I did trades the opposite way to him.  So I

12            would end up showing losses under my name against

13            profits on his.  But again the only thing that

14            concerned me and concerned Sanjay Shah was the desk

15            number.  The individual number was irrelevant and if

16            I showed down 511,000 it didn't matter.  The only

17            thing that was relevant was the desk number.

18       Q.   So if Lyle Dean were to say that he made that amount

19            during this period and that you lost that amount,

20            that would be wholly incorrect, would it?

21       A.   No, it's not the full picture.

22       Q.   So Lyle Dean would not have been telling the truth

23            about that.  Is that --

24       A.   Lyle Dean would be aware that he made 362,000 Euros,

25            as it says on here.  On a number of occasions I put
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1 15.07      on opposite trades the him to make sure the desk was

2            locked in and crystallised the P&L, so it showed up

3            a P&L for him and a negative number for me.

4       Q.   I'm going to turn, please, to events between June

5            2016 and May 2017.

6       A.   Yes.

7       Q.   Did you generate net losses of EUR 120,000, leading

8            to 237,000 net losses overall?

9       A.   Could you repeat those figures?

10       Q.   Yes, 120,000 I should say dollars, I put Euros,

11            dollars in net losses from your trading, which

12            resulted to $237,000 of net losses overall?

13       A.   Could you repeat the dates, please?

14       Q.   Between June 16 and May 17.

15       A.   June 16 to?

16       Q.   And May 17.

17       A.   No, I don't recognise those numbers.

18       Q.   On 24 July did you sign an addendum -- of 2017, did

19            you sign an addendum to your employment contract

20            which reduced your salary to 60,000 dirhams per

21            month for the entirety of 2017?

22       A.   Yes, I did.

23       Q.   That was half the amount that you had originally

24            been paid on a monthly basis, or were to be paid on

25            a monthly basis?
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1 15.09 A.   That's correct.

2       Q.   When you signed your contract.  Would you agree that

3            you were very unhappy about that?

4       A.   I was left with no choice.

5       Q.   But were you very unhappy with it?

6       A.   Who wouldn't be having their salary halved?

7       Q.   You were extremely resentful of Zachary and indeed

8            of others at Dalma, and one of the causes of your

9            resentment was the reduction in your salary.  Would

10            you agree?

11       A.   No, my salary was reduced because the accounts of

12            Elysium were frozen and he, Elysium, apparently

13            couldn't pay me the full amount.  That actually

14            should have had no bearing to the amount I was due

15            from Dalma because my contract was with Dalma, but I

16            was left with a situation of accepting 60,000 per

17            month or nothing.

18       Q.   In your CV you stated that you were a fervent

19            follower of horse racing?

20       A.   That's correct, I am.

21       Q.   Did you gamble in the office while you were at

22            Dalma?

23       A.   No, I did not.

24       Q.   Did you gamble in the office while you were in

25            Elysium, sitting next to Lyle Dean?
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1 15.10 A.   No, I did not.

2       Q.   So if he were to say that you gambled in the office,

3            that would be untrue, would it?

4       A.   I didn't gamble in either office.

5       Q.   And I suggest that you watched horse racing and

6            videos on YouTube and on the loudspeaker which

7            caused Mr Amir Anwar to intervene and reprimand you.

8            Do you remember that?

9       A.   No, that's not true.

10       Q.   You regularly boasted about the amounts of money you

11            made from your gambling --

12       A.   No, I didn't.

13       Q.   -- including making a £1,200 profit from a £300 bet

14            you placed on Brexit?

15       A.   That's not true either.

16       Q.   And I suggest that by the time an Article 73 notice

17            arrived in August triggered, as I suggest, and

18            initiated by Mr Cefaratti, you were extremely

19            discontent in your job?

20       A.   I was unaware of any notice.

21       Q.   He sought a meeting with you, did he not, to explain

22            that he had received an Article 73 notice, sometime

23            after 23 July 2017, and that he wanted to speak to

24            you to help him in order to respond fully and

25            accurately to the notice?
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1 15.12 A.   No, that's completely untrue.  That never occurred.

2       Q.   And in August, early August of 2017, I suggest that

3            you met up with him at Dalma's offices.  You spoke

4            together at great length in relation to the timeline

5            of events which Zach Cefaratti explained he had

6            previously established with Howard Leedham, who had

7            by this time left.  Do you remember that?

8       A.   That's completely untrue.  That meeting never

9            occurred.  The only meeting that occurred was the

10            one I have described in my witness statement.

11       Q.   He told you that he had spoken to Mr Leedham, and he

12            had been specifically informed that to Mr Leedham's

13            knowledge, Lyle Dean did not personally carry out

14            any live trading on behalf of Dalma in April and May

15            of 2016.  Do you remember that?

16       A.   No such meeting ever occurred.  No such conversation

17            ever occurred.

18       Q.   And I suggest that you confirmed that that was

19            correct and that Lyle Dean's activities during this

20            period were confined to sandbox trading only?

21       A.   That's completely untrue.  No such conversation ever

22            took place.

23       Q.   He asked you about allegations that had come to his

24            notice regarding or relating to Sanjay Shah's

25            dividend arbitrage Cumex trading, do you remember
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1 15.14      that?

2       A.   No such conversation ever occurred.

3       Q.   There were allegations floating around about Sanjay

4            Shah's dividend arbitrage trading, were there not?

5       A.   There had been from November 2015.

6       Q.   I am sorry, our line is bad.  I got November 2015,

7            but I didn't get the first part of your answer.

8       A.   That's when the allegations first broke, November

9            2015.  November 2015.

10       Q.   You claimed to him, did you not, that you had no

11            knowledge of how such trading worked and claimed

12            that a large UAE bank, which you had previously been

13            employed at, also engaged in trading of that kind on

14            their accounts.

15       A.   The conversation didn't take place.

16       Q.   And I suggest that Mr Cefaratti never told you that

17            he had misled the DFSA at any time when he told them

18            that they had only carried out -- that Lyle Dean had

19            only carried out dummy trades in the sandbox

20            environment.

21       A.   Mr Cefaratti was very clear when he called me to a

22            meeting in his office that he had been speaking with

23            the DFSA and the DFSA had enquired about Lyle Dean's

24            trades and he had told the DFSA that all Lyle Dean's

25            trades, all of them, were sandbox dummy trades, and
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1 15.15      as we both knew, that was wholly untrue.  And he

2            said to me he believed the DFSA would want to speak

3            to me about my Elysium past and also Lyle Dean and

4            if they did, we needed to be on the same page and I

5            was to tell the DFSA that all Lyle Dean's trades

6            were sandbox dummy trades, which was wholly untrue.

7       Q.   I suggest that your account is the one that is

8            wholly untrue and that Mr Cefaratti merely asked you

9            whether you could confirm something that he believed

10            to be true, so that he could respond to the DFSA

11            accurately and truthfully.

12       A.   No such conversation ever took place, apart from the

13            one I have described.

14       Q.   I suggest that at no time -- at no time -- did

15            Mr Cefaratti ask you to lie?

16       A.   Yes he did.  When he said we had to be on the same

17            page, it was very clear what he wanted me to say.

18       Q.   The dispute regarding your employment and

19            compensation which arose between yourself,

20            Mr Cefaratti and Dalma could rightly be described as

21            a very bitter one, would you agree?

22       A.   Yes, it wasn't pleasant.

23       Q.   Sorry, can we take the document down now?  Thank you

24            very much, Fatima.

25       A.   Yes, it was very unpleasant.
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1 15.17 Q.   It did relate to your level of compensation and also

2            to your conduct?

3       A.   No it did not.  The dispute arose -- the dispute

4            arose because Cefaratti and Leedham had fabricated

5            misconduct charges to dismiss me and not pay me my

6            dues.

7       Q.   Hang on, just listen to the question.  The dispute

8            related between you to your conduct and the level of

9            compensation due to you.  That's what the dispute

10            was all about.  Is that right?

11       A.   The dispute was about unfair dismissal.

12       Q.   It was about the level of compensation due to you,

13            which included the correct date of your dismissal

14            and how compensation was arrived at, and it also

15            related to questions of allegations of misconduct

16            against you?

17       A.   Which they had fabricated.

18       Q.   I know you are very anxious to make this clear to

19            the Tribunal.  I am not going to relitigate this

20            issue, but I am going to suggest to you that that in

21            broad terms is what the dispute was about.  Do you

22            agree?

23       A.   The dispute was concerning how I left Dalma and the

24            dues I was not paid by Dalma.

25       Q.   That's what I'm endeavouring to suggest to you, so
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1 15.19      thank you very much.  And the dispute ultimately led

2            to the termination of your employment contract, do

3            you agree?

4       A.   They terminated my employment contract, yes.

5       Q.   The date that your employment was terminated and the

6            level of compensation you were owed as a result was

7            one of those hotly contested issues that had to be

8            determined by the small claims tribunal; correct?

9       A.   Yes.

10       Q.   And your last effective day in the office, as you

11            have told us, was in December 2017, after which you

12            were placed on gardening leave.  Have I got that

13            right?

14       A.   Forced gardening leave.

15       Q.   In the course of the dispute, I suggest you

16            approached Zachary and, aware of the ongoing DFSA

17            enquiry, made some very unpleasant threats to him,

18            didn't you?

19       A.   No, I did not.  I didn't contact him in any way,

20            shape or form.  On the contrary, he made threatening

21            defamatory remarks to me.

22       Q.   You threatened him that if the company didn't meet

23            your demands for additional compensation that you

24            were claiming, that you would report the company to

25            the DFSA about the extent of its dealings with
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1 15.20      Elysium?

2       A.   That's not true.

3       Q.   And you highlighted the fact that you had begun

4            trading before your employment transfer had been

5            completed, and suggested for the first time that

6            Mr Dean had been live trading and that you were

7            going to inform the DFSA of that fact?

8       A.   Wholly untrue.

9       Q.   In other words, you were using the potential terms

10            of the complaint you ultimately served on the DFSA

11            as a form of blackmail, or a lever to get more

12            compensation?

13       A.   Wholly untrue.  I never threatened Cefaratti in any

14            way, shape or form.

15       Q.   And the fact of the matter was that this information

16            that you threatened to give the DFSA, wholly

17            contradicted what you had expressly said to

18            Mr Cefaratti on an earlier occasion?

19       A.   Wholly untrue.  We had no conversation as he has

20            described.

21       Q.   And Mr Cefaratti not only rejected what you said,

22            but he challenged you to go to the DFSA and make the

23            report, which is exactly what you did?

24       A.   It's wholly untrue.  He didn't challenge me to do

25            anything.  I had no contact with him at all at this
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1 15.22      stage.

2       Q.   And this, in turn, led not only to the complaint,

3            but also to an action against Dalma Capital

4            Management in the sum of 883,000 dirhams for unfair

5            dismissal and for breach of contract.  That's the

6            amount you were seeking, isn't it?

7       A.   That's the amount I was owed, yes.

8       Q.   The amount had to be reduced to 500,000 dirhams

9            because of limitation rules if the matter was to be

10            tried in the small claims tribunal, which you agreed

11            to?

12       A.   That's correct.

13       Q.   Is that right?

14       A.   Yes.

15       Q.   And so it was that on 22 April, following your

16            departure from Dalma, that you filed a claim for

17            remuneration in the small claims court?

18       A.   It was filed by my lawyers on my behalf.

19       Q.   And as I have sought to touch on, one of the main

20            aspects of the litigation was the amount of

21            compensation due to you and related to whether Dalma

22            had terminated your employment agreement in August

23            2017 by serving a written termination notice on you

24            at that time?

25       A.   That was part of the dispute.
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1 15.24 Q.   That termination notice, if it had been served on

2            you, was effective as at 17 February 2018; yes?

3       A.   Correct, yes.

4       Q.   You denied ever being served with that notice; is

5            that correct?

6       A.   Yes, that's correct.

7       Q.   So the issue was when it was that Dalma had wrongly

8            terminated the agreement?

9       A.   No, that's not the only issue.

10       Q.   No, I think the issue so far as that aspect of the

11            case was concerned was whether or not Dalma had

12            wrongly terminated the agreement after you tendered

13            your resignation in December 2017, in which case it

14            would have been effective in June 18, and would have

15            entitled you to 883,000 dirhams, or whether they had

16            done so in August, which would have entitled you to

17            a greatly reduced amount.  Correct?

18       A.   Yes.

19       Q.   The result of the hearing which took place in June

20            at the small claims court is a matter which I don't

21            intend to relitigate, but I am going to suggest to

22            you that the court held that you were given notice

23            of termination on 17 August 2017 and, based on that,

24            you were awarded something like 25 per cent of your

25            original claim.  That is to say, 264,402 dirhams.
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1 15.26 A.   That was the court's decision, yes.

2       Q.   And you believe that decision to be wrong, yes?

3       A.   I do.

4       Q.   And you were very angry and continue to be very

5            angry at what you perceived to be a grave injustice

6            to you?

7       A.   That's unfortunately for me the court believed that

8            they had correctly served me a contractually

9            compliant notice on August 17, 2017.

10       Q.   Having filed your claim in the small claims court,

11            you then submitted your updated complaint to the

12            DFSA by hand, which we have already looked at; yes?

13       A.   Updated complaint?

14       Q.   You served your complaint on the DFSA later in

15            April.  Can I just ask you about that complaint.

16            When did you actually write it?

17       A.   Well, I checked my email, as you asked.  I believe

18            it was 25 April, you were asking me earlier when I

19            submitted it.  I think it was 25 April.  When did I

20            write it?

21       Q.   How does your email help you with the delivery of

22            the handwritten -- of a delivery by hand?

23       A.   I had a reply from the DFSA acknowledgment 25 April,

24            I believe it came the same day.

25       Q.   But if we go to the reply, I can take you to it if
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1 15.28      you want, but the reply doesn't say when the

2            document was received, does it?

3       A.   From memory I think it was the same day, but if it

4            wasn't, it may be a day later.  Something like that

5            a very short period of time.  The question when did

6            I actually write it, sometime --

7       Q.   A day later, or possibly a day before?

8       A.   I don't follow, the day before?

9       Q.   The DFSA are not going to acknowledge on 25 April

10            the receipt of a complaint which you think may have

11            been delivered on 26 April, are they?

12       A.   I didn't claim it was sent on 26 April.

13       Q.   Is what you are saying is that it is possible that

14            you may have delivered that document to the DFSA the

15            day before?  That's to say, 24 April.

16       A.   From recollection, I think it came back from the

17            DFSA acknowledgment same day.  If it wasn't the same

18            day, it would be would be one or two days before I

19            submitted that.

20       Q.   And you got no receipt or stamp and have no memory

21            of who it was that you handed this envelope to.  Is

22            that right?

23       A.   I handed it to the reception, as I said.

24       Q.   Did it ever come to your attention that a second

25            Article 73 notice was handed to Dalma on 25 April at
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1 15.29      12 noon?

2       A.   No.

3       Q.   What time do you say you delivered the complaint,

4            whichever day you claim to have done it on, whether

5            it was the day --

6       A.   What time?

7       Q.   -- or a day or two before; what time?

8       A.   I can't recall.  I don't know.

9       Q.   Subsequent to this, there was an occasion when you

10            threatened to report Mr Cefaratti to the police for

11            living with his then girlfriend, which you asserted

12            was contrary to the morality provisions of local

13            law.  Do you recall that?

14       A.   No, I made no such threats to Mr Cefaratti

15            whatsoever.

16       Q.   On 26 April you got the police to visit

17            Mr Cefaratti's apartment and ask questions.  Do you

18            remember --

19       A.   No.

20       Q.   -- involving the police?

21       A.   It's totally untrue.  I made no complaint to the

22            police about his illegal cohabitation whatsoever.

23       Q.   You, in your second statement, at paragraph 25, told

24            the DFSA, and ask this Tribunal to note, that you

25            did not report Dalma Capital to the DFSA because of
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1 15.31      its dealings with Elysium, but because -- and this

2            is what you said -- it allowed, enabled and

3            encouraged an individual who was not suitably

4            qualified, experienced or authorised and who was

5            never a Dalma employee to manage or invest funds in

6            DURF.  That's what you said in your most recent

7            statement, isn't it?

8       A.   Yes, that's correct.  I did say that exactly.

9       Q.   Whereas, the truth, I suggest, is that you not

10            merely allowed, but enabled and encouraged Mr Dean

11            to conduct that trade, supported him, helped trade

12            yourself and that you have told this Tribunal and

13            the DFSA a pack of lies about this central

14            allegation.

15       A.   That's wholly untrue.  I conducted no trades

16            whatsoever before 1 June 2016 at Dalma and

17            everything I said in my statement was correct.  Lyle

18            Dean was neither qualified, authorised, experienced

19            or an employee of Dalma when he traded those trades

20            on the DURF from April 2016 to June 2016.

21       Q.   And you never ordered him to do so?

22       A.   I did not.  I had no power to do so.

23       Q.   Your interview took place on 29 May 2018, which was

24            less than two weeks away from the hearing in the

25            small claims court; correct?
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1 15.33 A.   Yes.

2       Q.   Who asked you to come in for the interview, can you

3            remind me?

4       A.   I'm sorry?

5       Q.   Can you remind me, I think you touched on this but

6            can you remind me who asked you to come in for the

7            interview, was it Fiona Paddon in a phone call?

8       A.   Yes -- well there was a phone call but I also had an

9            email I believe confirming I would be attending on

10            that day.

11       Q.   You asked, or sought reassurance from Ms Paddon, did

12            you not, that you didn't want to be seen as a

13            disgruntled employee.  Do you remember that?

14       A.   I didn't ask for reassurance.  I said at the very

15            end of my interview, the very end, I was sure that's

16            how I would be portrayed.

17       Q.   And she said what?

18       A.   I can't recall.  I would have to check the

19            transcript.

20       Q.   She gave you to understand that that's something

21            that the DFSA wished to avoid?

22       MR TEMPLE:  I apologise for interrupting, but if what is

23            being put is what the DFSA said and it is in the

24            transcript, then I don't understand why it is not

25            being shown to Mr Allsop.
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1 15.34 MR SALLON:  Very well.  D/0224.  Mr Allsop, at the bottom

2            of the page:

3                "MR ALSOPP:  I mean, I can imagine I'm being

4            portrayed as a disgruntled former employee."

5                And if we go up the page:

6                "FIONA PADDON:  You are not being portrayed in

7            that way [sic].

8                MR ALLSOP:  I'm sure they will portray me as

9            that.

10                FIONA PADDON:  That is what we need to be

11            prepared for --"

12                Do you see that?

13       A.   I do.

14       Q.   So were you being, would it be fair to say that you

15            were seeking some form of reassurance, or certainly

16            being given some sort of reassurance that by reason

17            of preparation, one may be able to avoid the

18            impression that you were a disgruntled employee?

19       A.   I'm not aware of her talking -- preparing for

20            anything.  This was right at the very end, the very

21            end of my interview?

22       Q.   Yes, that is right.

23       MR TEMPLE:  Of course that has some dot dots at the end

24            and it may be helpful for everybody to see the

25            continuation of what was said.
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1 15.36 MR SALLON:  All right, carry on.  We can go through this

2            in more detail if anybody wants.

3       CHAIRMAN:  The only for not going into it in any more

4            detail is if you are making points about the DFSA

5            and seeking to establish points about the DFSA, this

6            witness can't tell you anything about what was in

7            their minds and what their approach was and what

8            their policy was.  Presumably, if you want to pursue

9            that, you will have an opportunity to do so with

10            Ms Paddon.  It is of course entirely a matter for

11            you.

12       MR SALLON:  Indeed, sir, thank you very much.  Right,

13            that's the passage and we have got the page

14            references and the Tribunal can explore those in due

15            course in full.

16                I want to turn lastly, if I may, to the

17            question of a letter which is the subject of some

18            dispute.  Can you confirm the following.  That in

19            early 2021 you applied for a position at RAK Bank

20            and provided details of your employment while at

21            Dalma on the application form; yes?  Do you remember

22            that?

23       A.   Yes.

24       Q.   The application stated that your salary throughout

25            2017 was 120,000 dirhams per month.
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1 15.38 A.   No, it didn't say that.  That was what my final

2            salary was.  And my final salary was 120,000 dirhams

3            and before I filled that in, I confirmed with my

4            lawyer what I should put and he said to me, "What's

5            in your contract and what was your final salary",

6            and that's why I put 120,000 dirhams.

7       Q.   I suggest it should have stated that your salary had

8            actually been reduced to 60,000 dirhams for the

9            entirety of 2017.

10       A.   No, it asked what my final salary was, and my final

11            salary was 120,000 dirhams and you will notice

12            that's correct because that's what the small claims

13            tribunal based part of my gratuity on, 120,000

14            dirhams in 2018.

15       Q.   You later said, or you later sent the bank a letter,

16            I think, which purported to come from Dalma, dated

17            12 July of 2018 -- of 2017 I am sorry, stating that

18            you had worked at Dalma from 1 June 2016 to 17

19            February and that letter appeared to have been

20            signed by Mr Cefaratti and bore what appeared to be

21            his signature.  Is that right?

22       A.   No.  I believe I supplied one of the letters, it

23            just had June to December, June 2016 to December

24            2017.

25       Q.   Whatever letter you submitted, it appeared to have
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1 15.40      the signature of Mr Cefaratti on it, did it not?

2       A.   It had a signature of his name, yes.

3       Q.   The letter eventually was obtained and sent to a

4            former Home Office forensic handwriting expert, who

5            determined that the signature on the letter was not

6            that of Mr Cefaratti.  Were you aware of that?

7       A.   I'm aware of that when I have read his witness

8            statement, yes.

9       Q.   So you read the statement of Mr Cosslett, the former

10            Home Office forensic scientist?

11       A.   Yes, I did.  And I expect, as I said at the

12            beginning, that I accept that the four confirmation

13            letters which I collected on 12 July from Cefaratti

14            which had been agreed between him and my lawyer did

15            have a computer signature on them.  I accept that.

16       Q.   Just pause for a moment.  As a result of this

17            signature, which was claimed by my clients to be a

18            false signature and not that of Mr Cefaratti's, the

19            DFSA asked you to comment and you provided in your

20            second witness statement, dated 30 June, an account

21            explaining what you had to say about the letter.  Is

22            that right?

23       A.   I provided an account of how I collected them and

24            the settlement agreement that date, yes.

25       Q.   And you claimed that not only was the signature his
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1 15.41      signature, but it was one of four letters -- I don't

2            have to go into the detail, that he provided and

3            signed in your presence; yes?

4       A.   Yes, he provided -- yes, that's correct, he did

5            provide the four --

6       Q.   He -- sorry.

7       A.   He did indeed provide four letters to me that day,

8            which I left his office with and confirmed

9            afterwards to my lawyer, but I accept I was

10            mistaken, he did not sign them in front of me.

11       Q.   How on earth, on 30 June of this year, could you

12            possibly have committed yourself to a witness

13            statement in which you claimed or asserted that the

14            documents were genuine because you had actually seen

15            them signed by him?

16       A.   They are genuine, they are genuine.

17       Q.   How could you possibly claim now that you never saw

18            him sign them?

19       A.   They are genuine.  I collected those four documents

20            from him as had been agreed and was confirmed

21            afterwards with my lawyer.  They were genuine.  I

22            went in that office to collect those documents and

23            left with those documents.  I also signed a

24            settlement agreement with him on that date and I

25            thought he had signed them in front of me, but he
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1 15.43      didn't.

2       Q.   I accept that he provided you with a letter, but it

3            was a letter written in terms that you weren't very

4            happy with.  That's the truth?

5       A.   No, that's completely untrue.  This so-called bad

6            reference letter, which he claims he gave me, never

7            existed and I would just like to point out to the

8            Tribunal the WhatsApp messages that I had with my

9            lawyer, after I left Cefaratti's office with those

10            copies, I seem completely at ease, I describe it as

11            closure and I describe it as very civilised.  I also

12            describe leaving with multiple copies of the

13            reference letter which he provided me.  I think if

14            he had tried to give me some bad reference letter

15            instead, I hardly would have been so calm and happy

16            in my conversation with my lawyer.

17       Q.   Let's just see what happened.  The four letters that

18            you claim you received from Mr Cefaratti were again

19            sent to Mr Cosslett, the handwriting expert, and

20            analysed, weren't they?

21       A.   Yes.

22       Q.   And he concluded that not only were the signatures

23            not the signatures of Mr Cefaratti, but that you

24            couldn't possibly have seen them signed because they

25            were the product of a computer generated signature?
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1 15.44 A.   Yes, I read his report and I accept that.

2       Q.   And therefore, in order to avoid the, what I

3            suggest, is the inevitable conclusion that you are

4            telling a whopper about this, you have today and for

5            the first time told us that what you said concerning

6            the letters in your second witness statement is

7            wholly inaccurate?

8       A.   It's not inaccurate.  I corrected those reference

9            letters.  They are genuine.  I accept they didn't

10            have his signed signature in front of me on them.  I

11            accept they are computer generated.  And in respect

12            of this bad reference letter which he says he gave

13            me instead, that's completely untrue.

14       Q.   I suggest that confronted with evidence of your

15            lies, your modus operandum is to lie your way out of

16            it and that is exactly what you have done throughout

17            your long and detailed series of complaints to the

18            DFSA, interviews and witness statements, and what

19            you have done today in front of this Tribunal.

20       A.   Completely untrue.  Regarding these reference

21            letters, I would like to bring the Tribunal's

22            attention that I emailed Cefaratti two days

23            beforehand requesting specifically an employment

24            confirmation letter, which he didn't answer.  On 11

25            July my lawyer emailed him saying this was a
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1 15.46      requirement and I should be provided either that day

2            the 11th or the 12th.  There was contemporaneous

3            conversation between myself and Cefaratti confirming

4            I was going in to collect that letter on July 12 and

5            that's exactly what I did.  I would just like to add

6            as well this so-called bad letter, this bad

7            reference letter, which he claims he gave me, which

8            he of course hasn't got a copy of, I would just like

9            to bring to the attention of the Tribunal the

10            WhatsApp -- the WhatsApp, it's my reference NA05

11            from my second statement, the WhatsApp conversations

12            between myself and Cefaratti.  On 2 October where he

13            says to me:

14                "Commercial Bank of Dubai sent a reference

15            request.  I will give best reference I can.  Hope it

16            works out."

17                Slightly strange that someone who is claiming

18            to give me a bad reference letter a few months later

19            is now saying he is going to give me the best

20            reference and hopes it works out.

21       MR SALLON:  I wonder if we could go on mute for a moment?

22            I just need to take a couple of minutes for further

23            instructions, sir?

24       CHAIRMAN:  By all means.

25                            (After a pause).
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1 15.48 MR SALLON:  Sir, thank you very much for the opportunity

2            to consult my clients.  I have no further questions.

3       CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much Mr Sallon.  Mr Allsop, if

4            you could just wait there for a moment, there may be

5            some questions from Mr Temple.

6       THE WITNESS:  Sure.

7                       Re-examination by MR TEMPLE

8       Q.   Mr Allsop, you mentioned quite early on in your

9            evidence about the personal email address of Lyle

10            Dean and you said you only got it later on.  I

11            wonder if I could ask for page 135 to be brought up.

12            Can you see the message at 6 June 2016 at 15:33?  A

13            bit up, I think Fatima.  There we go.  We can see

14            there a reference to an email address.  Is that what

15            you were referring to?

16       A.   Yes, that's Lyle's email address he sent me then,

17            yes.

18       Q.   Did you have his personal email address before this

19            point?

20       A.   I'm not sure.  I don't recall it.

21       Q.   And the other thing that you mentioned, and in all

22            honesty I don't have a question about it, but so

23            that the Tribunal can see what you were referring

24            to, is the WhatsApps with your lawyer.  I will just

25            confirm with you whether this is what you were
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1 15.50      referring to.  Page 889.  Towards the bottom,

2            messages on 12 July.  I suppose let's do this

3            properly.  Who was James Wiln?

4       A.   James Wiln is my lawyer from Stephenson Harwood.

5       Q.   When he says at 10:37 "All sorted" what was that

6            about?

7       A.   I can't quite see that.

8       Q.   Or "All get sorted", three up from the bottom.

9       A.   One moment.  Yes, he's asked me, yes, that is right,

10            he's asked me there if I have at that stage gone to

11            visit Cefaratti at Dalma to collect my reference

12            letter, my confirmation of employment letter and

13            signed the settlement agreement and I was on my way.

14            As you can see, I think I parked my car and then

15            replied to him, "On my way to seeing him now."

16       Q.   On the next page, we have got the fact that he sent

17            you -- your lawyer says, "Just sent me the payment."

18            What's that payment about?

19       A.   Yes, so that was the payment of what he was

20            instructed by the court, the small claims tribunal,

21            the payment that they instructed him to make me.  He

22            had and I think he had sent a copy of the payment

23            conversation to James Wiln as well.

24       Q.   And when --

25       A.   I think he said, "I have asked him to sent me a
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1 15.52      copy", there we go.

2       Q.   Just after that you say:

3                "All done.  Very civilised.  Gave me multiple

4            reference letters, signed the agreement as well.

5            May even get cash today ... final closure."

6                So when you say it was very civilised, what was

7            said during that meeting?

8       A.   It didn't last long but it was civilised.  Those

9            reference letters, the first two were provided to

10            me, which I wasn't happy with because it had the

11            date being 17 February, which the Tribunal

12            determined that was when my termination date was, my

13            final date.  I wasn't happy with that being on the

14            two letters, so I asked him to give me a letter just

15            saying December -- sorry June 16 to December 17 and

16            he did.  He gave me two more, one with and one

17            without his mobile number for further contact

18            details.  So I left his office having received those

19            four letters and signed a settlement agreement with

20            the multiple reference letters which I described to

21            my lawyer.

22       MR TEMPLE:  Thank you, Mr Allsop.  I don't have any more

23            questions but the Tribunal may do.

24                        Questions by the TRIBUNAL

25       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Al Aidarous, do you have any questions for
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1 15.53      the witness?

2       MR AL AIDAROUS:  Yes, sir, I have a few quick ones.

3            Mr Allsop, I just want to find out when you first

4            time became, or invited for any investigation in

5            this matter by DFSA, do you remember?

6       A.   When I was invited to an interview?

7       MR AL AIDAROUS:  Yes?

8       A.   Two or three weeks after I submitted my complaint, I

9            think?  So I -- I had my interview, about a month

10            later I think, I actually had the interview and I

11            think it was arranged maybe a week before.

12       MR AL AIDAROUS:  Before your complaint, you were aware

13            about any enforcement action against Dalma, or

14            Mr Zach?

15       A.   No.  Nothing at all.

16       MR AL AIDAROUS:  Good.  So when you make your complaint,

17            in your complaint, in the third page of your

18            complaint -- no need to go back I think, unless you

19            disagree with me -- you have mentioned that:

20                "My understanding is that Mr Zachary Cefaratti

21            assured to the DFSA that all the trades executed was

22            by Mr Dean."

23                They were not a sandbox, as assumed by

24            Mr Cefaratti.  So may I ask you what is the source

25            of your understanding?  How you became aware of
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1 15.55      that?  That is the defence of Mr Cefaratti that all

2            the trades is a sandbox, it is not real, not live.

3            How you got that impression?

4       A.   He called me into his office.  He called me into his

5            office I think it was in July 2017 and told me that

6            the DFSA had been -- he had been speaking to the

7            DFSA about Elysium.  Now, I wasn't aware of any

8            notice or anything like that, but Dalma were doing

9            increased business with Elysium.  It only got bigger

10            throughout 2017.  So when he said to me, as he had

11            done several times, that the DFSA was speaking to

12            Dalma about Elysium, I presumed this was to do with

13            the increased business that Dalma was doing with

14            Elysium, which ultimately was looking to manage

15            Elysium's assets.  Hence, why he went to the UK and

16            appeared in front of a High Court judge.  So he said

17            to me before that Dalma was having some discussions

18            with the DFSA, so that's what I knew was the case.

19            On this instance he called me into his office and

20            said the DFSA, I have been speaking to the DFSA and

21            Lyle Dean's trades had come up in conversation.  He

22            told me that he had said to the DFSA that all Lyle

23            Dean's trades were in the sandbox dummy trades,

24            okay; so none of them were real.  That's what he

25            told me he had told the DFSA when they enquired
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1 15.56      about Lyle Dean's trades.  I said the him, "That's

2            not true, you know they are real trades, all of

3            them.  There was no sandbox dummy trades, they were

4            all real."

5                And he said to me very clearly, "We have to be

6            on the same page as this.  If you are asked or

7            interviewed by the DFSA about this, you are to say

8            those trades were sandbox dummy trades."

9                And I said to him, "That's totally untrue.  I'm

10            not going to lie for you."  I walked out the room.

11       MR AL AIDAROUS:  So simply you get this information that

12            or his defence in the investigation to DFSA that

13            this was not true, or just not live transaction

14            through, directly from Mr Cefaratti himself?

15       A.   I knew all the trades were live.  I knew all the

16            trades were real because Lyle Dean was executing

17            them.  He was sitting next to me.  He was telling me

18            about his trades.  He was doing it from home.  He

19            was doing it from abroad.  He generated all the P&L

20            which you saw in April on the NAV, which was I think

21            $97,0000.  That was real P&L, real.  It's not a NAV

22            produced for a dummy account or paper trading.  It

23            would be pointless.  You wouldn't send out a

24            statement saying, "I made 500,000 of fantasy money."

25            It would just be nonsense.  So I knew it was real
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1 15.58      and he knew it was real.  It was real profits in

2            April 2017 and then the real losses in May 2017, but

3            all the trades, all of them, were real.

4       MR AL AIDAROUS:  Thank you, sir.  I have no further

5            questions.

6       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Storey, do you have any questions?

7       MR STOREY:  No, thank you, no questions from me.

8       CHAIRMAN:  I have no questions either.  So Mr Allsop

9            thank you for coming to giving us your evidence.

10            You are free to go and if you would like to log out

11            you can go and do something else.  Thank you very

12            much.

13       THE WITNESS:  Thank you very much.

14       CHAIRMAN:  Okay, Mr Temple who is next?

15       MR TEMPLE:  It is Ms Paddon.  I am in the Tribunal's

16            hands about whether you want to take a break now and

17            then we can plough on.

18       CHAIRMAN:  We have another 30 minutes until we are

19            permitted another glass of water so we may as well

20            kick off I think.

21       MR TEMPLE:  Yes of course, then Ms Paddon if you can turn

22            on your camera, please.

23                I am informed that she had been sitting with

24            the team, but she is moving to sit in a room on her

25            own, as per the Tribunal's directions, so it may
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1 15.59      take a moment before she logs back in.

2       CHAIRMAN:  Right.

3                           FIONA PADDON called

4       CHAIRMAN:  Ms Paddon, good afternoon.  You are giving

5            evidence this afternoon and before you do that we

6            are going to ask you to affirm.  Is that all right

7            by you?

8       THE WITNESS:  Yes, sir.

9       CHAIRMAN:  Please repeat after me I do solemnly and

10            sincerely affirm.

11       THE WITNESS:  I do solemnly and sincerely affirm.

12       CHAIRMAN:  That the evidence I shall give.

13       THE WITNESS:  That the evidence I shall give.

14       CHAIRMAN:  Will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing

15            but the truth.

16       THE WITNESS:  Will be the truth, the whole truth and

17            nothing but the truth.

18       CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much.  Mr Temple and then

19            Mr Sallon will have some questions for you.

20                     Examination-in-chief by MR TEMPLE

21       Q.   Can you confirm your full name, please?

22       A.   It's Fiona Mary Paddon.

23       Q.   Given that you were involved in the compilation of

24            the bundle, I think it may suffice if I simply ask

25            you whether the two witness statements in the bundle
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1 16.02      are yours and bear your signature?

2       A.   Yes, they do.

3       Q.   And is there anything you would like to correct

4            about those statements?

5       A.   No, there is not.

6       Q.   Are they true?

7       A.   Yes.

8       MR TEMPLE:  On that basis I'm sure Mr Sallon has

9            questions for you.

10                      Cross-examination by MR SALLON

11       Q.   Ms Paddon, I want to start by asking you this.  The

12            first inkling that Dalma may potentially have fallen

13            foul of DFSA regulations was on or sometime shortly

14            after 7 May 2017, when you, by which I mean

15            collectively you, the DFSA, received a breach

16            notification by someone called Arzu Williams.  Is

17            that right?

18       A.   Yes, that is correct.

19       Q.   And Arzu Williams indicated something about

20            transactions that Dalma had carried out with another

21            non-regulated company called Elysium Global and she

22            was writing to you in a compliance capacity; is that

23            correct?

24       A.   Yes.

25       Q.   Arzu Williams was actually an independent compliance
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1 16.04      and money laundering officer who had been appointed

2            by Zachary Cefaratti to carry out an in depth review

3            of all company files and conduct a full internal

4            audit; correct?

5       A.   I don't know.

6       Q.   Well, a potential breach was identified and that

7            breach was registered with the DFSA on 7 May 2017.

8            Can you confirm that?

9       A.   Yes.

10       Q.   If you want a reference it is B/708, if you need a

11            reference?

12       A.   No, that's fine.  Yes, I confirm that we received

13            what you say.

14       Q.   It's therefore fair to say that Mr Cefaratti was

15            responsible for bringing this breach to your

16            attention?

17       A.   Yes.

18       Q.   The breach notification identified various

19            transactions that Dalma had had with EGDL and

20            alerted you to the fact that the required

21            know-your-own-customer checks and client take-on

22            procedures appeared not to have been conducted.

23            Yes?

24       A.   Yes.

25       Q.   And that after an initial request for further
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1 16.05      information, on 23 July 2017 you, the DFSA, issued

2            Article 73 notices, yes?

3       A.   Yes.

4       Q.   And the notice requested, amongst other things,

5            copies of all communications between Elysium, Sanjay

6            Shah, Dalma or those acting on their behalf, and all

7            documents relating to Mr Allsop's employment with

8            Dalma.

9       A.   Yes.

10       Q.   On 14 August of 2017, Dalma submitted its response,

11            which contained a detailed narrative and a USB drive

12            containing supporting documentation.  Correct?

13       A.   Yes.

14       Q.   And the response included references to Nick Allsop

15            and Lyle Dean by name and claimed they were employed

16            by EGDL in the first five months of 2016.  Is that

17            correct?

18       A.   I don't recall those dates but yes, they were both

19            named in the document and it was explained that they

20            were employees of EGDL.

21       Q.   I will give a reference, not inviting the reference

22            to be put up on the screen, but it is B/753.  The

23            response I am going to suggest to you described

24            amongst other things how Dalma envisaged that Lyle

25            Dean, supervised by Nick Allsop, would manage both
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1 16.08      the DURF fund and the prospective futures fund.  Do

2            you recall that?

3       A.   Yes, I remember there being two funds mentioned.

4       Q.   And that the contracts of employment were at that

5            time being negotiated.  It made that clear.  Is that

6            right?

7       A.   I don't recall whether it made it clear that

8            contracts were being negotiated.

9       Q.   If you want to have a look at the document, we can

10            put it up for you, but I am going to suggest that

11            the document explained how in the interim, Dalma

12            provided Nick Allsop and Lyle Dean with trading,

13            including ring fenced sandbox access to Dalma's

14            trading systems, so that they could assume portfolio

15            duties once they had transferred to Dalma.

16       A.   Yes.

17       Q.   It inaccurately stated, at paragraph 16, which we

18            can see at 759 if we need to look at it, that Nick

19            Allsop was hired by Dalma in May 2016.  Whereas, in

20            fact, the signature on his contract was 1 June 2016.

21            Yes?

22       A.   I'll take your word for it that it says that.

23       Q.   Well, you don't have to.  Let's look.  I hope I am

24            going to give you the correct page reference, but

25            it's 759, please.  Let's have a look at it.
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1 16.09 A.   Yes, I can see it says:

2                "In May 2016 DCML (which is Dalma) hired Nick

3            Allsop."

4       Q.   Did the supporting documentation to the response

5            include a contract between Nick Allsop and Dalma or

6            was that something that came to the attention -- if

7            that document can be taken down now, sorry.  Or did

8            that document come the attention of the DFSA later

9            in the investigation?

10       A.   I don't recall when we received the contract.  I

11            imagine they would have sent it to us with that long

12            narrative document, but I can't remember that

13            specifically.

14       Q.   I accept that.  But in fact the contract, on its

15            face, shows that it was signed on 1 June?

16       A.   Yes, I recall that.

17       Q.   So in respect of that assertion that he was taken on

18            in May, it would appear that the company sent a

19            supporting document which showed quite clearly that

20            the contract was dated 1 June; yes?

21       A.   Yes.

22       Q.   When were you assigned to work on this case?

23       A.   I began working on the case probably a little bit

24            before the first notice was sent out.  So if that

25            was in July 2018, or 2017 was it?  So the first
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1 16.11      notice went out in July 2017.  I would have started

2            working on the case probably a month or possibly two

3            months before that.

4       Q.   And when was William Saheli to become part of your

5            team or to assist you?

6       A.   I don't recall specifically but I imagine he was

7            started on the case at approximately the same time

8            that I did.

9       Q.   Is Patrick Meaney currently the senior director and

10            head of enforcement at the DFSA?

11       A.   Yes he is.

12       Q.   And did he join the DFSA in January 2018?

13       A.   I honestly don't know.  If you have that from a

14            reliable source, then I will accept that's when he

15            joined.

16       Q.   I think you will find it on the internet actually.

17       A.   I'm sure you will, yes.

18       Q.   He was in charge of your team, was he, in April

19            2018, or not?

20       A.   If he joined in January of 2018, he was in charge of

21            the enforcement team from that date, so yes.

22       Q.   Did he become at any stage actively involved in the

23            investigation itself?

24       A.   There was -- he did attend what I think was

25            Zachary's second interview, so I suppose that would
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1 16.13      be actively involved in the investigation, yes.

2       Q.   And I mean, I'm not asking you to divulge

3            confidential or privileged information, but did you

4            and Mr Meaney and anybody else connected with the

5            investigation -- sorry did you and Mr Saheli,

6            together with Patrick Meaney, and anyone else

7            involved in the investigation, meet from time to

8            time to discuss its progress?

9       A.   Yes of course.

10       Q.   Was Mr Meaney aware of the fact that a man called

11            Nick Allsop was complaining about the conduct of

12            Zach Cefaratti, Amir Anwar, Howard Leedham during

13            the period of time that he was employed at Elysium?

14       A.   Sorry, who was employed at Elysium, do you mean Nick

15            Allsop?

16       Q.   Nick Allsop, yes.  Was Mr Meaney aware of that?

17       A.   I don't think I understand your timeline because I

18            don't think Nick Allsop complained to us when he was

19            working at Elysium.

20       Q.   No, it's my fault, the question is probably not very

21            well expressed, but did he become aware of a

22            complaint that Mr Allsop had made concerning his

23            time at Elysium when events were occurring at Dalma

24            in April/May/June et cetera of 2016?

25       A.   Are you asking if Patrick Meaney was aware of the
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1 16.15      complaint that Nick Allsop made to us?

2       Q.   Yes.

3       A.   He would be made aware of it at some point during

4            the investigation I'm sure.

5       Q.   On 25 April 2018, a meeting between the DFSA and

6            Dalma took place and at 12 noon the DFSA's second

7            notice was served on Dalma.  Yes?

8       A.   Yes.

9       Q.   You were away that day but you were involved in the

10            information concerning the second notice and may

11            well have had a hand in drafting it, I don't know.

12            Is that right?

13       A.   I'm not sure that I was away on 25 April 2018.  I'm

14            not sure where you've got that from.  I wasn't

15            involved in the meeting with Dalma because it was a

16            supervision meeting and I was not in the supervision

17            department.

18       Q.   I got it, actually from a letter that -- within the

19            DFSA, which indicated that you were actually, that a

20            letter was being sent to you or sent to somebody in

21            your absence because you weren't there.  That's

22            where I got it from.  Maybe you weren't away.  Maybe

23            you were just doing something else.  I don't know?

24       A.   Okay, sorry.  So what's the question, sorry?

25       Q.   A meeting took place on 25 April at 12 noon with
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1 16.17      Dalma.  Do you remember that?

2       A.   Yes.  I became aware of it after the meeting, yes.

3       Q.   You yourself weren't present at that meeting?

4       A.   That's correct.

5       Q.   Who was?

6       A.   It was colleagues from supervision.  I believe it

7            was a lady called Aisha Belhoul.  There may have

8            been other colleagues with her I'm sure but I don't

9            know who they were.

10       Q.   Lawrence Paramasivam, would he have been one?

11       A.   He was certainly in the supervision department at

12            that time, so he may have been, yes.

13       Q.   He was the director I think?

14       A.   Yes.

15       Q.   Anyway there was a meeting and the second notice was

16            served.  Can you help explain how it came about that

17            it took a full eight months after you received

18            Dalma's response to the first notice to prepare and

19            serve the second notice?

20       A.   Yes.  We were reviewing the documents that they

21            provided on the USB stick which accompanied their

22            response to the first notice.

23       Q.   And when did that review -- when was that review

24            completed?

25       A.   I am afraid I don't have that information now.
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1 16.18 Q.   When was the second notice, the original, unamended

2            second notice drafted?  We know it was served on 25

3            April, but when in advance of 25 April was it

4            drafted?

5       A.   I know I have looked into this previously and there

6            were a number of different drafts available in our

7            folders, and the first draft was certainly sometime

8            before 25 April, when it was ultimately served.  I

9            would not be able to tell you the date of the first

10            draft, not having a note of it with me now, but I

11            can certainly provide that date if it assists the

12            Tribunal.

13       Q.   Well, it was sent, in one form or another, to DFSA

14            lawyers for review, wasn't it?

15       A.   It was, yes.

16       Q.   And the review was carried out by the director of

17            supervision, or those underneath him, and on 25

18            April he wrote a letter in which he indicated that

19            certain amendments had been made.  Is that right?

20            And he served a final -- or he submitted to you, to

21            the DFSA, a final version for your approval?

22       A.   I don't understand your process.

23       Q.   All right well --

24       A.   You have asked me about it being reviewed by the

25            legal team and then you have said that the director
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1 16.20      of supervision made amendments and that's two

2            separate people.

3       Q.   Let's just go to the -- let's just go to B/777,

4            please.  That's the letter from Mr Paramasivam which

5            accompanied the second notice.  Is that right?  And

6            the notice itself sought some further details.

7       A.   Yes, this is the notice.

8       Q.   The conclusion is mine, I'm sorry.  And the notice

9            sought details about all payments and fees accrued

10            or paid to any party in relation to the management

11            and performance of DURF, yes?

12       A.   If you can move along to the schedule within the

13            notice, I will be able to see what was requested.

14            It should be probably two or three pages after this

15            part of the notice.  Can we scroll to that part of

16            the notice, Mr Sallon?

17       Q.   Yes of course.  It can be done, but not by me.

18       A.   Yes, so this is the schedule which we generally send

19            out which details what's actually requested with the

20            notice.  So yes, I see what you are saying, but is

21            it number 1, "Records outlining full details of all

22            payments" et cetera?

23       Q.   So it seeks all details of all payments or fees

24            accrued or paid to any party in relation to the

25            management or performance of DURF?
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1 16.22 A.   Yes.

2       Q.   It calls for the name of the individual who

3            undertook the trade.  The business location of the

4            individual at the time that the trades were

5            undertaken.  The trading platform and so on and

6            details of remuneration received from Dalma to Nick

7            Allsop and Lyle Dean; yes?

8       A.   Can we scroll down a little bit further?  I think

9            that isn't on the screen.  Yes.

10       Q.   I wonder if you so kind as to confirm this sequence

11            of events.  If we go to 787, please.  We should have

12            a letter from Anthony Jensen, senior legal counsel,

13            and and Tanya McCaskie.  The notice in its original

14            form was reviewed by the lawyers at 10:05 in the

15            morning, yes, on 25 April?

16       A.   "I have reviewed the notice and attach the marked up

17            new version."

18       Q.   Or at any rate the new version was sent to you at

19            that time?

20       A.   Yes, Anthony is a senior legal counsel at this time,

21            as you mentioned.  He had reviewed the notice and

22            then sent a marked up version and I would have

23            assumed that marked up version, either the changes

24            were accepted or they weren't, but obviously the

25            version that was given to Dalma is a clean
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1 16.24      unmarked-up version, as we saw earlier.

2       Q.   We can see that the reference to article 41 was

3            removed.  If we go please to 787, a bit further --

4            would it be up or down, at 10:05, we see the

5            marked-up new version of the notice was sent by

6            Mr Jensen to Ms Belhoul, who was the manager at

7            supervision?

8       A.   Yes.

9       Q.   And to Mr Paramasivam, I mispronounce his name, for

10            consideration.  And at 10:50, if we go further into

11            the email chain, Aisha Belhoul sends the amended

12            version to Mr Saheli and copies you in?

13       A.   Right, I see this is where you have said that I was

14            absent, yes.

15       Q.   That is why I thought you might have been, but maybe

16            you weren't, I don't know?

17       A.   I am perfectly willing to accept that I was absent,

18            just when you asked me I didn't know one way or the

19            other.

20       Q.   Okay, and this was a document sent or handed to

21            Dalma at the meeting?

22       A.   That was my understanding, yes.

23       Q.   Now, it seems by, what I'm going to suggest is an

24            extraordinary coincidence that on 25 April the DFSA

25            claim to have received a written complaint from Nick
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1 16.26      Allsop, yes, that's right?

2       A.   I'm not sure we claim to have received it.  Our

3            information is that we did receive.

4       Q.   The complaint is undated, isn't it?

5       A.   I take your word for it.  I haven't examined it to

6            look for a date but ....

7       Q.   I don't want to take an unfair point, but if I am

8            invited to do so, I can take you to 789 and you can

9            look at it yourself.

10       A.   I'm willing to accept that it doesn't have a date

11            on.

12       Q.   In your first statement at paragraph 27, which you

13            can find at 184, if you want to look at it, you said

14            that it seems from the timing of the receipt that

15            the DFSA either hadn't received it or would not have

16            been in a position to consider it prior to the

17            delivery of the second notice to Dalma.  Is that

18            correct?

19       A.   Yes.  So what I meant by that was the notice was

20            given to Dalma at midday, according to that email

21            that we have just looked at.  Which means that the

22            notice -- well, in fact that email says that the

23            letter or the notice was ready at 10:50 am and so

24            even if we would have received Mr Allsop's complaint

25            early, at 9 am when DFSA office hours begin, that
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1 16.28      would have only left one hour and 50 minutes for a

2            review of Mr Allsop's complaint, a discussion about

3            it with the relevant people and any sort of

4            amendments made to the notice, all in the space of

5            an hour and 50 minutes.

6       Q.   Would that be the normal practice that if a

7            complaint providing detailed information which

8            touched on a possible issue of a second notice was

9            received, it would be reviewed before the notice was

10            completed?  Would that be your normal practice?

11       A.   It would depend on the timing.  Obviously, the

12            arrangements for the notice were all in place for it

13            to be given at this meeting.  The notice was ready

14            at 10:50 according to the emails we have just looked

15            at.  It would be purely a matter of chance whether,

16            if a complaint is received that relates to a matter

17            that we already have open, if there is time, the

18            complaint would be looked at.  If there is no time,

19            then the arrangement for the notice will have gone

20            ahead as planned.

21       Q.   Sure, but if there is time, why would the notice be

22            looked at?  Why would the complaint be looked at in

23            conjunction with the notice, if there was time?

24       A.   I don't understand.  Why would we --

25       Q.   Why would you want to look at the notice?  Why would
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1 16.29      it be desirable to look at the complaint, I should

2            say, before the final form of the notice was

3            completed?

4       A.   I mean, it might not be desirable.  It would depend.

5            I think if the DFSA receives information that is

6            relevant to a matter that is already ongoing, then

7            it will review that information.

8       Q.   Well this complaint that was apparently delivered by

9            hand, but there is no record within the DFSA of who

10            delivered it, is there?

11       A.   Of who delivered it or of who received it?

12       Q.   Of who delivered it first of all.  It was delivered

13            by hand but there is no record of who it was who

14            delivered it.  That's the first question?

15       A.   No, I suppose the record is who the complaint is

16            from.  I don't know that there's a record of who the

17            specific person who delivered it.

18       Q.   Somebody shows up at the DFSA with an envelope in

19            which is a complaint.  There is no record of to whom

20            the complaint was directed, is there?

21       A.   No.  It's just to the DFSA.

22       Q.   There is no record of who received the complaint?

23       A.   No, I don't believe there is.

24       Q.   Who first received it, and there is no record,

25            either independent of the acknowledgment letter or
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1 16.31      within the acknowledgment letter of the time that it

2            was received, or even the date on which it was

3            received; is that right?

4       A.   Having looked back at the acknowledgment, which is

5            in the bundle, I notice that no it doesn't say a

6            date of the complaint.  It's just the acknowledgment

7            is sent on 25 April.

8       Q.   Would it be, given that you are a regulatory body,

9            normal DFSA practice for a record to be kept of the

10            time of delivery by the person who received it?

11            Like a stamp or a note in the register or something

12            of that sort?

13       A.   I don't think there would be, no.

14       Q.   But as you said, and we can see it at 788 if we get

15            it up on the screen, somebody and I say somebody

16            because the sender's name doesn't appear on the

17            email, acknowledges the email on 25 April at 17:48.

18            It looks as if it's somebody within the complaints,

19            but the name or identity of that person doesn't

20            appear in the email, does it?

21       A.   No, that's our standard procedure for complaints.

22       Q.   And there's no mention in the body of the email

23            about the date of receipt?

24       A.   No.

25       Q.   So did you assume that the complaint was received by
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1 16.33      the DFSA on 25 April and not before because that was

2            the date of the letter which acknowledged receipt?

3       A.   I mean, I think at the time, it may have been more

4            clear about the date of receipt, in so far as the

5            person who received it may have, for example,

6            communicated verbally that a complaint had been

7            received --

8       Q.   To whom?

9       A.   To me, to the person to whom the complaint was

10            referred, that kind of thing.  As regards preparing

11            my statement, for example, and anything else that

12            mentioned this complaint, I would accept that it

13            would appear that it's been assumed that this

14            acknowledgment was sent on the same day that the

15            complaint was received.

16       Q.   So let me just see if I can unpick that.  Are you

17            saying to us that there may well have been a

18            conversation between you and somebody, or somebody

19            and somebody, which confirmed that the date of

20            receipt was 25 April?

21       A.   Yes.  So, for example, and that is purely an

22            example, I don't recall this happening, it would

23            appear that I wasn't in the office on 25 April, as

24            we have seen.  However, it may well be that when I

25            returned to the office the following day, for
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1 16.34      example, somebody came to me and said, "We received

2            a complaint yesterday about a case that you are

3            currently working on."

4       Q.   Now, the issue when you received --

5       CHAIRMAN:  Just one moment Mr Sallon.  We are at five

6            minutes past our proposed time for a break.  For

7            that reason, we will break now for ten minutes and

8            resume at quarter to, when no doubt this close

9            examination will resume.  Thank you.

10       (4.35 pm)

11                                (Break)

12       (4.45 pm)

13       CHAIRMAN:  We will resume when Mr Sallon is ready.

14       MR SALLON:  I am not sure that we have Mr Al Aidarous.

15            We do, I am sorry.

16       CHAIRMAN:  Yes, he is.

17       MR SALLON:  I think when we broke off I was suggesting to

18            you, or asking you, whether you assumed that the

19            complaint was received by the DFSA on 25 April and

20            not before because you inferred that from the letter

21            acknowledging receipt and you said, if I can

22            paraphrase it in a way that is fair, it may have

23            been the case.  On the other hand, you may have been

24            told something nearer the time which caused you to

25            believe that it was actually delivered on the 25th.
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1 16.46      Is that a fair way of putting it?

2       A.   Yes.

3       Q.   But you have no recollection of whom you spoke to,

4            if you did speak to anybody, confirming the date of

5            the receipt of the complaint?

6       A.   No.  Or yes, I agree with what you said.

7       Q.   Thank you.  So when you informed Mr Allsop at the

8            beginning of his interview in May that the purpose

9            of the interview was to obtain information regarding

10            a complaint that he lodged on 25 April, there's a

11            good possibility that you assumed the date was

12            correct without actually knowing it?

13       A.   It's possible.  That was obviously nearer to the

14            actual date in question so, yes.

15       Q.   If we look at page 8 in the D bundle, at Mr Allsop's

16            interview, I think you will agree that although

17            that's what you said, he didn't actually confirm

18            that that was the date that he brought it in, did

19            he?  He didn't say, "Yes you are right"?

20       A.   Can we scroll down a bit, please?

21       Q.   Yes, sorry, I can't give you a line.

22       A.   Well, no, it doesn't look like he did, no.

23            Although, to be fair, I didn't ask him to confirm

24            it.

25       Q.   If the complaint was delivered or came into the
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1 16.48      hands of the DFSA earlier than 25 April, then the

2            investigators, including yourself, would have, I

3            suggest, been able to consider it and wanted to

4            consider it?

5       A.   Yes.

6       Q.   Because it would have been, in the context of this

7            case, pretty helpful given the matters about which

8            you were enquiring in the second notice?

9       A.   Well, certainly relevant.

10       Q.   Relevant?  Would you agree that as it turned out,

11            the complaint provided you with information on some

12            of the very matters that the DFSA in their second

13            notice were trying to obtain?

14       A.   Yes.

15       Q.   So here we are with a complaint which was or may

16            have been delivered on the 25th coinciding with a

17            notice being issued on the same date, asking

18            questions about the very matters that were the

19            subject of the complaint; yes?

20       A.   Yes.

21       Q.   In his complaint, Mr Allsop indicated his

22            availability to speak with the DFSA at any time and

23            provided his contact details; yes, do you see that?

24       A.   I'm sure he did.

25       Q.   He gave a mobile address and an -- a mobile phone
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1 16.50      number and an email address and his full residential

2            address.  We can have a look at it if you want?

3       A.   Yes, I'm sure he did give us his contact details.

4       Q.   And he indicated his availability to speak with the

5            DFSA at any time?

6       A.   Okay.

7       Q.   Did you actually ever use that contact information

8            to speak to him prior to his interview?

9       A.   I believe that I called him on 23 May, just before

10            sending him a letter to invite him for an interview.

11       Q.   And why did you call him on 23 May?

12       A.   To invite him for the interview.

13       Q.   Did you write to him?

14       A.   Yes.

15       Q.   And why call him?

16       A.   To ask him if he was willing to come to the

17            interview prior to sending him the letter inviting

18            him for the interview.  As it was a voluntary

19            interview, had he said, "No I am not willing to come

20            to speak to you", we would have had to think about

21            whether we needed to use any powers to compel him to

22            come and speak to us.

23       Q.   Did you explain it was a voluntary interview?

24       A.   Yes.

25       Q.   Was anything else discussed?
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1 16.52 A.   On the phone call?

2       Q.   Yes.

3       A.   I can't recall.  It was quite a while ago.  It was

4            for the purpose of setting up the interview, so I

5            imagine we discussed convenient dates, something

6            like that.

7       Q.   Was anonymity discussed?

8       A.   I don't know if it was discussed on the call.  It

9            may have been.  One of our standard questions when

10            we receive a complaint is whether the complainant

11            wishes to remain anonymous.

12       Q.   Would it be appropriate and proper to speak to him

13            on a phone call about that matter or to have it

14            properly recorded in correspondence?

15       A.   It may be appropriate to speak about it on a phone

16            call and then to record what his decision is in

17            correspondence.

18       Q.   And was his decision desiring anonymity recorded?

19       A.   Off the top of my head, I don't know.

20       Q.   If the complaint was delivered or came into the

21            hands of the DFSA earlier than 25 April, as we have

22            established, you would have been able to consider

23            it; yes?

24       A.   If that happened we would have been able to.

25       Q.   Is it possible that anybody from the DFSA within the
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1 16.53      team spoke to him prior to 25 April concerning this

2            complaint?  Is it possible that that could have

3            happened?

4       A.   It seems extremely unlikely.

5       Q.   Well, are we to assume, then, that the service of

6            the notice and the receipt of the complaint dealing

7            with topics about which the notice was asking is

8            just a coincidence?

9       A.   Absolutely.

10       Q.   Can you help me about this.  When did you or anyone

11            else at the DFSA become aware that two days prior to

12            the complaint being delivered, if it was delivered

13            on 25 April, he had filed a complaint for unfair

14            dismissal with the small claims tribunal of the

15            DIFC?

16       A.   I'm unable to say when we knew about that.  I

17            believe it was discussed in his interview.  I don't

18            know whether that was the first occasion that we

19            were aware of the case.  In terms of those specific

20            dates, as in the fact that the case was filed, I

21            think you said, two days before the complaint, I've

22            no idea when we knew that.

23       Q.   That is in fact just what I was going to ask you.

24            Was it the first time that it came to your attention

25            that he mentioned a claim when he was interviewed,
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1 16.56      which is at 219 of the interview, or is it possible

2            that he mentioned the claim in the telephone call

3            which you had with him sometime before the

4            interview?

5       A.   So that as I said, the phone call was on 23 May.  It

6            is possible that he mentioned the DIFC court matter.

7            He may have mentioned that in that conversation,

8            yes.

9       Q.   Did you keep a note of the conversation that you had

10            with him prior to the date of interview?

11       A.   I don't believe I did.  As I said, we followed-up --

12            I followed up that phone call with a letter which

13            invited him for interview.

14       Q.   He is interviewed by you between 10 o'clock in the

15            morning and 2 o'clock in the afternoon on 29 May,

16            and you and Mr Saheli are present, yes?

17       A.   I'll take your word for it on the timings but yes,

18            Mr Saheli and I were both present during the

19            interview.

20       Q.   He was told that the interview was voluntary and

21            that he could have an audio copy or a transcript

22            after the interview, yes?  Was he provided with

23            either?

24       A.   I don't believe he was provided with either.  We

25            generally provide interview transcripts if we are
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1 16.58      requested to do so.

2       Q.   I think you explained to him that although he was

3            requested to keep matters confidential and not to

4            disclose or discuss questions or answers with

5            anybody else, it was emphasised that it wasn't a

6            compulsory interview so that what he was being told

7            wasn't to be understood as an order.  Is that right?

8       A.   That would be our standard practice.  I don't

9            specifically recall it.

10       Q.   Either before or after the interview, did the DFSA

11            ask him to provide them with Lyle Dean's contact

12            details?

13       A.   I don't believe so.

14       Q.   Was he ever asked to provide you with Lyle Dean's

15            contact details?

16       A.   I don't believe so.

17       Q.   How was it that you got in touch with Lyle Dean?

18       A.   We made a search of the FCA register and found Lyle

19            Dean as an entry on the FCA's register at that time

20            he was an approved person, and we wrote to the FCA

21            and asked them to contact him.

22       Q.   So by the time that you interviewed this gentleman,

23            Mr Allsop, would it be right to say that you had

24            gathered a large quantity of documentation,

25            particularly emails relating to EGDL and Dalma
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1 16.59      covering a period from 2014 to June 2016; correct?

2       A.   Yes.

3       Q.   Including email correspondence from Nick to and from

4            Sanjay Shah, Greg Nixon, Howard Leedham, Zachary

5            Cefaratti and Lyle Dean?

6       A.   So we had received what Dalma had provided to us,

7            which is what we had requested, which was emails

8            between Dalma and EGDL and Sanjay Shah and anyone

9            acting on their behalf, as per the notice.

10       Q.   By the time that you interviewed him, had you been

11            able to review the material and assemble it so that

12            you could ask questions in a coherent chronological

13            way?

14       A.   When you say "him", you mean Mr Allsop?

15       Q.   I mean Mr Allsop, yes.

16       A.   I think we probably had been, had a chance to review

17            the information because we sent the second notice

18            requesting further information, which suggests to me

19            that we have reviewed the information we received

20            under the first notice.

21       Q.   Part of his complaint related to a grievance he had

22            about remuneration while he was employed at Dalma,

23            is that right?

24       A.   Yes.  I believe that was stated as a separate part

25            of the complaint.
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1 17.01 Q.   Did you appreciate, when you read the complaint,

2            that you might be dealing with somebody who had a

3            bit of an axe to grind?

4       A.   Yes, I think I probably would have appreciated that.

5       Q.   And Mr Saheli also?

6       A.   I can't speak for him but I would imagine so.

7       Q.   Did you discuss when you went through the

8            documentation, and so on, that this was an

9            individual who needed to be handled with some degree

10            of caution if, indeed, he was a disgruntled

11            employee, if he was?

12       A.   I think we would have thought it was relevant that

13            he was obviously someone who had a dispute with the

14            company he was complaining about.

15       Q.   Prior to his interview?

16       A.   Yes.

17       Q.   And would you agree with me that in those

18            circumstances it would be necessary to be perhaps a

19            little more rigorous and objective when asking him

20            questions and accepting the answers, if you thought

21            there could be potentially an underlying grievance

22            or motive to give an embellished or false account?

23            Did that cross your mind?

24       A.   I think we would have taken into account the

25            circumstances, which included that he had a dispute
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1 17.03      with the company he was complaining about, and we

2            would have given some thought to the fact that that

3            would affect his view, or his account, of

4            circumstances involving the company.

5       Q.   Did you in the course of looking at the

6            documentation for the preparation of this interview

7            come across any documents which struck you as being

8            not merely inconsistent, but wholly contradictory of

9            important aspects of the account that he gave in his

10            complaint?

11       A.   I don't think I'm able to honestly answer that.  I

12            can't tell you what was going through my mind back

13            then.  Perhaps if you could be more specific I would

14            be able to assist?

15       Q.   Well, we will look at it possibly in more detail,

16            but he was essentially telling you in terms in the

17            complaint that he was aggrieved principally about

18            the fact that while working at Elysium, Mr Dean was

19            effectively approached by three named individuals,

20            Howard Leedham, Amir Anwar and Zach Cefaratti, and

21            effectively made or pressured into being employed

22            when he had no formal connection with the company

23            and that he believed that to be unprofessional,

24            unethical, probably illegal and in breach of various

25            DFSA rules and regulations, particularly concerning
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1 17.05      client confidentiality.  That was the ambit of the

2            first part of his complaint, wasn't it?

3       A.   Yes.

4       Q.   And he was and maintains that he -- he maintains

5            now, and he has always stated that the motivation

6            for giving that information in the complaint was

7            really because he felt it was deeply unethical

8            behaviour and for no other reason.  That's where he

9            was coming from.  It was a sort of public interest

10            duty that he was claiming to have in bringing the

11            matter to the attention of the authorities.  That's

12            where he -- that was his pitch, wasn't it?

13       A.   Yes.

14       Q.   As you were reviewing the papers prior to the

15            interview, did you for example see the emails of 2

16            May and 4 May 2016 in which it appeared that he not

17            merely knew that Mr Dean was employed, but was

18            encouraging him and bringing to the attention of the

19            directors his fine performance during the relevant

20            period, and subsequently following it up with an

21            email indicating that as a result of their trades

22            and the profit, that something might be due to him

23            as well.  I am paraphrasing it but I can take you

24            the emails, if I haven't done it fairly and

25            properly.  Did you notice that before you
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1 17.07      interviewed him?

2       A.   I would -- yes, I would have seen those emails

3            before we interviewed him.  I may have asked him

4            about those emails in the interview.  I don't recall

5            the entire interview at this moment.

6       Q.   If that's right, were you aware before the interview

7            started that you were dealing with a man not only

8            with a potential grievance about the circumstances

9            of his employment, but also somebody whose account

10            of being outraged and being appalled by the idea

11            that investors were being put at risk, and so on,

12            may well himself have been actively involved and

13            trading?  Did that occur to you before the interview

14            started?

15       A.   I think it occurred to us that he -- well, we knew

16            he had a grievance, as you said.  We perhaps didn't

17            know the full details of that grievance before the

18            interview.  We knew about the emails that you have

19            mentioned, where he is praising Lyle Dean's trading.

20            He is not praising his own trading.

21       Q.   Except that in the 4 May -- we will have a look at

22            it, in the 4 May email he writes and talks about the

23            results of their trades.  I haven't got the precise

24            wording in front of me at the moment, I can find it

25            for you, but I think if we go to page 520, please.
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1 17.09      He is writing to Howard Leedham, isn't he, on 4 May:

2                "Profits made since we started taking positions

3            for the fund equals now approximately $340,000.

4            Thought you would like to know this."

5       A.   Yes I see that.

6       Q.   Did that strike you, when you saw that email prior

7            to his interview, that that completely undermined

8            his account in his complaint.  Namely, that he found

9            it wholly unacceptable and unethical that anyone

10            should trade when they weren't employed by the

11            company, and put investors at risk?

12       A.   Yes, that email doesn't portray the same -- the same

13            attitude that he then uses in his complaint.

14       Q.   It completely undermines the accuracy and truth of

15            the complaint, if that email is truthful and

16            correct.

17       A.   It undermines what he says about his feelings about

18            what was going on.  It doesn't undermine the

19            entirety of his account in the complaint.  That's

20            the point of our interview.  We don't know what's

21            happened.  We have seen various documents and some

22            documents indicate some things and other documents

23            might contradict them, but the whole point of the

24            interview is to understand more context behind the

25            documents that we have reviewed.
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1 17.11 Q.   Don't misunderstand me, Ms Paddon, I am not

2            criticising you for a moment for wanting to

3            interview him.  I just want to establish whether

4            you, Mr Saheli and possibly Mr Meaney or anyone else

5            who was involved in the investigation at this stage

6            were aware that, not only were you dealing with

7            somebody who had an employment grievance, that's

8            made clear in the complaint, but also somebody who

9            justifies the rationale of his complaint in terms of

10            moral and ethical indignation and yet there are

11            documents which show that he was, if anything,

12            participating in the offence, or the regulatory

13            infraction, about which he was complaining.  Were

14            you aware of that before you interviewed him?

15       A.   I don't think they could say we were aware of it.

16            We reviewed the documents and understood what they

17            said in a very flat way.  We may have formed some

18            thoughts about what we had reviewed and the various

19            parts that the different people played in it.  I

20            don't think we had formed much of a certainty about

21            what had happened.  This is at the very early stage

22            of the investigation.  We need to gather more

23            information from the people actually involved to

24            provide colour to the documents we have reviewed.

25       Q.   Once again I'm not criticising you for that, but all
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1 17.13      I'm asking you is did you discuss amongst yourselves

2            the need to approach the interview with the utmost

3            caution in the light of the features that I have

4            sought to highlight with you?

5       A.   I think we approached the interview with an

6            understanding of the circumstances of what had

7            happened between Mr Allsop and Dalma and with an

8            open mind as to what had gone on in relation to

9            circumstances we were investigating.

10       Q.   Did you appreciate or discuss whether or not you

11            might be interviewing a potential whistleblower?

12       A.   I don't think we did discuss that, no.

13       Q.   Does the DFSA have protocols in place to ensure that

14            genuine whistleblowers are encouraged to divulge

15            information correctly on a confidential basis and

16            afford protection where protection is needed?  Are

17            there such protocols?

18       A.   There are now.  There weren't at this time.

19       Q.   Was there or is there now a whistleblower register

20            in which all the communications between the DFSA and

21            individuals in that category are recorded?

22       A.   At this time there wasn't.

23       Q.   When did that come into being?

24       A.   It was quite recently.  I couldn't tell you exactly

25            when.  It's available on the DFSA's website.
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1 17.15      There's a news article about the fact that we have

2            put a whistleblower regime into place.

3       Q.   Was it this year or last?

4       A.   I have to say it's most likely this year, but I

5            wouldn't like to say for sure, because it may well

6            have been at the end of last year.

7       Q.   I don't want to take a bad point, but would it be

8            fair to say that it was possibly last year or early

9            this year?

10       A.   Yes that's pretty much what I was saying.

11       CHAIRMAN:  I am sorry to interrupt, but just a couple of

12            things.  One, I am not sure it's entirely a matter

13            for the witness and for you, but I'm not really sure

14            how the Tribunal is going to be helped by evidence

15            about what was or was not looked at before an

16            interview began.

17       MR SALLON:  Fair enough.

18       CHAIRMAN:  In circumstances where, as I understand it,

19            the witnesses, for reasons related to the fact it is

20            four years ago, where the witnesses are giving

21            evidence of what was their general policy and

22            practice.  So I am not sure this is going to assist

23            anymore than debates between you about when the

24            whistleblower edict, or whatever it was came out,

25            when that can be established in about 30 seconds by
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1 17.16      somebody pressing a button on a computer.  I know

2            that sounds critical of you both but it is not

3            intended to be.  It is just wasting time

4            unintentionally.

5       MR SALLON:  Yes.  I don't want to waste time.  The point

6            is well taken, if I may say so.  Thank you very much

7            for the indication.

8                I just want to establish with you this, though.

9            It's very important to ensure the integrity of a

10            whistleblower policy in order to prevent abuse by

11            bad actors.  That's to say, people with an axe to

12            grind who are liars.  Do you agree?  In other words,

13            let me put it this way.  It's important for

14            investigators to be alert to dishonest informants

15            who have ulterior or self-serving motives for

16            providing information, such as disgruntled former

17            employees who may wish to exact revenge on their

18            employers, or people who are complaining about

19            activities that they themselves engaged in.  Would

20            you agree with that general principle?

21       A.   Yes.

22       Q.   Now, it appears that the DFSA accepts that Mr Allsop

23            may indeed have been a disgruntled former employee

24            and that they no longer accept, and I quote

25            Mr Temple, "To any great extent on his evidence."
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1 17.18      Is that the position of the DFSA?

2       A.   I'm not sure it's for me to say in evidence what the

3            position of the DFSA is.  I think our counsel deals

4            with that.

5       Q.   Can we look at Mr Allsop's interview at 195, page

6            195.  What I'm looking for is a passage which deals

7            with this 2 May email.  You ask:

8                "Document 47, this is from yourself, Nick, to

9            Sanjay Shah and Howard Leedham:

10                'Gents, want to bring to your attention the

11            fine trading performance by Lyle [Dean] in April.

12            He made over $100,000 gross profit on very small

13            positions – in just two weeks.  A 3% return in one

14            month is a very impressive showing – and certainly

15            worthy of a mention in dispatches.'

16                There is an attachment saying, 'The Dalma

17            Unified Return Fund NAV."

18                And he says, "Yeah that one yeah."

19                And you say, "It's in the folder."

20                Can we scroll, that's right, yeah and carry on.

21            "So a couple of questions here", you say.

22                "First this has been sent to Sanjay Shah and

23            it's a --"

24                And he says, "Yeah and Howard Leedham."

25                And you say, "It says it's performance by Lyle.
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1 17.20      Of course we don't know whether he read it but it's

2            at least clear to Sanjay that Lyle is trading on the

3            DURF fund whilst being employed at Elysium, yes?"

4                And he says, "Yes.  Secondly there's $100,000

5            gross profit in April.  So that obviously goes

6            downhill very rapidly in May based on what you told

7            us about the -- is that accurate, is it 100,000?"

8                This is you:

9                "I don't know if it's accurate, I haven't

10            checked through the attachment.  It will be on

11            Excel.  I have taken that," you say, "Yeah 97,000 so

12            not far off."

13                You say, "Lyle has sent you some information."

14            He says, "Yes, I have in the previous email.  He

15            asked me to send this to them because he wanted them

16            to know how well he was doing and he didn't want it

17            to come from himself."  You say, "Fair enough, But

18            do you think it was accurate at that point?  He

19            wouldn't have been sort of doctoring or -- "

20                He says "Well" and then you say, "He's not, he

21            wouldn't -- what's the date, 2nd May, carry on?  So

22            the NAV would have been produced.  Yeah so this

23            basically -- "  He says, "He would have have seen

24            the NAV."  "Yes" you said.  "He was reiterating what

25            was the fact", says Allsop.
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1 17.22          Then Mr Saheli comes in and says:

2                "Would you recall Sanjay Shah responding back

3            to your email?"  "Commenting maybe", you ask

4            "verbally, any discussions and so on."

5                "Does that ring a bell now", asks Mr Saheli,

6            "Seeing the fact that Sanjay's actually been copied,

7            well not copied, emailed and so on about trade

8            conducted by Lyle."  "Sure".  "Yes" and so on.

9                And then, "I don't recall seeing a reply from

10            him, I don't recall him speaking to me about this.

11            He is often not the office around this time.  We

12            have got small cogs in his wheel, whether he even

13            saw it or not I haven't got a clue."

14                Then Mr Saheli says, "Yes."

15                You he says, "I don't know how to answer that

16            question".

17                And you say, "He didn't come back to you in any

18            response saying, 'What's going on here?  Why is this

19            person trading.'"

20                "I have no recollection of his doing so but if

21            he did there's something else later."

22                And you say, "No, no there isn't", and he said,

23            "Well then he did.  But I certainly don't recall him

24            doing so."

25                And Mr Saheli says, "The tone of the email
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1 17.23      seems to indicate that it is not an explanation.  So

2            we have had this trader he's been conducting while

3            we have had Lyle conducting trades for this Dalma

4            fund, this is how much money he made.  The tone of

5            it, the tone, seems to indicate that Sanjay would

6            have had some knowledge about what was going on

7            here, not because you are reporting the profits that

8            are made."

9                "Yeah I sent to it him and Howard.  And

10            obviously the tone is isn't that a good thing, which

11            is in one way -- which it is in one way or another?

12            Yeah, $97,000 profit that is."

13                "Yeah he was very happy Mr Dean", says

14            Mr Allsop, "he'd got on well.  He'd done what they

15            had wanted him to do."

16                And it says, "Just in two weeks that kind of

17            suggests it was mid-April trading" and so on and so

18            forth, yes?  And you just carry on up.

19                "I am just wondering how the figure works", you

20            ask and Allsop explains, like he's made another

21            40 per cent, 40,000 loss and so on and so forth.  We

22            can just complete it if I may.  I'm looking for any

23            passage in this questioning about this email in

24            which you say to him, "Hold on a minute Mr Allsop, I

25            thought my understanding was, as you have made clear
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1 17.24      in your interview hitherto, that you told Lyle that

2            you shouldn't -- he should don't what he was being

3            asked to do.  And that it was foolhardy of him or

4            wrong, and that I, Nick Allsop, wanted nothing to do

5            with it because I thought it was a risk on the

6            investors in the fund", which is what he was telling

7            you prior to this.

8                Is there any point in this interview either in

9            this passage or any other, where you and Mr Saheli

10            say, "Hold on a minute, this is completely

11            contradictory this email to what you have told us

12            hitherto in the interview and what's in your

13            complaint."  I thought you weren't -- what you are

14            concentrating on is whether it alerted Mr Sanjay

15            Shah to what was going on.  You appear, if I may say

16            so, to ignore the fact that it wholly contradicts

17            his account of having nothing whatsoever to do with

18            what is going on.  Would you not agree?

19       A.   In relation to the passage that you have shown me,

20            yes, I don't recall the entire interview.

21       Q.   I'm going to suggest to you and I will be corrected

22            if I'm wrong, that there is nowhere in the interview

23            where he is in any way challenged as to the

24            truthfulness or veracity of his account, despite the

25            existence of documents to the contrary.  Do you
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1 17.26      agree?

2       A.   I can't agree about the whole interview because I

3            haven't reviewed the whole interview.

4       Q.   Well, if I'm -- again, I have and I know that

5            Mr Temple has and if I am wrong or have taken a bad

6            point when I put this to you, I know I will be put

7            right and I will accept any correction, but I am

8            going to suggest to you that nowhere in this whole

9            interview do you ever seek to drill down or

10            challenge or interrogate the truthfulness of the

11            account that he is giving in the light of

12            contradictory evidence.  That email of the 2nd was

13            one example.  I just want to turn up, if I may, at

14            this point, the email of 4 May, which you will find

15            at page -- let me just scroll up a little bit.  Is

16            it on the screen now?  We have got it.  520.  Sir,

17            sorry, the screen went blank for a moment.  If you

18            look at -- if you would like to look at the email of

19            4 May, Howard writes Nick:

20                "Profits made since we started taking positions

21            for the fund now equals 340,000."

22                Did it strike you and Mr Saheli when you were

23            reviewing that documentation that he was saying that

24            he and Lyle were placing trades?

25       A.   It may have struck me at that time.  I mean it says
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1 17.28      "we", at that time in the investigation I probably

2            didn't know who he was referring to with "we".

3       Q.   He was certainly referring to himself, wasn't he?

4       A.   Well I would assume so.

5       Q.   Did you say to him at any point in the interview or

6            did Mr Saheli say to him at any point in the

7            interview, "Hold on chum, you say that you were

8            very" --

9       CHAIRMAN:  I am sorry to interrupt again, but we have the

10            interview and the witness has said that she isn't

11            able to recollect the interview without checking it.

12            For my part, I do not understand why she is being

13            asked further questions when she has said that she

14            is not on top of the whole interview where she sits,

15            and you have already made it plain, quite properly

16            and quite helpfully, that if your suggestion is

17            wrong then it will be corrected perhaps overnight by

18            someone going through the interviews.  So I am not

19            quite sure why you are asking the question again.

20       MR SALLON:  Sir, I am just pointing to the fact that

21            there is not only an email indicating

22            encouragement --

23       CHAIRMAN:  I am sorry, but the purpose of

24            cross-examination, as you and I have both known for

25            the last 40 or something years, or 50 years in my
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1 17.30      case, is to elicit answers from the witness.  If you

2            want to make points you will have every possible

3            opportunity to do so when this is over and I am just

4            a little concerned about the time we are taking

5            bearing in mind the provisional timetable and that

6            sort of thing.  So if it is making points rather

7            than asking questions, I would rather you left that

8            until later.  Thank you.

9       MR SALLON:  Well, let me put to you this.  That at the

10            end of the interview, after it was concluded, did

11            you and Mr Saheli discuss the reliability and

12            truthfulness of Nick Allsop?

13       A.   I should imagine that we did.  I don't recall

14            specifically discussing it.

15       Q.   If you go, please, to page 223 of the interview, you

16            will see over the succeeding four pages, it's one

17            answer in which Nick Allsop provides a lengthy

18            explanation about Zachary and Howard Leedham and how

19            the company, and the conduct of the company,

20            continued uninterrupted for page after page and it

21            contained a passage in which he asked rhetorically,

22            "I have got no confidence that investors' money is

23            safe with this company and this management because

24            they are prepared to have a man they know nothing

25            about who is qualified, as qualified as that bin to
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1 17.32      actively manage funds.  What else are they going to

2            do", he asks.

3                If we look at 224, after this very, very

4            lengthy explanation, you thank him for being so open

5            and tell him that not everyone would have explained

6            what he had to say that well.  And he said, "Well, I

7            can imagine I'm being portrayed as a disgruntled

8            former employee.  I'm sure Dalma will try to portray

9            me in that way."  Your answer is that, or, "This is

10            what we need to be prepared for."  What on earth did

11            you mean when you said that to him?

12       A.   Well, I think as you can see from the transcript, I

13            have -- this is what we need to be prepared for is

14            the beginning of a sentence which continues under,

15            "Nick this is what we need to be prepared for at

16            some point in the future but I will repeat to you

17            what I said before", and then I presumably repeat

18            what I said before but it's not on the screen.

19       Q.   Sorry Ms Paddon, I am misunderstanding your answer.

20            What was that it you were telling him that you

21            needed to be prepared for?

22       A.   That I think that we understood that he was a

23            disgruntled employee and that's how his -- that's

24            how he would be viewed.

25       Q.   And so what was it you were going to do by way of
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1 17.34      preparation?

2       A.   Well, there's nothing you can do to prepare for

3            that.  He is a disgruntled employee and everybody

4            can see that.

5       Q.   So why did you say to him that's what we need to be

6            prepared for?

7       A.   Well, it's part of a passage of speaking, the bottom

8            of which I can't see.

9       Q.   All right, let's scroll it up so you can see it.  I

10            don't want you to be misled in any way at all.

11       A.   I seem to be making a point about his wanting to

12            keep the -- keep the identity or the source of the

13            complaint anonymous.  It's a small comment at the

14            beginning of a point about something else.

15       Q.   So you were saying effectively, in your own mind at

16            any rate if you didn't express it in terms, that in

17            order for him to be portrayed -- for him to avoid

18            him being portrayed as a disgruntled former

19            employee, it was important to keep the nature of the

20            complaint confidential.  Is that what you were

21            saying?

22       Q.   Sorry, Ms Paddon am I --

23       A.   I am reading it.  Sorry I was reading it.  I mean

24            this is obviously a comment that I made in an

25            interview several years ago.  It's very hard for me
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1 17.36      to say what was going through my mind at that time.

2            I don't remember.  I'm reading it to try and work

3            out if I can assist you in what point I was trying

4            to make.  I mean, as I say, I seem to be talking

5            about that the point about anonymity and I think

6            when I'm saying that we have -- he has given us some

7            documents, we have received a lot of other

8            documents, I am obviously referring to Dalma's

9            response to the first notice; and that the fact that

10            he has given us this information will just form part

11            of a large tranche of information and he won't be

12            able to be identified as putting in a complaint

13            because of all the other information we already had.

14            In a case where someone blows a whistle, and we

15            don't have any other information, it's easy for the

16            party to work out who the whistleblower or the who

17            the anonymous person is because they know -- because

18            the information can only have come from one person.

19       Q.   I don't dispute that you were reassuring him about

20            anonymity for one minute.  If you look at 224, and

21            we scroll up a little bit, you actually say, I

22            think, or reassure him that they didn't yet know he

23            had made a complaint.  Do you see that?

24       A.   Yes.

25       Q.   So at that point you are reassuring him, would this
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1 17.38      be fair, that one way of avoiding him being

2            categorised as a disgruntled employee was to ensure

3            that he was kept anonymous?

4       A.   No, I think it's more that the way to avoid him

5            revealing or having the anonymity revealed as a

6            disgruntled employee is that we already have a lot

7            of information directly from Dalma and so any

8            information that he has will not identify him.

9       Q.   Well now, let me ask you this if I may.  By July

10            2018, we know that the small claims tribunal had

11            issued its judgment, and I'm going to ask you if you

12            were aware of the fact that he was disbelieved on a

13            key point, as a result of which he was only awarded

14            25 per cent of his claim.  Did that come to your

15            attention?

16       A.   No not at all.  I don't know if you are aware but

17            the small claims tribunal in the DIFC anonymizes all

18            of the cases, so we could not have found that out.

19       Q.   He, the prospective witness Mr Allsop, never

20            informed you about that?

21       A.   No.

22       Q.   Had you known that in July 2018, would that have

23            been a useful piece of information in assessing

24            whether or not this particular potential witness had

25            a motive to lie?  If you had known that he had tried
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1 17.40      to sue them for a considerable amount of money but

2            only succeeded in recovering 25 per cent of his

3            claim, might that have been useful?

4       A.   I suppose that may have, it's a relevant

5            circumstances, but of course it can't affect what he

6            has already told us.

7       Q.   No, but it affects the truth of it, doesn't it?  Or

8            may.

9       A.   It may.

10       Q.   It goes to credibility.  So the fact of it is, I

11            just want to see if I understand this, on 15

12            November you come to write a note of assessment on

13            his credibility, is that right, and how you are

14            proposing -- I am sorry it is 15 November 2020, you

15            come to make an assessment about Mr Allsop's

16            credibility and how you are proposing to rely on it,

17            or use it, in the case against Mr Cefaratti and

18            Dalma.

19       A.   I think, I don't know, but I think you are referring

20            to a note that was produced to assist the decision

21            making committee of the DFSA during those

22            proceedings --

23       Q.   That's right.

24       A.   -- to help explain enforcement's position as regards

25            the varying assessments of credibility in relation
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1 17.42      to everybody that the DFSA interviewed in this case.

2       Q.   Well, look, before we get to that, may I just ask

3            you this.  That you have completed your interview

4            with Nick Allsop but on 16 October of 2018, that's

5            to say some months after you have interviewed

6            Allsop, you and Mr Saheli interview Lyle Dean.  Do

7            you recall that?

8       A.   Yes.

9       Q.   Do you recall interviewing Lyle Dean --

10       CHAIRMAN:  Sorry to interrupt.  Just before we go on to

11            the other gentleman, Mr Allsop, as it were, not

12            being represented and you both asking questions and

13            giving answers about his litigation, could we be a

14            little bit clear about this.  Because as I

15            understood it, the maximum claim in the small claims

16            court was 500,000-odd.

17       MR SALLON:  That's correct.

18       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Allsop recovered 200,000 and something odd

19            so it doesn't sound like 25 per cent to me.  The

20            other issue is -- let me finish please.  That's the

21            first issue.

22                The second issue, or there are three actually.

23            The second is he was unsuccessful on one of his

24            claims, but presumably one needs to look at the

25            judgment, but I'm not sure as yet, because I don't
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1 17.43      have the information, but it doesn't follow from

2            being unsuccessful in part of your claim that it

3            goes to your credibility because it doesn't mean

4            just because your claim fails doesn't mean to say

5            you have been untruthful.

6                The third point is if he was partially

7            successful, by parity of reason, then presumably the

8            same points would be made against the other side to

9            the litigation.  You both seem to be assuming things

10            about Mr Allsop, we have had difficulties in the

11            past sometimes when people are not represented.

12            Could we get that clarified overnight so that I and

13            my colleagues know what the position is on that.  It

14            is probably in the papers but I am just having

15            trouble finding it.

16       MR SALLON:  I am happy to tell you now, the amount of the

17            claim was excess of 880,000 dirhams.  You are right,

18            and I put to Nick Allsop that that was limited by

19            virtue of the limitation in the small claims

20            tribunal to 500,000.  The award that he got was of

21            course larger than 25 per cent of the 500,000, but

22            it was 25 per cent of his original claim of the true

23            damage, financial damage.

24       CHAIRMAN:  I appreciate, yes but there are two ways of

25            looking at it --
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1 17.45 MR SALLON:  That's an answer so your first question.  The

2            second is that the claim itself and the fact that he

3            was unsuccessful doesn't necessarily go to his

4            credibility in general terms.  It goes to the

5            question of motive and what he felt about Zachary

6            Cefaratti and Dalma, having fought a claim and only

7            recovered a proportion of what he asked for.  If one

8            looks at the total of what he originally asked for,

9            it works out at something like 25 per cent.

10                So that's the issue.

11                So far as this witness is concerned, the issue

12            is what the DFSA knew and how they decided to

13            proceed with Nick Allsop as a witness in this case

14            against my clients in this extremely important

15            matter.  I can finish this line of cross-examination

16            this evening if you are proposing to sit until about

17            6 o'clock and then I will have concluded my

18            cross-examination, but that's an attempt, sir, to

19            answer the question --

20       CHAIRMAN:  That's, I understand about the motive point.

21            I simply wrote it down when I was listening.  There

22            was a dialogue between you which presupposed that

23            this went to credibility.  It's not a criticism of

24            counsel or of the witness.  It just seemed to be an

25            assumption.  The word used was "credibility".  So I
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1 17.47      will stop interrupting and allow you to get on with

2            it, given the possibility that we will finish this

3            evening.

4       MR SALLON:  All right.  That's a carrot.

5       CHAIRMAN:  Can I say we can't go on too much after.  I've

6            had a message from the shorthand writer who

7            unfortunately has a personal difficulty, so we won't

8            be able to go on too much beyond 3 o'clock, which is

9            another reason for me stopping now.

10       MR SALLON:  I will bear that well in mind, thank you.

11            After Nick Allsop's interview in May, you interview

12            together with Mr Saheli, Lyle Dean on 16 October.

13            Is that right?

14       A.   Yes.

15       Q.   And Lyle Dean provides you with a series of answers

16            that flatly contradict many aspects of Nick Allsop's

17            account, including the fact that Nick, far from

18            expressing concern and advising him not to trade at

19            Dalma, instructs him to do so within the relevant

20            period, that he had access to the Dalma fund and

21            that Nick probably traded and then later in his

22            interview, did trade on the fund.  So by October

23            2018 you had the complaint, you had the

24            documentation, you had what Nick Allsop was

25            maintaining in his interview and you had on very
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1 17.49      important points an entirely contradictory account

2            from Lyle Dean.  That's now the position in October

3            2018.  Do you agree?

4       A.   I agree that we had gathered all that information.

5            I don't necessarily agree that there were lots of

6            key contradictory points.

7       Q.   Well, I can list more if you want, but I mean the

8            first point is, and I would ask you to consider it,

9            that Nick is saying, "I wanted nothing to do with

10            this and I told Lyle Dean not to embark on trading

11            at Dalma but there was very little I could do about

12            it."

13                And you have Lyle Dean saying, "I was

14            instructed by Nick Allsop to trade."

15                That's the first major contradiction, would you

16            not agree?

17       A.   Well, it's obviously a contradiction.  Whether it's

18            a major contradiction in relation to the entire

19            case, I'm not sure I do agree.

20       Q.   I'm not necessarily saying it's a contradiction in

21            relation to the entire case.  I'm saying it is a

22            major contradiction, a witness who comes up, makes a

23            complaint about the activities of his -- somebody

24            working under him and says, "I had nothing to do

25            with it.  I was appalled by it.  Ethically it is
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1 17.50      completely wrong."  And as soon as you interview

2            this chap, he says, "The complainant actually was

3            instructing me to do it", and provides a

4            contradictory account on that point.  Do you not

5            think that's a fundamental contradiction?

6       A.   No.

7       Q.   No?

8       A.   I mean, they contradict each other.  Witnesses often

9            contradict each other.  We are not going to get a

10            fully uncontradictory set of evidence in any case

11            ever.

12       Q.   Of course witnesses have different recollections and

13            they can't always be consistent, and I accept they

14            very frequently are inconsistent, but that example,

15            coupled with the fact that Mr Allsop was claiming he

16            wanted nothing to do with it and had nothing to do

17            with it and Lyle Dean saying he had access and may

18            have, or did actually trade, that's a second

19            contribution.  Which might alert you to the fact

20            that Nick Allsop is not merely a disgruntled

21            employee, but an outright liar.  Did that not -- was

22            that not apparent to you, as you sifted through the

23            evidence?  We are only in 2018.  I am asking you

24            what you were doing in 2019 and 2020 and 2021,

25            before you decided to take statements from Nick and
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1 17.52      put them forward as if he was a witness on whom the

2            DFSA could properly rely.  What were you thinking

3            of?

4       A.   We considered whether we should call Nick Allsop as

5            a witness.  One of the factors we took into account

6            was that Mr Cefaratti and Dalma indicated that even

7            if the DFSA did not call Mr Allsop to appear before

8            these proceedings, they would take steps that he

9            would appear so that you could cross-examine him.

10       Q.   I suggest that is entirely incorrect.  I suggest

11            that is what happened was that you, at the DFSA,

12            used the interviews of Mr Dean and the interviews of

13            Mr Allsop as part of your case in front of the

14            decision-making committee, and the applicants

15            complained and said that if you were going to rely

16            on their complaints, they should have at least made

17            witness statements.  You persisted in relying on

18            those interviews before the decision-making

19            committee and no interviews were produced until

20            after the decision had been made.

21       A.   What do you mean "no interviews" --

22       Q.   I mean their witness statements were taken

23            post-decision, and you were being invited

24            consistently to say whether you truly could rely on

25            either of them and the response of the DFSA was not,
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1 17.54      "On reflection, having considered all the evidence,

2            we think Mr Allsop is an unreliable witness on whom

3            we can't rely."  Your response to it was to double

4            down and take statements from him and have him

5            available to be called to give evidence against

6            Mr Cefaratti.  That's what happened, knowing that he

7            was untruthful in a number of absolutely critical

8            respects.

9                Do you agree?

10       A.   No.

11       Q.   Well let me ask you this.  If it had become apparent

12            to you, as I suggest it should have done, that he

13            hadn't told you the truth and that on Lyle Dean's

14            explanation, Nick had himself recklessly permitted

15            or encouraged Lyle Dean to manage DURF's assets

16            during the relevant period, or in other words

17            participated in the very offence about which he was

18            complaining and that he had misled you as to his

19            role, what would you have done?

20       A.   I'm sorry that was a very long question.  Can you

21            repeat it please?

22       Q.   Yes, I will break it down.  We know that Nick Allsop

23            complained that Zachary Cefaratti and others had

24            recklessly permitted and encouraged Lyle Dean to

25            manage DURF's assets during the relevant period;
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1 17.55      correct?

2       A.   Yes.

3       Q.   And he repeated those allegations in his interview

4            in May 2018, correct?

5       A.   Yes.

6       Q.   And you had an account which, from Lyle Dean, which

7            suggested that Nick Allsop himself had recklessly

8            permitted and encouraged Lyle Dean to manage DURF's

9            assets during the relevant period, and you had that

10            by October 2018.  Am I making sense?

11       A.   Yes.

12       Q.   So you had evidence from one witness that another

13            witness had participated in the very offence about

14            which he was complaining and that he may have been

15            misleading you, the DFSA, about the role that he

16            played.  That's right, isn't it?  Isn't it

17            Ms Paddon?

18       A.   Well, the two accounts are inconsistent.  As to who,

19            which one is misleading, I don't think we knew at

20            that stage.

21       Q.   Right.  But you could, had you so wished, have taken

22            action against Nick Allsop, couldn't you, in the

23            same way that you decided to take action against

24            Zachary Cefaratti?

25       A.   We decided to take action against Mr Cefaratti
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1 17.57      following interviewing him and comparing his account

2            to the other accounts we had and the documentary

3            evidence.

4       Q.   I don't want to -- all I am saying is that if you

5            had come to the view that Nick was lying his head

6            off on very important points and had been actually

7            participating in this conduct, it was open to you

8            under your regulatory provisions to bring

9            proceedings against him.  And I have in mind Article

10            86(7) of the regulatory law, which prohibits, or

11            makes it a regulatory offence for somebody who is

12            knowingly concerned in a contravention of law or

13            rules of other legislation administered by the DFSA

14            committed by another person as well as the person

15            who commits the contravention.  That other person is

16            liable to be proceeded against and dealt with.

17                Did you ever contemplate, you and Mr Saheli, or

18            Mr Meaney, bringing proceedings against Nick Allsop?

19       A.   I think yes, we probably did consider.

20       Q.   "We probably did consider it"?  Maybe I should break

21            there.  Maybe we should break there.  I wanted to

22            finish, but I would like you to think about that

23            because if you probably considered it, I would like

24            to know how it was that Mr Allsop, far from being

25            proceeded against, has been relied on in these
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1 17.59      proceedings, after everything that has happened.

2                Sir, I have effectively concluded my

3            cross-examination, but I am going to apply to keep

4            it open lest there is any further question,

5            literally one or two questions, that I may want to

6            ask tomorrow morning?

7       MR TEMPLE:  Sir, I would oppose that.  There's a point I

8            need to discuss if at all possible with Ms Paddon

9            overnight, taking instructions from her.  Leaving

10            open the possibility of a further question on what I

11            would submit is irrelevant to any of the list of

12            issues in this case.  If one looks at the list of

13            issues the question that is being posed does not

14            address any of them.  I would submit that she should

15            be released and I have no questions in

16            re-examination.

17       MR SALLON:  If my learned friend has no questions -- I am

18            so sorry.  If my learned friend has no questions in

19            re-examination, I have no objection to his speaking

20            to the witness and taking instructions.  I don't

21            accept that my questions are irrelevant because they

22            go to the credibility of a witness --

23       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sallon, I am with you.  It is not as if the

24            witness is having to fly back to Australia tonight

25            or something.  I think it is entirely reasonable for
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1 18.01      Mr Sallon to hold it open.  He is acting for the

2            applicants and I am not in a position and neither

3            are my colleagues at the moment, to take considered

4            views about what is or is not directly relevant.

5                So we will resume in the morning.  Ms Paddon,

6            would you mind coming back in the morning?

7       THE WITNESS:  No, I shall be here anyway so that's fine.

8       MR TEMPLE:  Sir, just to clarify if I may?

9       CHAIRMAN:  Even if you do mind, I'm afraid you've got to

10            be here.

11       MR TEMPLE:  I understand that but if I could just clarify

12            one point, sir?  If I could clarify one point?

13            Sorry.  Because of course it's the rule that a

14            witness can't discuss his/her evidence whilst they

15            are give evidence before they are released, I would

16            like to discuss a point arising out of Ms Paddon's

17            evidence.  And I want to make that clear, because of

18            course if the Tribunal says we can't, we can't, and

19            we will have to deal with it some other way.

20            Obviously, we are very aware of the rules on

21            speaking to witnesses.

22       CHAIRMAN:  It is probably best if you discuss that with

23            Mr Sallon and if he says yes that's fine, and if he

24            says no then you can raise it is in with us in the

25            morning rather than raise something which may be,
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1 18.02      for all I know, confidential.

2       MR TEMPLE:  Thank you, if I could receive an email in the

3            next ten minutes, I would be grateful because that

4            will allow us to know what we can do.  I mean from

5            Mr Sallon.  That was directed at Mr Sallon.

6       MR SALLON:  You want an email from me?

7       MR TEMPLE:  You can say it out loud, apologies.  I just

8            didn't want to have a discussion with you in front

9            of the Tribunal.

10       CHAIRMAN:  You --

11       MR SALLON:  I will send Mr Temple an email any time.

12       CHAIRMAN:  Now we have a very rare moment of smiles in

13            this case, could I just ask you politely where we

14            are in terms of chronology?  Mr Temple, how are we

15            doing?

16       MR TEMPLE:  Well, we are certainly not going to finish in

17            three days I don't think because as you might

18            expect, I have quite a few questions nor

19            Mr Cefaratti in particular.

20       CHAIRMAN:  So we are going to need our fourth day, which

21            is Friday?

22       MR TEMPLE:  I think that is correct.

23       CHAIRMAN:  That is sufficient.  Thank you all for your

24            help and I look forward to speaking to you all again

25            tomorrow morning at 8 am UK time.  Thank you.
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1 18.04      (6.04 pm)

2                (Adjourned till 11 o'clock tomorrow morning)
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